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Friday, October 23-Sunday,, October 25
CASINO NIGHT* • POET AWARDS • REUNION GATHERINGS
ALL—SOCIETY MIXER • HOMECOMING GAME a TARDEADA

RECONNECT,
REMINISCE,
REUNION...
...with your former classmates, faculty, coaches, brothers and
sisters—friends. These are the people who shaped your life
while you were an undergrad. These are the people with
whom you shared both good times and bad, who may have
taught you loyalty or discipline or the meaning of service,
who challenged you with different perspectives, who helped
you excel, laugh, survive, compete, and strive for more.
These are the people who shared your Whittier College
experience. Why not come home to campus and spend
time with your Poet family?
Whittier Weekend 2009 will take place on October 23-25.
We encourage you to come back, visit familiar sites (and a
few new ones), recall your undergraduate days, and above
all, reconnect with Whittier College and your fellow Poets.
Registration is now open! For full schedule of events,
information about accommodations, and other important
news, please visit our Whittier Weekend 2009 website.

A FULL SCHEDULE OF EVENTS IS LOCATED
ON THE INSIDE BACK COVER OF THIS ISSUE.

www.whittier.edu/WhittierWeekend2009
*Casino Night at Ettinger Student Lounge, Campus Center, b ought to you by the Radisson Hotel Whittier.
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POETS SPEAK OUT
"I REMEMBER HOW HE/SHE CHANGED MY LIFE..."

At any Whither College gathering, one of the most common experiences alumni Will recount is the impact

THE MAGAZINE OF WHITTIER COLLEG

Dana A. S. Rakoczy

a particular professor, coach, or mentor had on their lives. Typically, this is someone who irrevocably
changed their perspective or helped shape their goals—someone who opened their eyes to the larger

Afli ia: &raza

world, or who helped them plan a specific course of action; who led by example and showed them the
meaning of diligence, of determination, of discipline. These are the teachers who changed lives.

Lime Twig

If you have a story to share about someone at Whither College who changed your life during your
undergraduate days, we encourage you to send it to us, via email to therock@whittier.edu or regular
mail to: The Rock, do Office of Communications & Alumni Relations, Whither College, P.O. Box 634,

Frederick Malcomb '11
Josh Wood '10

Whither, CA 90608. All submissions will be considered for publication in a future issue of The Rock or
on our website. Please note, submissions selected for publication may be edited for clarity or brevity;
photo submissions are also encouraged.

Ana Lilia Barraza
Gregg Rossen
Erica Amico '10
e e .0'-

LETTERS
and it stirred up some old memories of my
college days. I looked up the alumni website,
and it had a lot of programs for alumni to
participate in, so I thought maybe I would
see if/where I can contribute?

3) our class communications were too late
for publication; or
4)1 may be the "Last of the Mohicans."
(I truly hope that #4 is not the case as there
were a lot of great guys and girls in the class.)
After a little research, I found that the
Class of 1950 has no agent listed, so I will

PENN

SOCIETY)

consider myself as one of the last, or the last
member of the Class of 1950.

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Yen, we'd be more than

Questions?
Concerns? Love it?
us know. E-mail

Arizona is a long way from Whittier, but

pleased to have your help! Each year, the Office

the fond memories of Whither College will

of Alumni Relations has a veritable cornucopia
of events, programs, and other ongoing projects
that could use more alumni volunteers and contributions of individual expertise. For example,
we still need a number of alumni to serve as

always be with me. And if there are any '50
classmates left, I would like to say "Hello!"

—CARROLL "WILLIE" WILLIAMS '50

Class Agents, to be career mentors for students,

EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Williams, I hope you will be

to participate in the planning and execution

happy to know that according to our records,

Hate it? Then Let

therock@whittier.edu

of our new Greater Los Angeles Alumni Chapter

we do, in fact, have about 283 alumni from

Letters are subject

events, and to lend a hand at registration and

the Class of 1950 still hale and hearty—though

events during Whittier Weekend 2009.

perhaps too shy to shore their news with The

to publication in

Ifyou would like to volunteer your time or skills

a future issue of
The Rock.

have a volunteer Class Agent for this particular

please do contact the Office of Alumni Relations,

year; but would be happy to speak with anyone

562.907.4222 or alumni@whittier.edu.

interested in the job...

I received my Winter 2009 edition of The Rock

those class notes submitted during any issue's

and noticed that the Class of 1950 was not

production period will be published in The Rock

mentioned in the "Poet to Poet" section of

We encourage all Poets from every graduating

the magazine. This led me to believe that:

year to continue sending us updates and news

1)
there is no 1950 Class Agent;

at any time, and we will be happy to publish

2)none of my classmates communicated

your news!

with the Class Agent;
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P I came across the recent edition of The Rock,

—DAVID YEN '94 (WILLIAM

_I .
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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
ALUMNI, PARENTS, AND FRIENDS:

I LOVE TRADITIONS.
They symbolize an
organization's values,
promote a sense of
community, and pass along
meaningful stories, linking
generation to generation.
The traditions surrounding our College
are particularly memorable. Anyone
who has experienced the President's
Convocation at the beginning of the academic year cannot help but be moved
and inspired by the rituals that surround

to end the ceremony. What started as
a last minute gesture now is an annual
tradition involving every voice in the
stadium and a shout that must be heard
for miles.
Last year we started what I hope
will become another tradition by selecting a "President for the Day" and having
me exchange places with this student
from early morning to late at night. This
exercise, which reminded me of the
breadth of interest of our students and
the dynamism of our faculty, is profiled
in this magazine.

to mention this idea to an alumnus
one day last year, and he told me
that presidents have lost their jobs by
suggesting lesser things! (I think he
was kidding.) Is it time to consider our
options? Should we at least start the
conversation before another century
goes by and there is only a tiny nub of
our Rock left to paint?
The next time you visit the campus,
check it out. Or go online and take
a look via the Rock webcam (www.
whittier.edu/About/CampusViews/
RockCam.aspx). Then send me your

TALK BACK.
Each edition,
"President's Corner"
tackles a topic of
particular interest to
Sharon Herzberger. If
you'd like to respond
to her column, pose
questions, or share
your own stories,

this ceremony. As I watch our new
students walk into Harris Amphitheatre
between two lines of faculty resplendent in academic regalia, I get a lump in

Perhaps Whittier's most popular
tradition, however, is painting the Rock.
This jealously guarded privilege is avail-

thoughts. Send me your favorite Rock
stories too; I am sure that over the last
97 years, some memorable occasions

my throat thinking about the excitement
their families must be experiencing at
that moment and how much our stu-

able to all student groups but assumed
mostly by our Societies. The birthday
greetings and regularly changing colors
of the Rock are noticed by everyone

have happened at the site of the Rock.
and I would love to hear about them
)president@whittier.edu(.
Times change and some Whittier

dents will grow in a few short months.
Later in the evening, everyone watches
in silence as the faculty passes the Light

who spends time on our campus.
But as many people have pointed
out to me over my four years at

traditions live on, some fade, and new
ones are born. But Whittier's mission
to educate the next generation to listen

of Learning to these students and the
glow of candlelight spreads up the hill.
This tradition reminds all gathered of
the seriousness and the importance of

Whittier, our revered Rock is getting
smaller, or at least looks smaller. In
fact (and I know to some this will
sound sacrilegious(, the Rock seems

intelligently, respect people of all backgrounds, seek commonality, and lead
lives of significance is one tradition that
will long endure.

Whittier's mission.
Some traditions are relatively

downright puny. Maybe it is because
the new Campus Center is so much

new. In my first year at the College, a
small group of faculty, students, and

larger and looms closer than the former Campus Inn. But, let's face facts:
today's Rock is not the Rock of old.

administrators gathered with me to
plot ways to raise Poet pride. Among
the good suggestions came the phrase
"Fear the Poet," words now emblazoned on t-shirts and bumper stickers
and chanted at games to display our
school spirit. On the morning of my first
Whittier Commencement, a member of
our Board of Trustees suggested that
getting all of the students to shout
"Fear the Poet" might be a fitting way

It stands just about four feet tall and
seems to have shrunk in girth since
the mischievous young men installed
the Rock in 1912. Has it sunk into the
ground? Have years of painting and

please do so by
eniailing president@
whittier.edu. If you'd
also like to have you
Letter considered for
publication in a futu
issue of The Rock, be
sure to email a copy
therock@whittier.ed

Go Poets!
Sincerely,

Sharon D. Herzberger
President

then burning the Rock worn away
some of its surface?
May I be bold enough to ask
whether one of these days Whittier
College might need Rock II? I dared
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CONSERVATIVE VALUES
DONATELLI PROVES THEORY, RECEIVES SCIENCE FELLOWSHIP

modification in habit produced positive
results—for Donatelli specifically, and

AS A WHITTIER SCHOLARS MAJOR

with an emphasis on science and ecology, Juliette Donatelli '09 has devoted
much of her academic work to researching and finding ways to "green" the
environment. So it's not surprising that
data from her senior project, Social
Media & Conservation, not only success-

for the environment at large.
And her hard work in designing
and executing a complex and effective
environmental campaign has not gone
unrewarded. In spring. Donatelli received
word she is one of only four students
to receive a 2009 Heartland Ecological!
Environmental Academic Research
Training (HEART) Fellowship, funded

fully educated the campus community
about water conservation and elicited
a change in behavior, but subsequently (though modestly( benefited the
College's operational budget.
Surveying her peers prior to her
campaign, 52 percent said they turned

by the National Science Foundation.
As a HEART fellow, Donatelli will study
at Southern Illinois University and work
with K-12 teachers helping them integrate
environmental science and ecology into
their curriculums. At the conclusion of

off the water when brushing their
teeth. Following her campaign, 84
percent of these same peers reported
turning oft the water. Thus, a simple
shift in awareness and incidental

the fellowship, she will have earned
a master's degree in ecology.

PICKING PICKERING
IN HER JUNIOR YEAR SHE STUDIED in New Delhi,
India exploring the effects of the Pakistani refugee situ-

ation. Last summer, her Richard M. Nixon Fellowship
took her to New York City for an internship at the United
Nations with the High Commission for Refugees. Now,
Caitlin Finley is ready to take on the rest of the world.
Finley, who recently completed her fellowship
project with a focus on the Nixon administration's
work with refugees, has been awarded the Thomas
R. Pickering Graduate Foreign Affairs Fellowship from
the U.S. Department of State.
Finley's yearlong, sell-directed Nixon Fellowship
project examined the Nixon administration's approach
toward refugees from the Korean and Vietnam conflicts—work relevant to situations today, including those
resulting from the Afghanistan and Iraq conflicts.
As a Pickering Fellow, Finley agrees to serve as a
IN-
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Foreign Service Officer for the Dept. of State for three years

in exchange for a full-ride to the graduate school of her
choice—in this case, the School of International and Public
Affairs at Columbia University, where she will pursue a
master's program in international affairs, with a focus on
South Asia and continued study of the Hindi language.
While in grad school, Finley's Pickering
Fellowship will also provide summer internships
with the Department of State and at one of the U.
Embassies around the world. Upon completion of he
schooling, she will be appointed to a position within
the highly competitive U.S. Foreign Service.
Finley is the third Whittier College student to
receive a Pickering Fellowship in the last five years—
fellow awardees Amanda Hope '08 is currently in
graduate school at the University of Maryland, while
Erin Clancy '07 has recently returned from service in Damascus and will begin a position for the
Department of State in fall.

>> IN 1955 MARJORIE PHILLIPS '43 WAS THE ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR FOR KBIG
RADIO-AND THE SOLE WOMAN WORKING IN A NEWSROOM ON THE WEST COAST.

H

MILESTONE REACHED IN
SERVICE PROGRAM
COLLEGE & COMMUNITY BOASTS MORE THAN 500 GRADS

MILITARY MIGHT
IS SLIGHT
EXAGGERATION

everything from psychology and education
to business and biology, contributed service
and gained valuable academic and professional experience with 30 nonprofit host

ACCORDING TO DENNIS J. BLASKO
former U.S. Army military intelligence
officer and foreign area officer specializing in China, the perception of the

organizations.
As Rebecca Eberle-Romberger, executive
director for the Intercommunity Counseling
Center (ICC), puts it, the partnership has

modernization process in China may
be over-estimated.

been a "win-win" situation.
"The students who come to us have
BLE MOMENT. Elizabeth Rifant '10 describes her
at the Oralingua School to Dr. Rebecca Eberleger, executive director for the Intercommunity
ing Center.

"The number one thing that I woul
like to remind everybody is that the
Chinese Armed Forces do not equal the
United States Armed Forces," he said.

definitely demonstrated a commitment—not
only to their college learning, but to their
future careers. When they are meeting with a
client or taking a phone interview, I am very

Blasko, a well-respected, independent analyst of the Chinese military

confident that they are going to be success-

TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS HOW
ful," said Eberle-Romberger. "[The students]

TO OPEN A SAVING ACCOUNT, balance a

and author of The Chinese Army
Today: Tradition and Transformation
for the 21st Century, gave a special

are very respectful of this opportunity, and
check book, and manage their credit is busithey are growing in many different ways."
ness major Peter Bernal's '10 way of giving
And the program continues to grow—
back to his community.

lecture at Whittier College organized
by the political science department
and made possible in part by a federal
grant secured with the help of U.S.

in participants, partnerships, and learning
"The public schools can teach [stuopportunities, according to Kaufman. This
dents] only so much," said Bernal, who,
along with other members of Students
in Free Enterprise (SIFE), taught basic
financial literacy skills to local high school
students this year. "When we asked students
how many had a bank account or how many
knew how to manage their money, a lot of
them didn't know. For my group, it was an
opportunity to share some of the skills that
we've learned as college students."
year, for example, College & Community
The SIFE project was part of the College
established a mentorship program with
& Community program, a cornerstone of
Whittier High School and successfully
Whittier College's efforts to expand servicehosted a series of networking lunches for
based learning. The program, coordinated by
Local nonprofits to facilitate inter-organiza-

'4 ENTERPRISING
YOUNG MEN.
Peter Bernal '10 and
Victor Velazquez '10,
members of Students
in Free Enterprise
(SIFE), take a
moment to discuss
their work with
Whittier Rotary
Club President
Raymond Schmidt.

Whittier Scholars Director Joyce Kaufman, celtional communication.
ebrated its five-year anniversary this spring.
Students involved in Community &
Since 2004, more than 500 Whittier
College's fifth year of operation worked
students have worked with 50 non-profit
on projects encompassing financial and
agencies in the City of Whittier and greater
cultural literacy, environmental education,
Los Angeles County as part of the College
and community and youth development,
& Community program. During the 2008-09
among others.
school year alone, 102 students, majoring in

>> LEGACY OF SERVICE: WHITTIER COLLEGE'S
RELATIONSHIP WITH ONE SERVICE ORGANIZATION,
THE YMCA, DATES BACK TO THE EARLY 1900S.

Congresswoman Linda Sanchez.
Blasko's talk addressed America's
political-military challenges from
China in the 21st century.
"Contrary to what you may read
about rapid and massive modernization, the Chinese Armed Forces are
halfway through the modernization
that began in 1978-after their last
major war experience with Vietnam—
and that modernization is scheduled to
go on another 30 years out to 2049, or
the 100th anniversary of the founding
of the People's Republic of China. So
this to me is a very long process."
Blasko served 23 years in the U.S.
Army and was an army attaché in
Beijing from 1992-1995 and in Hong
Kong from 1995-1996. He is currently
associated with a government sponsored think tank in Virginia.
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FOREIGN
IDEAS

BORST AND BRYAN BEGIN POSTS IN JULY 2009
taking a semester-long sabbatical,

COLUMNIST TOBAR SUGGESTS
A "NEW UNITED STATES"

Gotsch will join Whittier's sociology
department as a full-time professor.

PENELOPE BRYAN has

DR. CHARLOTTE G. BORST has
been appointed Whittier College's
next Vice President for Academic
Affairs and Dean of Faculty.
"Charlotte Borst brings to

been appointed Dean of Whittier
Law School.
An expert in family law, child
custody, and dispute resolution,
Bryan comes to Whittier from the
University of Denver Sturm College
of Law, where she serves as profes-

HONORED GUEST.
Guest speaker Tobar,

sor of law and associate dean for
academic affairs.

book author and
regular columnist
for the Los Angeles
Times, was named

Whittier a wonderful breadth of

Photos by Ana Litia Barraza

President Sharon Herzberger. "We
are fortunate to have such a strong
colleague joining our leadership

I
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AS PART OF THE COLLEGE'S DIVERSE

Most Influential

IDENTITIES PROGRAM, Pulitzer Prize-

Hispanics in the

interests and experience, devotion
to our interdisciplinary tradition, and
dedication to advancing students'
aspirations and achievement," said

I
I

among the "100

United States" by

winning journalist Hector Tobar visited

Hispanic Business

the Whittier campus as a featured speaker.

Magazine in 2006.

With an overflow-yet-attentive crowd at

Tobar's appearance
was part of the
Diverse Identities
Program and dedi-

Dezember Alumni House, Tobar, a columnist
and former foreign correspondent for the
Los Angeles Times, spoke frankly about the

cated to the memory
of Martin Ortiz '48.

future of journalism and his perspective on

team. I know her particular talents
and expertise will be instrumental
in the strategic advancement of our
academic programs."

"Penelope Bryan's vision for
the advancement of Whittier Law
School, her strong work ethic, her
experience in both academia and as

Borst comes to Whittier from
Rhodes College, a national liberal arts institution in Memphis,
Tennessee, where she has served as
provost and vice president for aca-

a practicing attorney, and her 'can
do' approach to seizing opportunity
made her an outstanding candidate for dean, and the top choice
among our search committee," said

said. "It's a time of serious cultural shifts,

demic affairs. A seasoned academic
leader, Borst brings experience in
strategic planning, as well as faculty
and program development.

President Herzberger.

Soldier and the non-fiction Translation

She replaces Dr. Susan Gotsch,
who has served as dean and vice
president of academic affairs since
2002. Gotsch's most significant
accomplishment has been working with faculty to achieve a more
diverse faculty and curriculum. After

Bryan replaces Dean Neil
Cogan, who has served as dean
of Whittier Law School since July
2001. During his tenure, Whittier's
graduates have demonstrated

current relations between the United States
and Latin America.
"[Los Angeles] is dealing with the
arrival of thousands of Latin Americans," he

and many people are upset about it."
Tobar, the son of Guatemalan immigrants and native of Los Angeles, has
published two books, the novel The Tattooed

Nation: Defining a New American Identity
in the Spanish-Speaking United States,
both exploring the subject of immigration
in the United States.
White traveling to various states in

increasing success on the California
Bar Examination, as well as other

the U.S. and doing research on his book

state bar examinations.

changing trends in immigration across the

Translation Nation, Tobar observed the

country first hand. "If you live here [in Los
Angeles], you are sort of seeing the new
United States and what it's going to look
like," he told the audience.

>> IN SEPTEMBER 1935 TO CELEBRATE FINAL PAYMENT ON THE $400,000 DEBT, THE
MORTGAGE ON WHITTIER COLLEGE WAS CEREMONIALLY BURNED ON THE ROCK.

WISDOM OF THE AGES
FEINBERG LECTURER PEARL SHARES PERSONAL TRAGEDY, OPTIMISTIC FUTURE
IN AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PEOPLE OF PAKISTAN, Dr. Judea Pearl,
father of slain Wall Street Journal reporter Daniel Pearl, wrote in 2002,
"The Loss of Danny will forever tear my heart. But I cannot think of a
greater consolation than seeing your children here in Pakistan, Looking at his picture one day and saying 'This is the kind of man I want
to be; like him, I want to be truthful, friendly, and open-minded, and
above all, respectful of others:"
4 PEACE TALK.

While delivering the 2009 Feinberg Lecture at Whittier College,

Dr. Judea Pearl
appeared at Whittier

"Being Jewish, American, Western in the Post-9/11 Era," Dr. Pearl

courtesy of the

reported that in early February he received a package with photos

Feinberg Lecture

Photo by Satir Gonzalez

from a small town in Pakistan showing exactly what he had predicted—
something he did not expect to see in his lifetime. The town had
established what they called "World Tolerance Centers" to commemorate Daniel's memory and held a lecture series for their children on

Series, an endowed
series established
by the late Sheldon
Feinberg, a former
trustee of Whittier
College, and his

the anniversary of his murder.

wife, Betty. The next

"They asked us to send them books about Jews and Judaism, and

Daniel Pearl Dialogue for Muslim-Jewish Understanding. Along with his

Feinberg Lecture

we did. We collected 100 books and we sent them. And this will be

wife Ruth, Pearl co-edited I am Jewish: Personal Reflections Inspired by

is scheduled for

the first Jewish bookshelf in modern Pakistan," added Pearl.

the Lost Words of Daniel Pearl, an anthology which provides a panoramic

February 18, 2010.

Known internationally for his contributions to artificial intelligence,
human reasoning, and philosophy of science, Judea Pearl is director for

view of how Jews define themselves in the post-9/11 era.
"People often ask us if we do not seek revenge. Yes, we do. Hatred

UCLA's Cognitive Systems Laboratory. In addition, he is the co-founder

killed our son, and hatred we will fight for the rest of our lives with

and president of the Daniel Pearl Foundation and co-founder of the

vengeance and tenacity."

OF AN EQUINE MIND
ACCORDING TO BLAINE HORVATH '11,
starting an equestrian team at Whittier
College was an idea whose time had come.
In fact, after a quick investigation
around campus to gauge peer interest,

Pending funding, the Whittier club's
inaugural season will begin in early
November and run through March 2010. The
group is currently looking for a barn in the
Whittier or Fullerton area to practice at and

Horvath, who has been riding and compet-

hopes to secure financial support, which

ing in the equestrian world for 15 years,

includes annual IHSA membership dues for

knew "it just had to happen."
Thus far, about a dozen students have
expressed a desire to join the team, which

both the club and individual competitors, as
well as standard competition fees.
Among the team's predicted standouts

will formally operate within the Inter-

will be Horvath and Hannah Rodner '11,

Collegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA),

who has been a regular, advanced rider

Zone 8 Region 2, competing against UCLA,

with well-known Los Angeles equestrian

USC, UC Santa Barbara, University of San

facility, Foxfield.

Diego, and Pitzer College.

>> WHITTIER'S CLASS OF 2013 HAILS FROM 24 STATES AND 15
COUNTRIES, INCLUDING GHANA, JAMAICA, CHINA, AND THE UK.

SOUTH FOR SPRING
CLASS HEADS TO COSTA RICA FOR ECOLOGICAL FIELDWORK

PHOTO STOP. 10Whittier students
studying Globalization & the
Environment stop
for a quick shot
white touring
the rainforest in
La Selva with a
guide from the
Organization for
Tropical Studies.

Photo by Nestie Tu

BRAVO!
Brownie Sibrian '09

"ELEVEN DAYS IN COSTA RICA might

received a
2009 Bilingual
Foundation of the

The 11-day trip was parceled into

sound like a pretty banging Spring Break,"

three destinations, each offering a differ-

began Neslie Tumulac '11, in an article

ent perspective on life in the country: three

she wrote for the Quaker Campus. "Indeed,

nights in a rainforest at the Organization for

there were a lot of perks to this class trip,

Tropical Science in La Selva, four nights at

including warm tropical weather, postcard

Earth University in Limbn, and two nights in

beaches, and zip lining through the rain-

Caribbean beach town Cahuita. During the

forest canopy."

whirlwind tour, students went on guided hikes

Arts Scholarship,
which he will apply
toward tuition for an
International Theater
course in Bulgaria.
Sibrian was awarded

However, she continued, with tasks

he scholarship during
"Ole Tardeada," a
fundraising event

in the tropical topography, experienced ocean-

Like trash separating, planting trees,

life via scuba diving and fishing, visited native

Learning about banana paper-making, and

coffee, banana, and pineapple plantations to

installing a biodigester, there was little

explore labor and management practices, and

confusion as to whether this trip was

encountered a range of more wild residents—

a vacation or a fieldwork excursion for

from bats to toucans to monkeys to sloths.

sted by the awarding
organization—and
uring which he was a

the 17 students and two professors who

featured performer.
A HARVEST FESTIVAL. Ben Foden '09 (left)
carries a shoulder pad underneath a banana
plant while Andrew Kushnir'10 (right) holds
a machete, reenacting a harvesting at Dole
Banana Plantation.

"As much work as I did for [and on]

traveled to Costa Rica to conduct research

this trip," said Tumulac, "the experience

for projects in the interdisciplinary class

was unique, and not something I would

Globalization and the Environment.

have done if I had come here as a tourist."

>> A TASTE OF CHINA, THE CANTERBURY PILGRIMAGE, AND FINDING ISLAM ARE THREE COURSES
PLANNED FOR THE 2010 JANUARY TERM THAT WILL INCORPORATE TRAVEL ABROAD.
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THE TIME IS NOW

LORCA IN COLOMBIA
STUDENT-ACTORS PERFORM IN BARRANQUILLA FESTIVAL

COLLEGE'S THEATRE DEPARTMENT

it was the best performance we ever had.
I'm sure it was a combination of things—

had a rare treat this spring. Led by
professors Jennifer Holmes, Gustavo
Geirola, and Doreen O'Connor Gomez,
the group was invited to participate in
the III International Theatre Festival in
Barranquilla, Colombia.

the magic of Colombia and their love for
art tingling in our spines, and the sadness
that we knew this would be the last time
we would ever perform that play that we
had all come to love so very much and
had changed me more than I can describe,

"They say that Barranquilla
'breathes theatre,' and I most definitely
felt this while there," said a reverent

and the energy that we could feel from
Lorca's presence in the theater.
"In that performance," Davis con-

Michael Raygoza '12.

tinued, "I found myself doing things
differently than I had ever done in our
[numerous] rehearsals, and I was more
deeply moved and understood it more
than I had before. By the end of the

STUDENTS FROM WHITTIER

Performing Lorca in a Green Dress, a
play by Pulitzer-prize winning playwright Nib Cruz, the students replicated
a production they had mounted in fall
at Whittier at the largest theatre in
Barranquilla. The festival featured theatre
performances by artists and students
from Argentina, France, Chile, Mexico,
Peru, Venezuela, and the United States,
as well as several Colombian productions.
"The second performance was
phenomenal," said Christopher Davis 'II,
who played the character "Green Dress."
"I think I speak for everyone when I say

A FOR WINNERS, THE TIME IS NOW.(L-R) Natalie Smythe '12, Adrian

Gonzales '12, and Jennice C. Ontiveros '09 took second, first, and third
place, respectively, in this year's oratorical cornrpetitio
FIRST-YEAR STUDENT ADRIAN GONZALES vas the first-placewinner

of the 8th Annual Martin Luther King Jr. Celebration and Oratorical
Contest at Whittier College. The annual event honors the life and legacy
of Or. King and seeks to inspire students to imagine how they can play
a role in the continuing struggle for civil rights and social justice in the
U.S. and around the world. The competition was organized by Director
of Residential Life Delaphine Hudson and her staff.

play, when Lorca accepts his death and
we lift him into the air so he can ascend
to the next level, I had tears streaming

Each of the winning speeches emphasized the event's theme,
"The Time is Now," and echoed the need for young people to continue
to be active participants in social and political change.

down my face.. .not because I knew that
I would never do that again, but that I
HAD. And it has changed me forever."

"[In] this new, progressive year of 2009, there is work to be done.
And today I am here to tell you that we cannot wait because when
we look for an opportune time to act, the time is now. Forty-six
years ago, Martin Luther King Jr. stood before a crowd of 250,000
people and spoke of o dream, and this dream was not of the vision
that we see today. Yes, we have made progress, but we are still for
from embodying King's dream."

"Truly, this was a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity," added Raygoza, "and I will
be forever grateful to all those who supported us and made this trip possible."

V TAKING A BREATHER. The cast of Lorca in a Green Dress see the sights in Barranquilla between radio

—Adrian Gonzales '12, First Place

interviews, show rehearsals, and festival outreach events.

"On a

global perspective, we have civil wars, and genocide—casualties of
men, women, and children, too. It's almost obvious that the time is now
for radical changes that promote our well-being as humans; as neighbors
to the several other species that inhabit this world we all share."
—Natalie Smythe '12, Second-Place

longer a 5th grade lesson learned on a Wednesday
but a movement that speaks for itself. It is driven by the
people of its time, and now, we are those people. Our generation
has great responsibilities at hand, including the rights for our fellow
citizens. Now is the time to recoil that Dr. King's dream was and still
is an all inclusive ideal that embraces those fighting for their denied
rights. Today, those people are the members of the Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, and Trans gender community."

"History is no
afternoon,

>> VISIT THE LORCA CAST'S COLOMBIA TRAVEL
BLOG AT WCTHEATRE.BLOGSPOT.COM.

—Jennice C. Ontiveros '09, Third Place
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TRADING SPACES
"PRESIDENT FOR A DAY" EXERCISE PROVES ENLIGHTENING

IN AN EFFORT TO CONDUCT A SOCIAL EXPERIMENT—

to handling fundraising duties, the occasional crisis,

arid one that would have educational benefit for both parties
involved—in spring, the Office of Dean of Students held a contest

and speaking with alumni.
"Student" Herzberger, in the meantime, was given the
opportunity to see what today's educational experience is all
about, and to live first-hand the life of a student who must
juggle academics, work, and extra-curricular activities.
Both President Finley and Student Herzberger shared their
impressions with the campus community by blogging through-

for one lucky winner to be "President for a Day." The selected
entry was made by political science major Caitlyn Finley '09,
who, in March, swapped places with President Sharon
Herzberger for a very long, jam-packed, and enlightening day.
Finley's schedule as president was peppered with appointments, from touring facilities, to meeting with staff and faculty,

out the day.

POLITICALLY
CORRECT.
ard M. Nixon '34 was
the first and (so far)
he only student to be
cted to three student
overnment leadership
positions: freshman
ss president, student
y vice president, and
dent body president.

"I knew that fundraising is an
important activity for the College.

"Following breakfast, we painted the
Rock—purple and gold, of course

I knew that tuition only covers 70°/o of the College's

(although we ran out of gold and had to complete

operating costs, and projects like the new Campus

the lettering in yellow). We survived without

Center were paid for entirely through fundraising.

getting paint on clothes or hands. President Finley

What I didn't know before is the active role that the

dropped by to oversee our work and handed me

College president plays in fundraising. I learned

a backpack with her notebook and readings for the

Dr. Herzberger regularly makes donor visits, travels

day's classes. Her backpack was too neat; I did

[to meet with alumni].. . and [all of it is] part of an

not feel comfortable giving her my disheveled

ongoing effort to maintain Whittier relationships."

briefcase in return."

—CAITLYN FINLEY '09, PRESIDENT FOR A DAY

—SHARON HERZBERGER, STUDENT FOR A DAY

>> READ THE FULL "PRESIDENT FOR A DAY" BLOG AT WWW.WHITTIER.EDU/NEWS/BLOGS.ASPX.
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GENDER POLITICS

ENGLISH ABROAD

CONGRESSWOMAN SANCHEZ OFFERS
ENCOURAGEMENT, ADVICE

PUNATAR'S FULBRIGHT BRINGS MALAYSIA NEW TEACHER

ECONOMICS MAJOR AND SPANISH MINOR
PRIYA PUNATAR '09 has received an
English Teaching Assistantship (ETA)
Fulbright Fellowship, which will enable her
to travel to the Terengganu Province of
Malaysia to teach conversational English
to high school students. Priya will lead
activities to supplement students' language
Learning and improve their knowledge of
the United States.
Punatar gained relevant teaching
experience at Whittier as a peer tutor and
instructor. Moreover, study abroad opportunities—January Interim travel to China with
Prof. George De Roza and to Mexico with
Prof. Les Howard—have afforded her insight

"WHATEVER IT IS YOU DREAM OF DOING, allow
into her upcoming international experience.

yourself the luxury of being really wild in your imagi"My semester abroad in Salamanca,

nation. Don't let other people's negativity scale back
Spain, also taught me valuable lessons about

your dreams about what you think you can accomsurviving in a country where I had only

plish. The first part about achieving your dreams is
Limited abilities to communicate with those

allowing yourself to even contemplate them."
around me, to resourcefully problem solve

Such inspirational and encouraging words were
as inevitable problems arose, to encode and

given by Congresswoman Linda Sanchez, who spoke
decode new cultural practices, and to thrive

to a group of students in February during a campus
in a new environment," she says.

visit. Sanchez' chosen topic. "Women and Leadership,"
"These academic trips challenged me

is one very close to her heart; as a consequence, her
to understand socio-political-economic

sentiments and suggestions especially resonated with
relationships in ways that I could not had

the students in attendance. The event, organized by
I simply been a tourist. The opportunity

book, Sen talks about the importance of

the Office of the President, the Ortiz Programs, and the
to teach English in a foreign country will

giving women economic freedom in order

synthesize my experiences being a teacher,

to uplift them from their often marginal-

but also my experience as a student in a

ized position in underdeveloped nations,"

Latina Alumnae Mentorship Program, was designed to
create dialogue about the challenges women face in
the professional world and ways to overcome them.
foreign country."

said Punatar. "What microfinance does

"I cannot tell you how important a liberal arts
Although the primary purpose of

is supply loans, savings, and other basic

education is," SAnchez said. "Studying literature helps
the ETA Fulbright is to teach, independent

financial services to poor people that

research is encouraged. For that aim, Punatar

would otherwise not have access to these

plans to work with microcredit institutions,

kinds of economic resources. The idea of

you become a critical thinker, it helps you become
a good writer. And let me tell you, if you have good
writing skills, I don't care what the economy looks
exploring women's roles and the role of local

micro-finance is that as families cross

handicrafts of the Terengganu Province in

the poverty line as their micro-businesses

creating economic development.

expand the entire community benefits."

like, you will always find a job."
"Don't shy away from doing something you really
want to do because you think it's not going to be prof"I first became interested in micro-

Priya will begin her fellowship work

itable or marketable. So long as you have that good,
enterprise as a form of development

in January 2010. When she returns from

solid education behind you, you will always do well."
after reading Development as Freedom by

Malaysia, she intends to pursue a master's

Amartya Sen for an economics class. In the

degree in international development.

>> IN THE SUMMER OF 1955, DR. C. MILO CONNICK LED A STUDENT TOUR THROUGH
ENGLAND, FRANCE, ITALY, GREECE, TURKEY, EGYPT, JORDAN, SYRIA, LEBANON, AND
ISRAEL. TOTAL TRIP TIME WAS EIGHT WEEKS.

1:

THE SYMMETRY
IN GEOGRAPHY

THE SHANGHAI KID

IN MAY, PRESIDENT SHARON HERZRERGER

PERRY SCHOLARSHIP GIVES BARCHEY A TASTE OF CHINA

Lunghwa University of Science and Technolog

played host to a very special delegation from

a leading Taiwanese college. The purpose of
the visit was to formally sign a Memorandum

five-minute taxi ride to Pudong and feel

of Understanding between Whither and

like I am in a scene from The Jetsons."

Lunghwa that will ultimately lead to oppor-

As the inaugural recipient of the

tunities for scholarly and cultural exchange

Hubert Perry Scholarship for Study

between students and faculty at both institu-

Abroad, Barchey studied in Shanghai
through the Alliance of Global Education,
a program designed for those interested
in international business and economics,
offering undergraduates an unparalleled
opportunity to study Chinese language,
commerce, and economic development in
Asia's financial center.
Barchey finished his senior year by
combining his Whittier and Shanghai education with a capstone project on Chinese
HAVING SPENT THE FALL STUDYING

society, culture, business practices, and

IN CHINA, economics major Ben

policy. After graduation, Barchey plans on

Barchey '09 traveled the road from the

working as a financial advisor, eventually

old world to the new—one that curiously

starting his own business, and exploring

reflects and exemplifies China's own
development into a leading economic
world power.
"Shanghai is very advanced and has
taken great steps economically, though
there is still a lot of Old China there,"
said Barchey, who studied at Shanghai

4 FINE CHINA.

The Hubert Perry
Scholarship for
Study Abroad was
established in
2008 and funded
by businessman
Tien Zee '61.
At left, Ben Barchey
hits a whimsical
pose in the style
of Bruce Lee—the
statue behind him.

professional opportunities in Asia.
With this experience under his belt,
he is certainly ready to take on the world.
Already, he's had some experience

tions. This agreement with Lunghwa, along
with the one made recently with Hong Kong's
Lingnan University, marks Whittier's steady
progress establishing strategic partnerships in
Asia—a move key to broadening not only the
College's Asian studies and language programs
but also its study abroad and January Interim
fieldwork opportunities.
But what set this particular signing
ceremony apart, is that the Lunghwa
delegation was composed of two Whither
graduates—David (Lance Tao-Heng) Sun '77,
son of the institution's founders, and Dr.
Ru-Jen (Lin) Sun '77, the university's current
vice president. To complete this serendipitou
family portrait, the Suns were also in town
to witness their son Phillip's graduation—of
course, from Whither College.

facing—and conquering—big challenges.
"The Chinese culture is very interesting and completely different from the

University of Finance and Economics. "The

United States. I spoke minimal Mandarin,

school was located along the traditional

so being in a city of 20 million Chinese

Chinese market road. So I could buy hand-

citizens made every day an adventure."

made dumplings for a dollar, then take a

ANGUAG
pnng; 'earl of Stuuen

On a quick tour to Asia last

éflné Ortiz, Director of International

SUN SIGNS. At left, Linghwa University Vice
President and Whittier alumna Dr. Ru-Jen
(Lin) Sun signs an official Memorandum of
Understanding with President Sharon Herzberger,
sealing a partnership between the two colleges.

Programs Katie Hunter '05, and Assistant Professor of Chinese
George Da Roza '78 met with feLLow academics, administrators, and
students at Fudan and Lingnan Universities—two institutions with
whom Whittier is working on formal agreements—to explore opportunities for student and faculty exchange with Whittier College.
While there, the group also met with local Whittier alumni to
establish additional networks and connections to supplement study
in these regions. Pictured here at Lingnan University, from left to
right: Da Roza, Hunter, Ortiz, Li Na, and Yeung Sin Ming Patrizia.

>> THIS SUMMER, PROF. GEORGE DA ROZA '78 TAUGHT INTENSIVE
MANDARIN TO LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS AS PART OF AN
.2
EFFORT TO EXPAND WHITTIER'S ASIAN LANGUAGE PROGRAM.

SUN SALUTATIONS. The Sun family gathers to
participate in another ceremony, legacy (and so
Phillip's graduation. Pictured, left to right: Philli
Sun '09, Lance (Tao-Heng) Sun '77, Madam Sun,
and Dr. Ru-Jen (Lin) Sun '77.

RELIGIOUS REGALIA
HONORARY DOCTORATE AWARDED
TO BUDDHIST LEADER

WHI1TIER COLLEGE AWARDED ITS HIGHER HONOR, doctorate of
humane letters (LL.D.), to the Venerable Grand Master Hsing Yun, head
of one of the largest Buddhist sects in the world. To present him with
the honorary degree, a small Whittier delegation traveled to local Hsi
Lai Temple in Hacienda Heights, where Master Yun was briefly staying
during a visit to the United States. The ceremony was kept very modest,
albeit in high regalia, in deference to Buddhist tradition.

A DOCTOR, MASTER.

"In giving this honor to the Venerable Master, we are celebrating

Founder of the Fo Guang Shan Buddhist Order and its inter-

his leadership, his goodness, and his example," said President Sharon

national headquarters in Kaohsiung, Taiwan, Master Yun is an

Herzberger. "We are also celebrating the budding partnership that has

outspoken proponent of equality among all people and religious tra-

grown between Whittier College and Hsi Lai and Fo Guang Shan Temples

ditions. The Order has the largest number of female monastics of any

and our commitment to the work that they do."

Buddhist order today, and by providing and supporting educational

With President Herzber
by his side and a few
Hsi Lai Temple membei
in attendance, Master
Yun heads for the briel
private ceremony in
which he received an

Philosophy professor Paul Kjellberg, who teaches Asian religion and

and leadership opportunities, he has worked to improve the status
of women in Taiwan.

Buddhism, nominated the Buddhist leader for the honorary degree.
"Master Hsing Yun shares many of the values of Whittier College:
egalitarianism, compassion, and a belief in the transformative power of

honorary doctorate
from Whittier CoLLege.

In addition, Master Yun annually organizes conferences to bring
together the various Buddhist schools and to promote dialogue between

education," he said. "But I nominated him not just because he holds

Buddhists and other major religious groups. He established the Hsi

these beliefs, but because of his success at putting them into practice

Lai Temple 20 years ago in Los Angeles County—an institution he still

in several worldwide organizations."

oversees today—to serve as a spiritual and cultural center for those
interested in learning more about Buddhism and the Chinese culture.

"I wanted students to see that many of
the things we take for granted as necessities

trip, Wood says that the experience has had

are really optional," said Kjellberg, who took

a lasting and calming effect in his life. "[I]

his class on a Buddhist retreat at the Hsi Lai

survived by looking at myself in the mirror. It

Temple in the San Gabriel Valley as part of this

was humbling."

Jan Term course.
Nearly 50 students spent 10 days dressed
in traditional cream-colored robes, participating in organized activities such as meditation

WITH MULTIPLE ROOMMATES, blaring televisions, iPods glued to the ears, and constantly
ringing cell phones, silence can be a priceless
commodity in the life of a college student. In
January, a group of students in Professor Paul
Kjellberg's "Philosophy of Simplicity" class
had the opportunity to really experience silence,
and learn how it could transform their way
of thinking.

But a few weeks after returning from the

The retreat also emphasized simplicity in
the form of healthy eating and doing away
with excess.
"By the time I left, I was eating things off

sessions, tat chi, walks, and discussions. Ten

the floor to make sure we didn't waste any-

days without make-up, cell phones, radio, or

thing," says Natalie Smythe '12 with a smile.

television. Moreover, the students spent long-

Kjellberg had his own learning moments

stretches of time—including eating meals—in

leading such a class for the first time. "I had not

complete silence.

expected the amount of discipline involved,"

"[When we got to the temple] I thought,
'this is stupid, what was I thinking'," said Daniel
Wood '12, who like many of his peers had trou-

he said.
Kjellberg will be teaching a similar course
again in January 2010.

ble adjusting to the complete silence at first. "All
the buzz in my head was gone, it was scary."

>> THIS YEAR, WHITTIER COLLEGE ESTABLISHED A MAJOR IN CHINESE LANGUAGE. SINCE 2003,
ENROLLMENT IN THE COLLEGE'S CHINESE LANGUAGE COURSES HAS GROWN ALMOST 400%

MD
ROCK TALK
JOHN MURDY '89, creative director for
Universal Studios, offers advice in a spring
panel on careers in entertainment.
"A LOT OF PEOPLE IN THIS INDUSTRY
ARE TOO NARROWLY FOCUSED. WHETHER
THEY'RE ACTORS, PRODUCERS, OR WRITERS, THIS IS ALL THEY KNOW AND ALL
THEY CAN TALK ABOUT. THE EDUCATION
THAT YOU'RE [GETTING HERE] WILL GIVE
YOU A BROADER VIEW ON LIFE, AND YOU

A CELEBRATORY ORATOR. Adrienne Cisneros Selekman '81 (pictured with Rosario Rios Aguilar '09) gave the
keynote address at the 2009 Latino Graduates Celebration. A seasoned professional in public relations and
public affairs, SeLekman most recently served as a presidential appointee to the U.S. Department of Energy.

WILL FIND THAT YOU WILL [ALWAYS] BE
RICHARD "DICK" DEIHL '49, speaking about

Senate President GABRIEL PAPA '11

his experiences as a war veteran, on a panel

responds after the student fees were raised

coordinated by Professor Fred Bergerson.

for the first time since 1997.

"IN MY FIRST MISSION, AFTER SPENDING

"WE WANT TO BE MORE EFFICIENT ON THE

A WHOLE YEAR IN TRAINING, MY PRI-

SENATE. THAT MEANS EFFICIENCY WITH

"IT WAS A FUN IDEA THAT GAVE PEOPLE A

MARY CONCERN WAS NOT TO SCREW UP.

OUR TIME AND WITH OUR SPENDING."

CHANCE TO SAY WHO THEY REALLY WERE.

EVERYBODY GOT BACK, SO I GUESS [THE

IT SHOULD BE DONE EVERY DAY."

WORRY] WAS NOT WELL FOUNDED."

ABLE TO USE THAT."

ASHLEY BARTON reviews the "1 am..."
event during Diverse Identities Month.

JEFF EDWARDS '10 discusses the graffiti art
wall created during the 2nd Annual World
President SHARON HERZBERGER contributes her thoughts in a recent article for
Currents magazine.
"FOR TOO LONG WE HAVE TALKED ABOUT
EDUCATION AS A PRIVATE GOOD. IT
IS TIME TO SHIFT OUR RHETORIC AND

Eats & Beats Festival.
"THE GRAFFITI WAS SWEET. I REALLY
LIKED HOW EVEN THOUGH THEY WORKED
ON THE SIGN AT DIFFERENT LEVELS AND
AREAS, IN THE END IT TURNED OUT
REALLY NICE."

REEMPHASIZE THE ROLE OF EDUCATION
AS A PUBLIC GOOD, RECOGNIZING A
WELL-EDUCATED CITIZENRY AND WIDE
ACCESS TO EDUCATION BENEFITS US ALL."

ADRIENNE CISNEROS SELEKMAN '81,

V MILITARY MEN. At the annual Veterans Panel,
part of Prof. Fred Bergerson's popular Janlerm
class, Korean War vet Dick Deihl '49 exchange
shoptalk with 2nd Lt. Nicholas Lambert '08.

from her keynote speech at the Latino
Graduates Celebration.
"MARTIN ORTIZ ADVISED ME TO TAKE
CHARGE OF WHAT I BELIEVED IN AND TO
OWN IT. HE INSPIRED ME TO DO ALL THAT
I DO AND TO ALWAYS GIVE IT MY BEST.
GO FORWARD CLASS OF 2009, AND TAKE
THE MARTIN ORTIZ 'TAKE CHARGE SPIRIT'
DAL TO THE PLASTIC. A whimsical creation by Jackie Waldman '12
among those works exhibited in this year's juried student art show
Mendenhall's Greenleaf Gallery.

>> TAKING
.4

WITH YOU."

PART IN THE 2009 MONGOL RALLY, ALLYSO1J JO SACA '09 AND HER TEAM, THE SILK
ROAD WARRIORS, TRAVELED 10,000 MILES ACROSS EUROPE AND ASIA IN A 1.2 LITER CAR.

WHITTIE
1887

COLLEGE

A SCIENCE IN ACTION. In April, Whittier hosted
the 8th Annual Psi Chi Whittier Undergraduate
Research Conference, with noted neuroscientist
Michael Folkerts giving the keynote. In all,
23 paper and poster presentations were given
by undergraduates from Whittier, UCLA,
Pepperdine, and USC.

Bruce '10, c
ti artists in front of the co

PAM HILL, wife of Professor CHUCK HILL,

In his blog for the Washington Post, pop

sums up her husband's recent heart surgery,

music writer JOSH DU LAC '93 eulogizes

League Baseball scouts looking at Poet

in which the surgeon was able to fix the

the late Michael Jackson.

standout ANTHONY CAPALE1TI '09.

problem rather than implant a device.

Athletic Director ROB COLEMAN, on Major

"TRY, FOR A MOMENT, TO SEPARATE

"1 AM NOT SURPRISED THAT CAP IS GET-

"IT'S LIKE HE WENT IN FOR AN OIL

THE ART FROM THE ARTIST. CONSIDER

TING SCOUTED. HE HAS A LOT OF TALENT;

CHANGE AND CAME OUT WITH A NEW

MICHAEL JACKSON'S ENTERTAINMENT

HE CAN HIT THE BALL AT THE MAJOR

ENGINE OVERALL."

PROFFER IN A VACUUM-SEALED SPACE."

LEVEL, AND THEY LOVE IT."

V FACING FORWARD.
"Tlacuache," a work by
Farrin Ochoa '09, was
chosen for the inaugur
President's Purchase Pr
an award that enables
College to acquire won
talented Whittier stud€

KATIE HUNTER '05, director of international programs, suggests the reason behind
a recent spike in program applications.
"1 BELIEVE THAT STUDENTS ARE BEGINNING TO REALIZE THE VALUE OF STUDY
ABROAD AS SOMETHING THAT HELPS PREPARE THEM TO BECOME GLOBAL CITIZENS."

;H YOU WERE HERE. A day after Capitol Hill
fer Lauren Vargas '08 attended the 2009
idential Inauguration, she and her colleagues
a chance to explore the Inaugural platform.
A WONDER WHAT? Cast members Eva Gustayson '10, Caitlyn O'Connor '10, and Grace Dambier '11 are flying high in a scene
from the comedy "Wonder of the World," by David Lindsay-Abaire, produced in spring by the Theatre Department.

>> RUNNING WILD. WITH AN END TIME OF JUST OVER THREE HOURS,
HEATHER BACKER 97 FINISHED 76TH OUT OF MORE THAN 9,400 FEMALE
RUNNERS IN THE PRESTIGIOUS 2009 BOSTON MARATHON.

-i

THE GIVING SPREE
WHITTIER SOCIETIES SPEND SPRING IN SERVICE
WHITTIER'S SOCIETIES have never
shied away from the opportunity to offer
a helping hand, and while this year
brought forth the same generous trend,
active Poets put their heads together to
really make a difference. Now with more
than 220 members, empowered by 85
new faces, the groups have teamed up in
creative ways to support the college, the
community, and the city of Whittier.
The Metaphonian and Thalian societies' first annual Daffodil Week opened
Poets' hearts with donations to the
American Cancer Society. Bunches of the
bright yellow flowers were sold in the

A ONE FORE ALL, ALL FORE ONE. This spring the Penns hit the links, volunteering for a charity
mini-golf event benefiting the American Heart Association and serving as caddies at a charity golf
tournament benefiting local high schools.

Campus Center to raise funds for a cause

with personal significance: "Many of our
sisters and fellow Poets have experi-

tary schools. Spending the day playing
with children to explore the fun side of

BY THE
NUMBERS

enced the emotional turmoil that comes
with cancer, whether it involves a family
member or friend. Raising money for this
cause, to be able to contribute in even the
smallest way, is extremely rewarding,"

exercise was "an awesome experience,"
marveled Orthogonian Richard Duran '11.
"The children responded well and had
an excellent time. We hope to [partner in]

In spring, 85 new members
were inducted into the 10 active
societies, bringing the total
number of actives to 222. This
year, the largest number of pledges
joined the Thalians, followed by
the Athenians and Sachsens.
Here's how the numbers stack up:

Met President Jenna Montoya '10 said.
Societies also branched out from
traditional fundraising in other collaborative endeavors: channeling their history

future E.T.E events and continue helping
our community."
Keeping in the collaborative (and
athletic) spirit, the Athenians joined the
Palmers to walk, raise funds, and raise

as an athletic society, the Orthogonians
paired up with the Athenians in support of the Excellence Through Exercise
Foundation (E.T.E.), a local organization
improving fitness programs in elemen-

awareness in the annual Stepping Out
Against Domestic Violence 5k, sponsored
by Shelter's Right Hand, a non-profit
support group for the Women's and
Children's Crisis Shelter. Hundreds of

17 Thalians
15 Athenians
12 Sachsens
9 Palmers
9 Penns
8 Lancers
7 Orthogonians
4 Ionians
3 Metaphonians

THENIAN!i

1 Franklins
A SINGING CHAMPS. In May, the Athenians competing in Spring Sing captured both the Sweepstakes
Prize and the award for Best Choreography.
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>> IN THE EARLY DAYS, ATHENIANS ANNOUNCED AN ENGAGEMENT
BY PASSING AROUND A SILVER BOX OF CHOCOLATES, ADORNED WITH
A WHITE SATIN BOW AND THREE RED ROSEBUDS.

I X-FACTOR.
Once again the
Palmers "Step Out
Against Domestic
Violence," in a 5k
fitness walk to benefit locaL nonprofit
Shelter's Right Hand.
As in previous years,
many of the team's
sponsors were generous Palmer aLumnae.

WHITTIER
WEEKEND
SOCIETY
REUNION
BRUNCHES
Saturday, October 24
11 a.m. - 1 p.m.
thenian Socie
North Lawn
Contact: athenians@poets.whittier.edu

Whittier residents came out for the cause,
and society members expressed a lot of
pride in their participation in educating
the local community. Speaking on behalf
of the As and Palmers, and summing
up the experience in general. Athenian
Clarissa Schomer '09 noted since their
societies are composed entirely of
women, "we are [particularly] empathetic
to issues that women face each day."
And leave it to Whittier's societies to
inspire a spirit of giving that moves Poets
to donate their own clothes to those
less fortunate. For the benefit of local St.
Matthias church, the Sachsens hosted "A
League of Extraordinary Threads," while

the Palmers conducted a clothing drive
for victims of the Orange County fires,
generating such a generous outpour that
multiple vehicles were needed to deliver
all of the items.
Poets' contributions were far and wide
this year: hosting charity events, food
drives, and volunteering in soup kitchens
are just a few of the many. Yet if 20082009 can show anything more about
societies' openhanded nature, it may be
that working collaboratively not only creates a greater result, but truly solidifies the
ideal for which societies have strived since
their existence: coming together to build
something greater for the benefit of all.

LUCKY TO HAVE HER
Only a few months after celebrating her 100th birthday, Thalian
founding member Virginia (Merithew) Jones '32 passed away in
nearby Redondo Beach. Jones served as the society's first vice
president shortly after it was established in 1929.
Fortunately, though, her memories and stories will live on
through her fellow Thalian sisters who regularly visited her
throughout the years, most recently at Jones' centurian birthday
(pictured at left].
the memorial service over summer, the Thalian ladies sang "Today" one last time to honor their
;

and the legacy she left behind. The group is planning to establish an award in honor of Jones,
izing a sister who has made an impact on the world through her leadership and humanitarian
s. Sadly, this summer the Thalians also suffered a second blow, the loss of their beloved faculty
or of the last few decades: Prof. Hilmi Ibrahim (see p. 61.)

Ionian Society
Crepes & Grapes Café
Contact: ionians@poets.whittier.edu
Metaphonian Society
Mendenhall Lobby
Contact: metaphonians®yahoo.com
Palmer Society
Ruth B. Shannon Center Patio
Contact: patmers®poets.whittier.edu
Thalian Society
A.J. Vitlatobos Hall
Contact: thalians@poets.whither.edu
Franklin Society
Phlight Restaurant
Contact: ftanklins@poets.whittier.edu
Lancer Society
Memorial Chapel
Contact: tancers@poets.whittier.edu
Orthogonian Society
Bill & Harriet's Club 88
Contact: orthogonians@poets.whittier.edu
William Penn Society
Wardman House
Contact: penns@poets.whittier.edu
Sachsen Society
The 6740 Bar & Grill
Contact: sachsens@poets.whittier.edu

2nd Alumni All-Society Mixer
1 p.m.-3 p.m.
Ettinger Student Lounge, Campus Center
Contact: atumni@whittier.edu

>> A 1942 CO-ED WROTE THAT A SMALL WAR-TIME APPORTIONMENT OF
SUGAR WAS NOTHING COMPARED TO THE "RATIONING" OF MEN.
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HISTORIAN WINS
GRANTS TO STUDY WAR
AND PEACE

ONWARD AND UPWARD
FACULTY TRAVELS, PUBLISHING, AND PRESENTATIONS

GIL GONZALEZ, assistant

professor of theatre, renewed a national and international
print campaign with American Express for
2009-2010, and this summer performed
As You Like It and The Merchant of Venice

with Shakespeare Orange County.
Assistant Professor of Sociology JULIE
COLLINS-DOGRUL was invited by the Pan
American Health Organization to take
part in a binational planning committee to develop an action plan to address
social issues related to health disparities
on the U.S.-Mexico border, and to help
influence public health policy towards
eliminating those inequalities.

A STATE OF FINANCES. In April, Geetha Rajaram,
assistant professor of economics, was interviewed by "California Commerce," a weekly radio
program covering topics of economic interest
and broadcast throughout Southern California.

MCENANEY'S POST—WWII RESEARCH EARNS
SUPPORT FROM NEH, HOWARD FOUNDATION
Professor Laura McEnaney, Nadine Austin Wood Chair in
American History, has been awarded fellowships from the
National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the
George A. and Eliza Gardner Howard Foundation for her
post-World War II project entitled "Postwar: A Social and
Policy History of Peace, 1944-1953." This study explores
how American citizens experienced the transition from
war to peace in the aftermath of World War II.
"My study of World War II's demobilization shows
that peace is not merely war's postscript but rather an
intensely political process in which citizens struggle with
one another and their government over war's purposes
and rewards. Just as Americans had debated the meanings of sacrifice and citizenship during the war, peacetime
introduced another era of political conflict over the spoils
of that war," she said.
The Howard Foundation awards a limited number of
fellowships each year for independent projects and targets
its support to early to mid-career individuals who have
achieved recognition for at least one major project. The NEH
will support McEnaney's summer research and writing.

Associate Professor of Psychology
LORI B. CAMPARO had two book
chapters accepted for publication this
year: "Contemporary Child Forensic
Interviewing: Evolving Consensus
and Innovations over 25 Years" and
"Interviewing Children: A Primer."
She had three articles published, one
co-authored with education professor
Judith Wagner for the European Journal
of Educational Research; one co-authored
with Ayesha Shaikh, assistant professor
of psychology, for Eye on Psi Chi; and one
authored with both Wagner and Shaikh
for Applied Psychological Measurement.

Music professor STEPHEN COOK served as
president for the California Association
of Professional Music Teachers through
this past June. He gave several performances with Broadway singer Susan Egan
and is currently reviewing music for The
American Music Teacher magazine.

11, Assistant Professor of Education
DREW K. ISHII co-authored an article
published in the fall, "Procedural
Explanations in Mathematics Writing." He
also presented research conducted with
Jeremy L. Gerson '98 at the International
Congress of Qualitative Inquiry held at
the University of Illinois.
10- Assistant Professor of Religious Studies
JASON CARBINE has been invited by
Duke University Press to edit a Burma
Reader for their series The World Readers.
00-

A LIGHT READING. Among English professor Charles Adams' recent summer reading
recommendations was David Sedans' When
You Are Engulfed in Flames.
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01-

Assistant Professor of Economics GEETHA
RAJARAM was invited to speak on
"Preconceptions vs. Myths of Welfare
Recipients" at the American Economic
Association Conference.

>> PROFESSORS MIKE MCBRIDE, CHARLES ADAMS, FRED BERGERSON, JOE PRICE,
WARREN HANSON, AND BRIAN REED HAVE MAINTAINED A FANTASY BASEBALL LEAGUE
FOR MORE THAN 25 YEARS. ACCORDING TO PLAYERS, MCBRIDE IS USUALLY AHEAD.

'I PARLEZ-VOUS HOLLYWOOD?
At the Francs-American Cultural Fund's
13th annual Hollywood festival focusing
on 50 French films, French professor
Marie-Magdeleine Chirol was among
a panel of experts discussing recent
developments helping to interest younger
generations in world cinema.

ON RECORD.
Whittier CoLLege
faculty made the
media rounds
this spring, noted
and quoted in

Professor of French MARIE-MAGDELEINE

publications such as

CHIROL spoke on a panel "Found in
Translation: Expanding the Young Audience

'
.5

for Foreign Films," at the 13th edition

La Opinion, Newsday,
Pittsburgh Tribune
Review, National

of the City of Lights City of Angels Film
10- Spanish professor RAFAEL CHABRAN was
an invited speaker at the International

English professor CHARLES ADAMS
Festival: A Week of French Film Premieres

Magazine, Kansas

in Hollywood at the Directors Guild of

City Star, and

America Complex. She also presented a

Currents Magazine.

published an essay in the catalog for the

Conference on Charles Darwin held in

exhibition "George Pope Morris: Defining

Mexico City, celebrating the 200th anni-

American Culture," which opened at The

Post, Women's Health

paper at the 20th-21st Century French
versary of Darwin's birth.

Putnam County Historical Society and
and Francophone Studies International
Foundry School Museum—moving in the
Colloquium, "Séismes/Seismic Shifts," at

01 CHARLES EASTMAN, director of the

fall to the Boston Athenaeum. He also
the University of Minnesota.

Writing Program, led Sarah Miranda '09,

discussed "Can The Prisoner Escape the

Martina Miles '09, Katy Simonian '02,

60's?" at the Popular Culture/American

Wren Saito '10, and Mary Helen Truglia '11

Culture Associations annual meeting.

in a group presentation at the Annual
Conference of the SoCal Writing Centers

10 English professor TONY BARNSTONE is

Association; their topic encompassed the

completing a book with Bilal Shaw '02

technical differences between tutoring in

translating mystical-erotic ghazals of

a writing center and the sort of work they

the Urdu poet Ghalib, with a contract to

do as peer mentors. Eastman also spoke

publish with White Pine Press.

PSYCHED

at the National Conference on College
Composition and Communication.

English professor WENDY FURMAN-

ADAMS completed an essay on the
' Spanish professor DOREEN O'CONNOR

history of John Milton's illustrations for

GOMEZ presented a paper on Spanish

the forthcoming book Milton in Context

theatre at the opening ceremonies of the

and presented her work on artist Carlotta

Third International Theatre Festival in

Petrina at the Renaissance Conference of

Baranquilla, Colombia.

Southern California.

00- ANN SEBANC, associate professor of
education and child development, authored

00- Music professor DANILO LOZANO performed with the Larry Karush Quartet,

an article with two alumnae (Maria D.

made up of world percussionists Randy

Hernandez '03 and Maria Alvarado '03)

Gloss and Brad Dutz and pianist/com-

that appeared in the Journal of Adolescent

poser Larry Karush, at the Boston Court

Research. The article shared results of Sebanc's

Performing Arts Center in Pasadena, CA.

study, which investigated whether bilingual
college students had closer friendships with

Psychology professor CHUCK HILL pre-

fellow bilinguals than with monolinguals.

sented at two conferences in Germany:
the International Congress of Psychology,

English professor and retiring Albert

held only once every four years, and the

Upton Chair WILLIAM GEIGER chaired

International Association for Cross-

a session and was an invited speaker

Cultural Psychology.

In April, psychology professors Ayesha Shaikh and Lori
Camparo, and students Alex Holtz '10 and Joselynn Cruz '09,
traveled to Portland, OR, to give a joint presentation on
"The Role of a Mentor in Undergraduate Research" at the
Western Psychological Association Meeting. The symposium was sponsored by the Council of Undergraduate
Psychology Programs and Psi Chi (the national honor
society in psychology). Pictured, left to right: Shaikh, Holtz,
Cruz, and Camparo.

at this Seventh International Hawaiian
Conference on Art and Humanities.

>> IN 1955, PROF. PAUL RICE, A MEMBER OF THE BIOLOGY FACULTY, RECEIVED
A TWO-YEAR GOVERNMENT APPOINTMENT TO HEAD UP A TEAM WORKING
ON SURVEYING AND CONTROLLING MALARIA IN ETHIOPIA.
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THE RIGHT CHEMISTRY
EXCERPTED FROM REMARKS IWRM7 BY DEAN OF FACULTY SUSAN GOTSCH AT HONORS CONVOCATION

A TOP PROF. Devin limoto has made significant finds in the multiple uses of snake venom—finds
that have garnered both industry attention and international news coverage. Prof. limoto regularly
includes Whittier students in his ongoing research projects.

"TONIGHT, BEFORE WE RECOGNIZE
OUR STUDENTS for their scholarship
and service, we pause for a moment to
consider our faculty. For in honoring our
students, we also celebrate the work of
our faculty.
"Each year, a committee of peers
selects a winner of the Harry W.
Nerhood Teaching Excellence Award,
probably the most important recognition a faculty member at Whittier
can receive. Named after a legendary
Whittier history professor, the award
is given for many reasons. Sometimes
it recognizes a whole career. Sometimes
it recognizes incredible new energy
and accomplishment. Sometimes it
recognizes innovation. All those who
have received it are humbled by the
experience and feel that there are
others who deserve it. Its core meaning is that it acknowledges something
special—the best of what we do here in
many manifestations.
"Chemistry professor Devin limoto.
our 2009 Nerhood Awardee, most

20

certainly embodies the essential aspects
of teaching and encouragement of student
learning that are worthy of this prestigious award, repeatedly echoed in the
nominations he received. And as I read
these comments, it was clear to me that
tonight's winner is such a great teacher
because he himself loves learning.

"'He is a leader in bringing a global
focus to our curriculum,' the submissions
noted. 'An active director of undergraduate research, he regularly mentors
students each year. He relates course
materials and experiments to students'
lives and the world around them; his
course on AIDS is a shining example of
how science and society intersects, and
is an impactful avenue for student service-learning. His enthusiasm is evident
in his joyful laugh which permeates the
halls, and he 'gives until it hurts' to both
students and the College.'
"'He set up a learning environment
with his students in which creativity
was fostered. Once we learned how
to be creative, he taught us how to be
practical, and I found a way to combine
my love for chemistry with my longing
to do something to address [environmental energy issues].'
"Please join me in congratulating an
extraordinary teacher among extraordinary teachers, Prof. Devin limoto."

CHILDCARE RESEARCH EARNS
FELLOWSHIP AWARD
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION TO PROVIDE SANDERS WITH KEY MENTORSHIP
KAY SANDERS, ASSISTANT PROFESSOR of education and child development, has been awarded a
fellowship from the National Center for Research on Early Childhood Education (NCRECE). The NCRECE
fellowship program will provide mentoring experiences in writing articles for publication employing
large-scale, national samples data-sets on early childhood education.
Sanders' research focuses on the practices in childcare programs that support growth and learning
for racial and ethnic minority children. The fellowship will provide her access to national childcare
data and allow her to examine the relationships between culturally-responsive practices and childcare quality, as well as the associations between culturally responsive classrooms and social-emotional
aspects of children's school readiness.

>> IN 1952, WHITTIER COLLEGE TEAMED UP WITH LOS ANGELES STATION KLAC TO EXPERIMENT
WITH TELEVISION AS AN EDUCATIONAL TOOL IN LOCAL ELEMENTARY CLASSROOMS

..ft

CRASH COURSE
BIOLOGY PROFESSOR AWARDED FELLOWSHIP, SELECTED FOR BUILDING PROGRAM

Fellowship: in 2007, Luz Maria Galbreath,
director of the Ortiz Programs, also received
the honor.
Vetrone has also been selected for the
2009 Professions Capacity Building Program,
a joint-venture by the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services and the Hispanic
Association of Colleges and Universities.
Now in its 11th year, the program is
intended to train faculty and strengthen the
capacity of Hispanic Serving Institutions to
procure federal grants and contracts in the
health sciences field—and, in particular,
biomedical and health services research.
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOLOGY
SYLVIA LOPEZ VETRONE '99 has been recognized by two federal agencies, awarded
a fellowship through the Department of
Agriculture, and winning entry into a

Through workshops, experiential
training, and other exercises, Vetrone and
colleagues will develop targeted grantwriting skills and learn about post-award
management and institutional compliance.

program sponsored by the Department of
Health and Human Services.
The E. (Kika) De Ia Garza Fellowship,
administered by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), is
awarded each year to only a handful of

BARNSTONE APPOINTED
TO UPTON CHAIR

highly-accomplished faculty. Fellows are
selected for the compatibility of their
research interests with USDA mission
areas, and the value their experience with
the Department would add to their
institution's curriculum.
For her fellowship, Vetrone will meet
and collaborate with scientists from the
USDA's Agricultural Research Service and
have access to state-of-the-art agricultural
research that addresses concerns affecting
the Hispanic community. During a one-week
orientation in Washington, D.C., Vetrone
will be formally introduced to key members
of the USDA and other federal agencies,
allowing her to identify opportunities
for mutually-driven research. This is the
second time in two years that a member of

PROFESSOR TONY BARNSTONE has been

poetry include the Pushcart Prize, the

appointed as the Albert Upton Chair in

Benjamin Saltman Award, the John

English Language and Literature. The

Ciardi Prize, and Ireland's Strokestown

Upton Chair is awarded to faculty members

International Poetry Festival Grand

in English who are committed to the teach-

Prize—an award he collected in 2008.

ing of writing at the College. This five-year

In recent months, Barnstone has given

appointment recognizes Barnstone's

conference talks in Beijing, Dallas, and

outstanding accomplishments in teaching

Chicago, was a featured author in the

and scholarly excellence and is intended to

annual Los Angeles Times Festival of

support future scholarly growth.

Books, and been invited to give numer-

A celebrated writer, Barnstone has

ous poetry readings. His forthcoming

published 11 books, including poetry,

publication, Tongue of War: From Pearl

translations from the Chinese, and world

Harbor to Nagasaki, is a collection of

literature textbooks. He has earned fel-

poetry on World War II in the Pacific,

lowships from the National Endowment

the result of 15 years of research.

for the Arts and the California Arts
Council. Honors given for his work in

Whittier College has received a de Ia Garza

>> IN 1965, STUDENTS HELD A PROTEST OUTSIDE PRESIDENT PAUL
SMITH'S OFFICE DEMANDING SMALLER CLASSES AT WHITTIER COLLEGE.
CURRENTLY, THE STUDENT-TO-TEACHER RATIO IS 13:1.
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BORTMAN NAME
"ADVOCATE OF
THE YEAR"

FROM THE WHITTIER
BLOGOSPHERE

ASSOCIATE DEAN LISA BORTMAN, dire

FEkLOÜTO SUORT ELcffATION OF IMPACT
OF INDUSTRY IN L.A.COUNTY

of First Year Programs, has been named
Advocate of the Year by the National
Resource Center on First Year Experien
and Student Engagement.
Since 2006, Bortman's efforts have
transformed the first-year experience f
Whittier College students. She has dev
oped and implemented a coniprehensiv
program that includes Living Learning
Communities, a first year advising program, a seminar taught by staff and pe
'4 TWO ON
THE TOWN.

Leaders, and, in conjunction with the 0
of Students, helped develop an online,

Business professor
Dan Duran and wife
Alicia were able to
obtain tickets to the

early-alert system to preemptively add
potential student issues—academic or
personal. In the last two years, first-y

44th PresidentiaL
Inauguration in

student retention has risen significantl

January. Despite

due in large part to her efforts.

the chitty climate,

Each year, presidents of American

packed city, and
tight security,
Photo by Dan Dura n

the pair had a
once-in-a-lifetime

post-secondary institutions are invite
nominate one educator on their camp
for this award. A national panel of dis

experience, shared in
detail with students
and colleagues via
their webLog. Read

guished educators reviews the nomina
portfolios and selects 10 individuals
as the nation's Outstanding First-Year

Prof. Duran's complete bLog at www.
whittier.edu/News/

HEADING TO WASHINGTON, D.C.far the

St. Thomas, Maine, and other points alL much

44th Presidential Inauguration this past

warmer than our own. Everyone was ecstatic

January, business professor Dan Duran shared

to be there, and while we were massed up

his thoughts, experiences, and memories of

Like a million vertical sardines, we were kind

this four-day, historic sojourn in a weblag for

to each other and shared stories.

Whittier College (www. whittier.edu/news).
Below are brief excerpts from this blag,

Articles/Duran
ma ug u ration .aspx.

At the Presidential Inauguration:
[After] making it through the security lines

recounting two events attended an the Mall.

and then racing on numb legs to our [des-

At the pre-Inauguration Concert: It was

ignated] standing spot, we heard Aretha's

dang cold but we found a cozy spot about a

Student Advocates.

soulful tones, marveled at her inauguration

kilometer away from the Lincoln Memorial,

bonnet, and then stood in silent rapture

next to a jumbo monitor and a tent with

to hear our new President take the oath of

cold coffee and chips that had a line at

office. Abrazas to President Obama, and we

least a zillion miles long. We stood in place

were thrilled and honored to witness the

and occasionally jumped up and down, and

inauguration and will put in our bid early

got to know our standing neighbors from

for seating at your next inauguration.

Arizona, New Jersey, Sao Paulo (Brazil),
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>> IN 1967, WHITTIER ATTAINED ITS FIRST COMPUTER ACCESS THROUGH AN IBM 1050
CONNECTED TO AN IBM 7095 AT UCLA; ITS USE WAS SPECIFICALLY FOR ACADEMIA TASKS SUCH AS PAYROLL AND GRADE POINT CALCULATIONS WERE PROHIBITED.

CIVICS MEETS SOCIOLOGY
FELLOWSHIP TO SUPPORT EXPLORATION OF IMPACT OF INDUSTRY IN L.A. COUNTY

REBECCA OVERMVER-VELAZQUEZ,

delves into the politics involved in

associate professor of sociology,

developing these cities, and civic

received the Haynes Foundation Faculty

involvement within neighboring com-

Fellowship, which will support her

munities who've suffered a negative

research on "Regional Equity and the

impact due to geographical proximity to

Industrial Cities of Los Angeles County."

these centers of industry.

Her project examines an understudied
and relatively unknown phenomenon

The Haynes Fellowship will provide
seed money for travel, summer research,

SHOW OFF.
Demonstrate your ow
Poet Pride by sendin.

of industrial cities in Los Angeles

and stipends for two student research

County. The two industrial cities she is

assistants, who will collect data and

studying—Vernon and Industry—were

transcribe interviews. Overmyer-

wearing Whittier gea

established to promote industrial

Velazquez plans to publish her research

Submit to therock@

development at the expense of resi-

in Environmental Justice and will seek

whittier.edu for

dential development, and both have

to contribute to the public dialog around

future publication.

consequently become locations of major

this critical issue by submitting key find-

polluters in the county. Her research

ings to regional publications.

your photo holding a

WHO:

copy of The Rock or

Dr. Warren Hanson,
Professor Emeritus,
Biology Department

WHEN: June 12, 2009
WHERE: Thul River, Mongolia
WHY:

Birding trip to Mongolia
May 31—June 14, 2009

>> WHITTIER'S FIRST PROFESSOR EMERITUS WAS DR. HERBERT W. HARRIS,
WHO SERVED ON THE ENGLISH FACULTY, ESTABLISHED THE FIRST BASKETBALL
AND TRACK TEAMS, AND DIRECTED THE FIRST COLLEGE PLAY.
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SPORTS WRAP
V BREATHE! The men's and women's swimming and

WINTER/SPRING SEASON RECAP

diving team take a deserved (and buoyant) rest
following their 158-71 win over Caltech.

The women's swimming and
diving team picked up dual meet wins
over SCIAC foes La Verne and Caltech
en route to a seventh place finish in the
conference. The Lady Poets set 85 "personal bests" at the SCIAC Championships,
while Nicole Beauchamp '12 earned allconference honors for her second place
finish in the lmdive.

--
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Men's swimming and diving earned
fourth place in the conference, posted
the program's first SCIAC winning
season in over a decade. Standout Juan
Aguilar '12 set three new school records
in the 100 back, 200 back, and the
200 medley relay.
4.

IN

Women's basketball ended above
.500 for the first time since the 2002-03
season. The Poets closed out the year
ranked fourth in the SCIAC and qualified
for the program's first conference tournament. Once again, forward Kourtney
ZiThert '11 gave a consistently solid per-

NE! Forward Kourtney
bert '11 goes after
oose ball in a game

formance, scoring in 16 of 26 games and

closing out her sophomore season with
a team-high nine double-doubles.
The men's basketball team tore
up the court this year, finishing the
regular-season ranked second in the
SCIAC, qualifying for the post-season
conference tournament, garnering allconference honors for two players, and
ending the year with more than 15 wins
for the fifth time since the 1980-81 season. Notably, guard Marcus Gibson '09
surpassed the 1,000-point plateau during
the season, finishing his Whittier career
with 1,148 points.

*

ainst Cat Lutheran.

In men's baseball, the Poets experienced a challenging season, posting a
12-28 total and 6-15 in SCIAC, which

gave them a seventh place finish.
Nevertheless, they claimed an important victory over nationally ranked
Chapman University and split the season
series with tough competitor Redlands.
Anthony Cappelletti '09 led the Poets
in virtually every offensive category
and earned his second consecutive
conference nod—along with a Rawlings
Golden Glove Award.
-)1,
-

Men's
Men's golf began the season ranked
No. 265 in the nation, but ended the
2009 campaign at No. 68. The Poets finished in seventh place in the SCIAC and
ranked four golfers among the top 30 in
the conference. Donny Garrison '12 was
one of only four to hole an Eagle during
the conference championships.

THROW! 10Forward Mike
Archuletta '09
momentarily
holds the edge
in the Poets final
game against
Pomona-Pitzer.

A OUT! Catcher Ryan Crawford '11 clearly
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>> THIS SEASON, THE MEN'S GOLF TEAM MOVED UP 197 SPOTS
TO END THE YEAR RANKED 68TH IN THE NATION.

down the Chapman runner, aiding the P.
opening game win (10-8).

4 SPRINT! Midfielder and leading goalscorer Ana Garcia '10 cradles the ball
against Puget Sound, heading for a
16-13 win.

and ranked as high as No. 12 in the
West Region. Sean Robertson '10 earned
the team's sole all-conference honors,
though five players recorded 10 or more
victories during singles competition.
.4

Pacheco '10 batted .433 with a slugging
percentage of .683. She totaled 52 hits,
six of which were homeruns, collected
82 total bases, drew 21 walks, and was
a perfect 5-for-5 on stolen bases.

4-

Women's tennis faced a tough schedule
Women's

'

-.

Donny Garrison'12 takes a swing, and
ust seven over par, helps the Poets take
Lowest (best) season score of 308.

of competitors, but despite valiant
efforts, the Lady Poets were only able
to achieve a season record of 2-8, taking seventh place in SCIAC. The Poets
earned dual wins over Caltech, first in
regular season play, then again during
the SCIAC Tournament.
.4

*

from his position as head coach just
weeks before the season to pursue his

Women's softball closed out the year
with a 24-18 overall record—making
2009 the third consecutive season the
team has accumulated 20 or more wins,

professional career. Former Poet player
and two-time All-American Brian Kelly '03
was quickly appointed interim head
coach and guided the team to a .500

and up three wins from last season
earned a spot in the SCIAC post-season
tournament. Leading the team in virtually every offensive category. Mary

Men's lacrosse had a rough start to the
2009 season as Nate Watkins resigned

season for the first time since 2005.
Daniel McQuade '12 led the team with
33 goals, while Anthony Lackey '09
recorded a team-high 51 points on
23 goals and 28 assists.
4

A CHEERS! The softball team celebrates their berth into the
SCIAC Postseason Tournament.

The men's track and field team finished
the season with nine SCIAC honorees: two
in throwing, one in long jumps, and three
in nmning events. Despite being hampered by a hamstring injury throughout
the championships, TC Collymore '10 set
a personal record in the Long Jump with
a jump of 22'l". He was one of only four

*

The women's lacrosse team had an
outstanding year, finishing its season

athletes to break the 22-feet barrier and
did so on his final attempt at the event.

with a winning record (8-4) for the first
time in program history. The Lady Poets
racked up an overall record 183 goals
throughout their 14 games, beginning
the season with a scrimmage win over

In all, 13 members of the 2009 women's track and field team earned
all-conference nods, taking and SCIAC

.4

Occidental (18 -3), and concluding the
with an overtime win against Redlands
(14-12)—the first time Whittier has taken
this victory since 2001.

provisionally qualified for the NCAA
Championships, while Rios-Aguilar

*

Patridge '11 takes to
the air and makes the
distance at the SCIAC
Multi-Duals.

qualified for the NCAA Championships
in the heptathion.

Men's tennis also completed its best
season in program's history as the Poets
went 15-7, finished fifth in the conference,

jump champion Kashin

*

Championships in four events: 400m
hurdles, the discus throw, the long jump,
and the 5000m. Michele Callaway '10

*

V PUSH! Conference Lon(

A SCORE! Justin DeLong '10 and Sean Robertson '10
coolly acknowledge their 8-1 win over
Pomona-Pitzer at No. 1 doubles.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S SWIMMING & DIVING TEAMS COMBINED
TO SET 85 PERSONAL BESTS AT THE SCIAC CHAMPIONSHIPS.

>> THE
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IDAVE BOJOLAD'S RACKET
THE HEAD MEN'S TENNIS COACH TALKS TO THE
TR: This year, the men's team
emerged with its best program rect.
ever; what were the defining elements
for the 2009 season?
DR: This year we had 16 players on our
roster, so the biggest challenge for me was
to keep everyone relatively happy. With only
six singles and three doubles spots, this can
be difficult. There is also a lot of parity on

ROCK ABOUT

THE 2009 SEASON AND WHAT'S AHEAD

No. 1 from our No. 8 or even No. 10 player,

TR: How does Whittier College now

so this complicated line-up decisions, as

compare with other schools in SCIAC

well. With the high roster number, I am

after the 2009 season?

Less able to give the individual attention to
players during practice that I would prefer.
But these are all good problems to have.

TR: How did your recruitment efforts
and results vary in the 2009 season
from years past?

our team, with not much separating our

DB: We finished fifth in the conference,
which appears to be somewhat mediocre
on paper. But, the four finishing above
us are all nationally ranked. Our conference just happens to be the best Division
III tennis conference in the nation. Our
non-conference record of 10-2, with only

DB: Three years ago, we had no one, so the
incoming freshmen (then Justin DeLong,
Sean Robertson, and Danny Benesch) had
to carry the load. Now we are much more
consistent in recruiting, and the results are a
deeper roster with a better mix of youth and

Losses coming to #2 ranked Amherst and
#12-ranked DII Frances Marion, somewhat
reflects this. In addition, we pride ourselves
on being the most diverse team not only at
Whittier, but in the conference, internationally, nationally and ethnically diverse.

experience. It's easier to recruit once you are
established. Players bring in players.

TR: How do you expect your three
new recruits to change the dynamic

TR: How did the inclusion of two
international students change the
dynamic of the team this year?

of the team?
DB: My goal each year is to recruit players
who can come in to compete for our top six;

DB: In terms of international athletes, we
do much better than most SCIAC schools,
which is a huge recruiting advantage,

the goal for returning players should be not
to let me. The way to do so is to work hard
and improve in the offseason. Everyone wins.

because there is a huge pool of talent
out there. Both Patricio Carregha (Cabo
San Lucas) and Gabriel Farias (Rio de
Janeiro) have been great additions to our
program—not only good tennis players, but
great dual-sport athletes (soccer). Tennis
is becoming more and more of a physical
game, and these guys give us more of that
physical presence.

TR: Was the team's success this year
carried by a few strong players or by
an overall team improvement?

I

feel like this year we're

going to go farther because the attitude
ring practice is different; we're competitive,
but we're helping each other improve.99
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DB: The depth of our team is our strength,
and we need an overall team effort to be
successful. It seemed that in all of our wins
Last year, someone different had to step
up—and did.

TR: Are there any international
prospects for next year?
DB: Yes, one of our three recruits is a top
five player from Jamaica. He had Davis Cup
trials last week. Davis Cup is an international
competition with top players representing
their respective countries. We are not sure
how this will translate or how good he really
is, but we are certainly excited to find out.

TE: This has been a breakout
season for men's tennis; what does
2010 hold?
DB: Next year we put Whittier College
Tennis on the map. Among our goals for
2010 is to become a top 25 nationally
ranked team.

>> MEN'S TENNIS SET A SCHOOL RECORD FOR WINS IN A SEASON (15)
AND WAS RANKED AS HIGH AS NO. 12 IN THE WEST REGION.

TENNIS COURTS HISTORY

GOING GREEN

PROGRAM RECORDS BEST SEASON EVER

2009 WILL GO DOWN IN THE BOOKS as
the Poet men's tennis team completed its

Stay up-to-date
with all the Poet
sports scores

Going into the conference tournament, Whittier earned the fifth seed, but

best season ever. With an ending record of

Lost in the first round to Pomona-Pitzer

15-7, finishing fifth in the conference, and

Sagehens (nationally ranked #29). The Poets

one selection to the All-Southern California

rebounded with a quick 9-0 win over Caltech,

Intercollegiate Athletic Conference second-

and held on for a 5-4 win over Occidental

team, this season the team ranked as high

to take fifth place.

as No. 12 in the West Region.
Sean Robertson '10 competed for

"Our goal this year was to pass
Occidental in the standings and distance

and schedules

all but one match at the No. I singles posi-

ourselves from La Verne and Caltech; both

tion, and accumulated a 10-10 record; at

of which were accomplished," said Head

No. 1 doubles with partner Justin DeLong '10,

Coach Dave Bojalad. "However, after our

CHALLENGE, the 37th Annual Purple

his record was 10-11. Frank Sun '12 had

near upset of Pomona-Pitzer we quickly

& Gold Golf Classic took place at
a new course this year: Industry

by bookmarking
www.wcpoets.com
or subscribing to
the Poet Sports
e-Newsletter.

CHANGING VENUE AND UPPING THE

arguably the best season, earning 16-4 in

reevaluated our goals. We were determined

singles play overall. He won 14 consecutive

to defeat Pomona-Pitzer in the conference

Hills Golf Club at the Pacific Palms

singles matches—notably, the first 14

tournament but we came up short. That

Resort. In all, about 140 golfers

games played in his collegiate career—

was disappointing.

came out on a temperate May day

before his streak came to an end to a

"But next year should be an even better

for the Poet competition, testing

competitor from Division TI-school, Francis

one for us," continued the coach. "We have

their mettle on the championship

Marion University, which ranked No. 11 at

signed two very strong incoming freshmen

course, which features 160 sand

the time. Fellow Poet newcomer Patricio

and both figure to play a big role in our

bunkers, eight lakes, and a seem-

Carregha '12 primarily played No. 3 singles

starting six next year.

ingly endless horizon of greens.

for the Poets, racking up an 11-8 record.
Overall the Poets went 79-49 in singles

"We hope to pass at least one, if not

More than $44,000 was raised for

both Pomona and Cal Lutheran next year.

the Whittier College Athletics

play and held a 19-23 SCIAC record. Doubles

They lost some key seniors, so barring a

program—all of which will be used

play was equally impressive as WC went 41-25.

big recruiting class on their end, there is

to directly support the College's

no reason why we shouldn't be able to do

21 intercollegiate teams.

that," said Bojalad.

GOLD STANDARD
IN SPRING, THE U.S. TRACK & FIELD AND CROSS COUNTRY
COACHES ASSOCIATION named the Whittier College women's

cross country team as an All-Academic Team for the 2008 season.
Only 40 percent of the NCAA institutions that sponsor women's
cross country received the honor, which requires a minimum team
grade point average of 3.1; the Poets averaged a 3.21 for the year.
Receiving their formal certificate among family, coaches, and
President Herzberger, the entire team was honored at a special
luncheon held on campus in April.

>> MICHELE CALLAWAY '12 BECAME THE FIRST WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
NATIONAL QUALIFIER SINCE CLAUDIA MURILLO '98 IN 1996.
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MILESTONE MOMENTS
c

DIAMOND VETERAN.
Former Lady Poets
return to honor
McBride during
a special event
to celebrate his
30th anniversary.
Pictured, left to right
Rachel (Chavez)
Castandea '01,
Mike McBride, Patty
(Juarez) Hill '98, and
Lisa Scott '93.

A NO CRYING IN BASEBALL. Coach Rizzo is all
business on the field as he monitors the action
on third base during a three-game, clean sweep of
CaLtech (15-2, 15-4, 9-0).

MIKE RIZZO '86, HEAD COACH for
UPDATE. V
At press time, an
additional $29,000
contribution was
made toward the
dugout improvement
project, enabling
construction to

men's baseball, reached a

milestone during the 2009 season, earning his 200th career victory in a 10-2 win over Rutgers-Camden. Rizzo, who has been
helming the baseball program for 11 of his 22 seasons with the
Poets, has successfully guided 31 of his players to top conference
honors (SCIAC), six to All-West Region, and two have named as
Division III All-Americans. Additionally of note, two of his recent
program grads were drafted by Major League Baseball.

begin early.

ANONYMOUS GIFT ENABLES
DUGOUT MAKEOVER
THIS SUMMER, THE ATHLETICS DEPARTMENT and baseball program received an anonymous gift
of $50,000, which will be used to fund the renovation of Memorial Baseball Field's dugout.
The dugout renovations are just one part of a number of improvements slated for
Memorial Field. Last summer, the baseball field underwent laser-grading, had a new irrigation
system installed, and added an updated electronic scoreboard. Future planned modifications
include landscaping of the area underneath the scoreboard, a padded backstop, an irrigation
system to the outfield, and, eventually, a press box.
The dugout renovations are set to begin in early fall.
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Also with something to celebrate this season, Mike
McBride, political science professor, celebrated his 30th year
coaching for the Lady Poet softball program, which he—along
with colleagues Bob Giomi and Warren Hanson—founded at
Whittier in 1979. A special celebration was planned by current
and former players to honor McBride's years of service and
dedication. As one alumna aptly summarized, he's been there
through all our triumphs, trials, and tribulations.

CALLING ALL
FOOTBALL
ALUMNI!
THIS YEAR, THE ATHLETICS
DEPARTMENT is celebrating "100
Years of Poet Football."
Planned events included an Alumni/
Pule & Gold Tailgate party prior to the
Poet's season home opener against Menlo
College on Saturday, September 26, in
Memorial Stadium. Kickoff took place at
7 p.m., with a tailgate that started at 4:30 p.m.
Additionally, at the homecoming
game against Pomona-Pitzer slated for
Whittier Weekend 2009, we will honor

Justin Pud
been appointed
director of aquatics
for the Poet program,

season will be formally recognized in a
special halftime ceremony. Please mark
your calendars for the 3 p.m. kickoff on
Saturday, October 24, on Newman Field!
If you are a Poet football alumnus
and would like to receive news information, and invitations to these events and
others, please send your contact information including e-mail address to alumni@
whittier.edu, with the subject line: "Poet
Football Alumni." Please include your
full name, your class year, the seasons

welcome any stories you'd like to share
about your athletic exploits on the field
or any memorable moments with your
coaches or fellow players.
All Poet players, families, and fans
now also have the opportunity to purchase a named seat in Memorial Stadium's
VIP section, a tribute that will live in
perpetuity. For more information on the
Stadium Seating Campaign, please contact
the Department of Athletics, 562.907.4271

Travis Peters
joined the Athletic!
Department in
January as new

oversee both men's
and women's water polo and swimming
and diving teams. Since Pudwill began
coaching the Poets three years ago, Whittier
has had five players named to the AllSouthern California Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference Team, had five players garner a
spot on the Association of Collegiate Water
Polo Coaches (ACWPC) All-Academic Team,
had two named ACWPC All-Americans, two
Western Water Polo Association (WWPA)
selections, and one player named to the
ACWPC All-Freshman Team.
After a 16-year
absence, powerhouse
coach Kirk Jellerson
has returned to
the Poet football
program as defensive
coordinator, coming to Whittier most recently from NCAA
DIl-school Western Washington University.
Jellerson has been coaching college football since 1983; throughout, seven of his
eight teams achieved championships and/
or top-ranked status in their divisions.

you played, your team position, and your
jersey number (if you recall it!). We'd also

departure of Nate Watkins.

expanding his prior
coaching role to

the 10th anniversary of our SCIAC Football
Championship. Players from the 1998-99

dsa prformance enhancement speciali:
For the 2008-09 season, Kelly served
as interim head coach, following the

Brian Kelly '03
has been named
head coach for the
2009 men's lacrosse

sports information
director. Peters, wi
holds a master's
degree from the University of Virginia,
comes to Whittier from a two-year post
Salisbury University. For Salisbury, Peter
served as the primary media contact
for the sports program, and in 2007, he
and his department were cited by Insith
Lacrosse for outstanding promotion of
women's lacrosse.
In spring, 10-year veteran sports trainer
Theresa Acosta was appointed head
athletic trainer for the Poet program,
coming to Whittier most recently from
John Jay College. Previously, she served
as assistant director of sports medicine
the University of Detroit, Mercy, and as
assistant trainer for the champion WNBJ
Detroit Shock team, among others. Acos
has a master's degree in kinesiology fro
North Texas.
Aiding Acosta is fellow newcomer
Jonathon Naick, assistant athletic traine
who holds a master's degree in athletic
training /sports medicine from the
University of Virginia and is a board

season. Kelly,
a Major League
Lacrosse player for

certified athletic trainer. Prior to Whittier,
Naick served as an athletic trainer at
Cypress College; on the medical staff for

the Los Angeles Riptide, is a two-time
All-American and was team captain during the Poets' 2003 National Semifinal

Clark County, NV; as a rehabilitation
therapist at the Village Healthcare Centej

season. He holds a master's degree in
exercise science and has been certified by
the National Academy of Sports Medicine

and as an athletic trainer/medical staff
member for United Spirit Association.

or wcpoets@whittier.edu.

>> POET FOOTBALL BEGINS ITS SEASON ON SEPT. 12 IN EL PASO, TX, PLAYING
SUL ROSS STATE COLLEGE. THIS SEASON, THE POETS WILL ONLY HOST FOUR
HOME GAMES IN MEMORIAL STADIUM: SEPT. 26, OCT. 24, NOV. 7, AND NOV. 14.
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GOING THE DISTANCE
POET ATHLETICS PROVE SUPERIOR ON-FIELD AND OFF

accomplishment, individual hard work,
dedicated team work, and perseverance,"
said President Sharon Herzberger. "From

MO

our Freshmen Athletes-of-the-Year Nicole
Beauchamp (swimming & diving) and
Patricio Carregha (soccer, tennis), to our
recent grad Charles Acker '08 (baseball),
who received the very first NCAA DIII Gold
Glove Award, to our four-year Letter winners, this was a wonderful night for all to
share in the camaraderie among our Poet
teams and in the overall successful close of
Photo by Travis Peter

HEARTFELT WORDS.
At this year's Purple
& Gold All-Sports
Award Banquet, the
range of celebrated
achievements in
sports was impressive, as usual, but
the real highlight of
the night was a brief,
motivational talk
given be former
Poet baseball athlete
Dan TrujilLo '96.
Trujillo, a heart
transplant survivor
and now owner
of The Clay Heart
Company, discussed
how lessons learned
on the fieLd are truly
Lessons for life.

another year in the sports program.
And the achievements that characterized this season were not only reached by
superior performance on the field, but in
the cLassrooms as well. This year, a number

A Michelle Callaway'12 and TC CoLtymore'11

of our players—and, in fact, our entire

TRACK AND FIELD STARS MICHELLE CALLAWAY

"Jacobs Court, so often the site of

women's cross country team—were given

'12 AND TC COLLYMORE '11 each received the

heated battles between our Poets and

accolades for maintaining high scholastic

2009 Individual Athlete of the Year Award for

fellow competitors, was instead filled

standards, further proof that at Whittier,

women's and men's sports, respectively. The pair

with more than 400 athletes, coaches,

the term "scholar-athlete" is aptly applied

was among those honored at the Annual Purple

parents, faculty and staff, alumni, and

and conscientiously lived.

& Gold All-Sports Award Banquet in May.

team supporters for a true celebration of

THAN 100 WHITTIER COLLEGE students, including the entire Poet football, soccer,

and track teams, came out to help overweight youngsters learn more about health and fitness during the Advocating for Children's Fitness Day at Whittier College.
Dozens of grade school age children from the surrounding communities attended the
event that was co-organized by Whittier College's kinesiology and leisure science department and the Excellence Through Exercise Foundation. Each child had the opportunity to
take part in six activity stations that include yoga, football, track, soccer, agility exercises,
and lacrosse.
"We are promoting a healthy lifestyle through nutrition and physical activity and helping
these children start having a healthy future," said Kacie Martinez '10, who was enrolled in
kinesiology professor Kathy Barlow's sports management class.
The event has a dual purpose for Barlow's students-the opportunity to serve as mentors for the children, as well as a chance to get valuable training for future careers in
sports management.

A THIS ONE'S FOR THE CHILDREN. KLS major and day Long volunteer Mitch Calmer '10 makes a new friend and becomes an
active mentor during Advocating for Children's Fitness Day.

>> WOMEN'S LACROSSE COMPLETED ITS FIRST NCAA WINNING SEASON WITH AN 8-6 RECORD.

INDIVIDUAL POET ACHIEVEMENTS

LOCKED IN
PROGRAM LE_
LENDS HIS GOOD NAME

RECOGNIZED AT NATIONAL, REGIONAL AND LOCAL LEVELS, SPRING SAW 45
POET ATHLETES EARNING A GRAND TOTAL OF 62 HONORS FOR INTERCOLLEGIATE
COMPETITION AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT.
NATIONAL AWARDS

MEN'S TEAMS

'American Baseball Coaches Association!
Rawlings Division III All-American: Anthony

Basketball

11

Cappelletti '09

1st Team All-SCIAC: Michael
Archuletta '09(forward)

National Fastpitch Coaches Association (NFCA(
Louisville Slugger/NFCA Division III All-Region
2nd Team: Mary Pacheco '10

2nd Team All-SCIAC: Jeff
McLean '09 (forward)

Track & Field

Association of Collegiate Water Polo Coaches
)ACWPC) NCAA Division III All-American:
Casey Regehr '10(2nd Team); Chris

1st Team All-SCIAC: TC Collymore '10
(jumping/sprinting). Garrett Can '10
(throwing), Zach Garrett '12 sprinting),
John Jackson '12 (sprinting), Kevin
Mancila '12 (distance running). Brad
Seitz '11 (javelin/sprinting), Brandon
Wilcox '11 (throwing)

Villanueva '09, Anahisa Aguirre '12.
Xenia Castillo '11 (Honorable Mention)
Athletic Director Rob Coleman an

ACWPC All-Academic Awards: Casey
Regehr '10, Sarah Peel '10, Xenia
Castillo '11 (Excellent); Chris Hartman '12,
Chris Villanueva '09 (Superior); Arianna
Weisenburger '12(Outstanding)

THE WHITTIER COLLEGE MEN'S
LACROSSE team hosted its annual

alumni game in February—a match

Baseball
1st Team All-SCIAC: Anthony
Cappelletti '09 (outfielder)

that brought back more than 25 former
student-athletes to compete on the field

REGIONAL AWARDS

for bragging rights. Unfortunately for the
01

alumni, however, the current Poet team
led 11-0 at halftime, eventually winning
the game at 15-6.
Prior to the match, a special dedication ceremony took place to mark the
formal opening of the team's newly
renovated locker rooms made possible
with generous support from numerous

Intercollegiate Women's Lacrosse Coaches
Association )IWLCA) All-Region 2nd Team:
Amy Cirbo '11 )midfielder)

coach and recent Purple & Gold Hall
of Fame inductee, was given ribboncutting duties—the new facility dubbed,
of course, "Locker's Lockers."

Western Water Polo Association (WWPA)
All-Academic Team: Chris Villanueva '09,

Tyler Aisner '12, Cameron Lew '12,
Chet Schuster '12
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
INTERCOLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC CONFERENCE
'Conference All-Academic Football Team:
Matthew Castaneda '11 (quarterback);

coached but served as director of recruit-

Shawn Briggs '09, David Harpster '11
and Richie Hoover '12(wide receivers);
Brandon Boehm '10, Jared Cato '11,
David Taylor '09(linebackers); Travis
Driskell '12, Matt Gocke '10(defensive
backs); Dane Costa '11, Ryan Kirpatrick '11

ment and retention. Under his leadership,

(defensive linemen)

the Poets won 10 Western Lacrosse

Conference Champions, Track and Field:
Michele Callaway '12 (5000m). Shuree
Gangloff '09(discus), Kashima Patridge '10
(long jump), Rosario Rios-Aguilar '09
)400m hurdles)

Currently the Vice President and
Assistant General Manager of the
Washington Stealth, Locker spent 23
years at Whittier, where he not only

League Championships and a coveted
seat in the 2002 NCAA postseason.
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1st Team All-SCIAC: Sean Robertson '10

WOMEN'S TEAMS
Basketball

D3hoops.com All-Region 3rd Team:
Kourtney Zilbert '11 (forward)

lacrosse alumni. Guest of honor Doug
Locker '73, former men's lacrosse head

Tennis

11,

1st Team All-SCIAC: Kourtney
Zilbert '11 (forward)
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Kourtney
Zilbert '11 (forward)

Track & Field
'1st Team All-SCIAC: Michele Callaway '12
(distance nmning), Shuree Gangloff '09
(throwing), Kashima Patridge '10(jumping!
sprinting) Daisha Richards '12(hurdles!
sprinting), Rosario Rios-Aguilar '09(sprinting!
multis). Essence Scott '11 (throwing)
Softball
1st Team All-SCIAC: Mary Pacheco '10
(outfielder)
2nd Team All-SCIAC: Kellie Canida '11
(outfielder), Amanda Carrasco '10
(outfielder), Molly Yriarte '11 (3rd base)
SCIAC Athlete of the Week: Amanda
Webster '12 (pitcher/I st base)

>> MEN'S BASKETBALL WON 15+ GAMES FOR ONLY THE FIFTH TIME SINCE THE 1980-81 SEASON.
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Innovators
Industr
What truly marks a person as an industry leader or innovator? Is it merely
a question of successfully identifying and taking big risks? Becoming
(and staying) a financial powerhouse? Always sticking on a path that
will lead to personal and professional satisfaction, no matter the cost?
In today's manic economy, it could be all of these things—or none.
A precise blueprint does not likely exist, and if it does, then it's highly
doubtful that it can be universally applied to reach a career pinnacle.
Want proof? Then take a look at the alumni profiled on the following
pages. Their stories share few similarities save one—they each acquired
a valuable, educational foundation as undergraduates of Whittier College.
Here, they learned to be fluid and creative thinkers, to understand subtle
shifts and adapt to new situations, to envision their own markers of
success, and to be persistent in going after what they want—even if that
elusive goal changes along the way.
And if this common foundation is any indicator, then Whittier College
has countless industry leaders and innovators among its august alumni
body. So, over the next nine pages, we'd like to introduce you to just a few
of your fellow Poets who do—most emphatically—fit the profile...

12
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UCHARD FOOS '71
CNOWS POP CULTURE
IODA, THAT GIRL, THE JOHNNY CASH CHRISTMAS SPECIAL 1978—
Din the cult to the classic to everything in between, these are just
handful of titles that entertainment company Shout! Factory offers
p culture fans around the world, a fact that CEO Richard Foos
)uldn't have any other way.
"I've always been a huge pop culture fan" exclaims Foos, one of
e original founders of Shout! Factory, Rhino Records, and Rhino
tertainment. "My all time favorite comedian is Groucho Marx, and
len we started Shout! Factory, the first thing we put out was his
d TV show You Bet Your Life. It originally came out in the 1950s,
it I never even caught it until it was syndicated in the 1970s, and
jecame a huge fan. It was really exciting for me to be able to put

there could be a beatnik on TV was monumental, and now we're

at out on DVD."

trying to get the rights."

Before launching Shout! Factory in 2003, Foos had already
tablished himself as a major player in the world of entertainment.

Another show Foos would like to give new life is Maverick,
starring James Garner. "1 loved it because it had a great sense of

s career in all things "pop" began in the early 1970s when he

humor and never took itself too seriously. It was also my mother's

arted selling used records out of the back of an old, yellow van in

favorite show, so we could enjoy it together."

s Angeles. Eventually this led to his co-founding of Rhino Records,

It isn't just older TV titles that find their way into Shout!

hip and widely known record outlet for music Lovers. Soon Rhino

Factory's eclectic collections. Musicians like Matthew Sweet and

cirphed into a label specializing in the reissue of classic recordings,

indie rock band Earlimart, as well as music collections from South

id a place where eclectic entertainment of all kinds had a chance

by Southwest, show the diversity of their catalog.

finding a home.

"I've always loved music," he says. "At Whittier we would all just

In 1998, the company became part of the Warner Music Group;

hang out and Listen to music together and that was a great experience

2003, Foos decided it was time to channel his ever-present entre-

to have. I still remember the record playing in every dorm every min-

eneurial spirit into a new endeavor.
"1 had sold Rhino and finished my contract there, and I wanted

ute of the day was the first Doors album, and that has stayed as one
of my all time favorites."

continue doing what I loved to do—releasing all the good stuff
at was out of print." Teaming up with fellow Rhino alums Bob
imers and Garson Foos (Richard's brother), they created Shout!
ctory, bringing music, television, films, and other entertainment to
nsumers who loved pop culture as much as they did.
"We obtain the rights to things overlooked by the bigger plays, maybe something with a cult audience and usually something we
ye," states Foos. "If someone in the company is really passionate

"We obtain the rights to things
overlooked by the bigger player
maybe something with a cult audienc
and usually something we love."

out a show or concert, then that's what we want to release."
For example, Shout! Factory re-released the short-lived TV cult
ssic Freaks and Geeks (created by writer/director Judd Apatow

Years later at Rhino, the Doors became an important component

d starring James Franco, Seth Rogen, and Jason Segel). "It was a

of the catalog, and one that Foos recalls as indelibly tied to his

eat show, but it was on the air so briefly that if you blinked, you

memories of the Poet campus.

ssed it."
There is one series in particular Foos hopes to re-release some-

"One time at Whittier, I was supposed to go with two friends
to a Doors concert, but at the last minute I couldn't make it.

y. "When I was a teenager, there was only one show for young

Afterwards, my friends came back and said it was the best concert

ults other than Saturday morning kid shows—The Secret Life of

they'd ever seen. So, 35 years later, when we released some Doors

bie Gillis with Warren Beatty, Tuesday Weld, and Bob Denver, who

Live CDs, including the concert my Whittier friends went to, I called

nt on to play Gilligan, as Maynard G. Krebs. Just the idea that

them up and sent them the set."

INNOVATORS & INDUSTRY LEADERS continued

JOYCE BRUNELLE '69
ADVOCATES SUNNY DAYS AHEAD
poor air quality. "Getting into solar and renewable energies was
just a natural for me," she said.
Prior to entering the renewable energy field, Brunelle worked
for many years in the construction business in West Los Angeles
with her husband, Michael, an electrical engineer. "We have been
building homes and commercial properties for more than 20 years
and we were always interested in energy efficiency." They installe
p

•

0

•

0

their first solar panels in 1988, and founded Suntricity, Inc. to de
specifically with solar installations in 2007.
"We're at a very interesting time for solar power," she noted.
"With the cost of oil and energy going up consistently, leadership on clean energy coming from President Obama, and people
everywhere talking about helping the environment and reducing
dependence on foreign oil, we as a country are finally getting

SUNSHINE AND SMOG are certainly two things for which Southern
California is famous. But if Joyce (Maltun) Brunelle has her way, sunshine might be just the thing to make L.A:s smog a thing of the past.
Currently, the energetic Brunelle chairs Suntricity, a licensed
solar
i

contractor and installation company. Suntricity designs

and installs photovoltaic solar energy systems on the rooftops
of private homes, apartment buildings and commercial facilities
throughout Southern California. The systems generate clean energy

serious about clean, renewable energy."
The fact that solar panels enhance the value of a home has
provided extra inducement or many homeowners to outfit their
houses, Brunelle said. According to the National Association of
Real Estate Appraisers, for every 1,000 watts of photovoltaic
generation added to a house, the property value goes up $20,000
(though it does not affect property tax assessments).
Commercial clients, though, continue to drive a large share of
the solar products market. Suntricity recently installed photovoltaic
panels on a 41-unit apartment building, a move that will save the

""People need to look at
the big picture and
understand this is the future.
Solar power and renewables
just make sense."

owner thousands of dollars in power costs and entitle him to tens of
thousands of dollars in government-sponsored rebates and tax credit
"People need to look at the big picture and understand this i
the future," she said. "Solar power and renewables just make sens
The sun is not going away any time soon. It's there to be used, Ii
cleanest energy that we have."
Recently, Joyce and her company have received quite a bit
of recognition. The Pacific Palisades Chamber of Commerce has
named Suntricity as the Best Business for 2010. California State
Senator Fran Pavley presented Joyce Brunelle and Suntricity with

that reduces the use of power from utilities, which might rely on
coal, natural gas, or nuclear power for generation.
"If you put solar panels on the rooftop of just one home,"
Brunelle explains, "you could be taking the (pollution) equivalent
of about 16 cars off the road. That translates into reducing pollution in the air as well as your own personal carbon footprint. How
great is that?"
Though environmental awareness was in its infancy when
Brunelle was at Whittier, the native Californian knew even then
that something had to be done to address Southern California's

14

Recognition for Environmental Sustainability Award acknowledgin
the company's efforts to help educate the Los Angeles community
about solar technology.
Concluding the interview, she offers a final thought for consh
eration: "Won't it be great someday to be able to generate our oc
power at home and be able to breathe clean air?"

DETER HARRIS '65
LAYS A GOOD GAME
TREPRENEUR PETER HARRIS has headed some of the nation's
ost iconic companies and organizations—from Gemco (a pre-cursor
Costco), to renowned "toymaker" FAO Schwarz, to the NFL's San
ancisco 49ers, to retail boating giant West Marine, Inc., and more.
In fact, his resume and list of notable business accomplishments
nce graduating from Whittier in 1965 is so impressive, you might
iink he's a something of a stereotypical, stuffed "corporate suit."
But to the contrary, this real-live mogul is a true character, who,
en coming on board to serve as a company's CEO or president,

cared about was having people
come in and have a positive
experience. They didn't have
to buy, they just had to enjoy. We knew that by creating a positive
experience, people who didn't necessarily need to buy a toy one day
would come back when they did."
Of note, not only did Harris breathe new life into the company,
making it a tourist destination and expanding its locations around
the country, but he also helped it enter pop culture history. Creating

ings an infectious energy, an innovative vision, a sense of fun,

the 1988 film "Big," Hollywood moviemakers seized on a perfect

love of people, and a knowledge of human behavior that serves

opportunity (and recognized a kindred spirit) in the remade retailer;

ese companies—and their consumers—rather well.

consequently, several scenes were shot at the Manhattan store,

"The places I've worked have been divergent in product," he

the most memorable when star Tom Hanks dances on an immense

ys, "but all deal directly with customers and require figuring out

toy piano keyboard with the toy store's owner—a character widely

rn those customers are—not as some demographic, but as people.

considered to be based on Harris himself.

hat do they think and believe, and how can I deliver on their
:pectations and their dreams?"
And it's exactly this grounded approach that has led Harris to
ccessfully turn the tide for a number of companies and place him
high demand as an executive leader, corporate consultant, and
ilued advisor.
Take, for example, troubled toy retailer FAO Schwarz in the 1980s.
ter a century selling its high-end traditional toys, the company had
st some of its luster, as well as market share, to toy discounters

"All we cared about was having
people come in and have a
positive experience. They
didn't have to buy, they just had to enjo

id stores with more modern offerings. On taking over as an investor
rtner, Harris set to work remaking the company's image, bringing
newer, exclusive, and quality-made toys to supplement traditional
vorites, and relocating the flagship Manhattan store.
But Harris knew that to really make a significant and lasting
fference for this company, to bring in new clients while appeas-

Following his successful resuscitation of FAO Schwarz, Harris
began casting about for a new challenge, and it wasn't long before he
had positively reversed the fortunes of other struggling companies,
including entertainment software firm Accolade, photo studio chain
Picture People, and jewelry retailer Imposters. In 2000, he took on what

g or bringing back former clientele, it would take more than just

he refers to as a "dream job"—named president and CEO of the San

paper makeover. He had to somehow create excitement, to remind

Francisco 49ers, and it was that same respect, love, and understanding

stomers what it was to experience toys, not just make a mindless

and love for consumers that continued to guide his strategies.

rchase. What if, he proposed, we created an interactive experience

"I grew up playing with football cards and listening to 49er

our consumers, one that deftly showcased our products but more

games on the radio," he notes with a touch of reverence, "so to be

portantly, enhanced the shopping experience for the customer and

a part of that historic culture was truly extraordinary. Fans at their

de it, well, fun?

core care about people giving 100 percent. They want to be associ-

And with that, the innovative "entertainment retail" concept
s born, now credited primarily to Harris (though he will modestly
ny any particular innovation—"the ideas are all out there; I just
ppened to put this one together at the right time").

ated with a brand that reflects who they are, and want to make a
connection with their heart, not just their pocketbook.
"But, truly, whether you have grandparents who want to share
a toy with a child, or fans looking to football to fulfill an entertain-

"We had human toy soldiers outside the store welcoming people

ment experience, what's critical is connecting with the passion of

he recalls of FAO Schwarz' re-launched model. "In the doll

the customer. Then you can give them what they want, building

partment, ballerinas served customers, while at the center of

brands not around 'stuff but around experiences."

e store, a singing clock brought out the child in everyone. All we

3
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ADAM ARZATE-VAYDA '00
IS A 5-STAR FELLOW
roster boasts some of the most prestigious names in the hospitality
industry, including 5-star elite hotel groups like Ritz Carlton, Mandari
Oriental, Four Seasons, and Peninsula. VADI's artists (18 in Hong
Kong, six in Beverly Hills) create print designs, such as brand identities, logos, menus, brochures, as well as architectural signage, unifor
design, and tabletop styling for dozens of clients.
But Arzate did not immediately enter the family business
upon his Whittier graduation, nor did he have any plans to do so
as a global studies undergraduate major. In fact, his professional
journey post-Whittier led him to a highly successful career as a
consultant for Fortune 100 companies, advising CFOs on how to
manage risk in terms of operational costs. After a few years, however, he became restless and the idea of joining his father's firm,
Learning under his tutelage and facing completely new challenges,
intrigued him. He devised a business plan, enumerating what
he—who had no experience in the hospitality industry, nor skills
graphic design—might contribute to the company's operations.
A mere two years later, Arzate now helms a company that

.

holds the industry's number one position internationally in terms

S

of project base and revenue.
"What we do is very niche and very specialized, but it's my jo
to oversee the entire organization," he says, casually ticking off

IF IT'S TUESDAY, THIS MUST BE MALAYSIA. Or maybe it's Mumbai.

his various duties. "1 am responsible for contracts, business devel

Or the Maldives. When you're the go-to guy for an international,

opment, client relations, and developing new marketing strategies

graphics design firm headquartered in Beverly Hills and Hong Kong

I also personally supervise select projects around the globe."

and serving clients across the globe, logging some major frequent

Currently, VADI has 18 open projects, creating designs for the
Ritz-Carlton Shanghai, the W Hotel in Hong Kong, and other projec

flyer miles just comes with the territory.
S

across Asia and Europe. Additionally, the company under Arzate's
direction has increasingly and actively embraced environmental

""When I came to VADI, there
was already a desire

innovation, such as the use of eco-friendly textiles like bamboo

to

move toward more
- nvironmentally conscious
products,so I really just push

fiber, organic cotton, and organic silk in their designs.
"When I came to VADI, there was already a culture that
embraced and specified environmentally conscious products, so I
really just push the concept forward," he says. "The selection of
materials, working with natural stones and natural fibers, working
with local artisans and craftspeople—this is something we take
very seriously."
This sort of forward-thinking is no doubt one of the reasons

the concept forward."

VADI has continued to thrive even in the current economic environ
ment. Of course, a reputation for cutting-edge design helps as well.
"Each of our projects is unique, and companies come to us

I
As president and managing director for Victor Arzate Design

because they feel they can give our firm creative freedom. In

International (VADI), a boutique firm founded by his father 18 years

return, they're assured that we'll give them something fresh, fun,

ago, Adam Arzate-Vayda now spearheads a business whose client

and exciting."

U

[ENNIFER WALTZER TO
FORGES HER OWN PATH
FOR ANYONE WHO THINKS MANAGING

and information technology. During her tenure, she successfully

A NON-PROFIT is just about coordinat-

Led the implementation of new technologies and online tools that

ing cookie drives and organizing recycling

enabled the organization to make major inroads in fundraising—an

programs, think again. In a competitive

accomplishment that became instrumental in the coordination and

economy when cause-driven charities have

management of key campaigns and charity events.

to fight for each penny alongside commer-

An out-of-the-box thinker, Waltzer also contributed to the

cial corporations and foundations, strong

development of company programs, those which ultimately sought

organizational leadership, agile think-

to raise its credibility within the industry while increasing its

ing, and innovative ideas are as critical

public visibility.

to nonprofits as they are to profit-driven

"One strategy was to bring in research scientists from outside

companies—something Jennifer (Mason)

the field, people who were not necessarily looking at autism but

Waltzer knows firsthand.

something related, such as neuro-imaging," she recalls. "So we

With a background in accounting, marketing, nonprofit management, and helping
:art-ups get off the ground, Waltzer has earned accolades for her

would coordinate a conference or a summit for researchers and scientists in the brain-mapping field, with a plan to bring these people
together and stimulate interest in autism research, as well."

:umen and established a solid reputation as a strategic advisor.
iroughout, she has forged a unique professional path—one that
ptly reflects her drive to find and conquer diverse challenges.
Leaving Whittier with a degree in accounting, Waltzer became a
?rtified public accountant and later earned an MBA at the Harvard
usiness School. Climbing up the ranks in corporate America, she
Ad several positions in finance with well-known firms such as
rthur Young, Century 21, and the Bank of Boston. For the latter,
altzer served as assistant vice president, supervising commercial
ansportation lending for boats, trucks, and trains.

"The hours are long, and the
work is hard. But the spiritual
reward of working for an
organization that is doing something
good—now that's incredibly motivatin

While she acknowledges her training in each of these positions
as top-notch, she found that in many ways the environment and
ilture in which she worked was not on par with her own ideals—

In 2007, Cure Autism Now merged with Autism Speaks, a move

rsonal or political. Her interest waning in corporate culture, she

that came as no surprise to Waltzer. "Nonprofit mergers are not

Ilowed her instincts, left her job, relocated back to Los Angeles,

uncommon. In times like these, there are only so many donors.. .and

id opened her own accounting practice.

they're not giving as they have in the past. So, you have to figure

C

However, concluding five tax seasons where, as she describes
"I was working so hard I couldn't see straight," Waltzer still felt

how to make up the money."
Choosing to stay temporarily as chief administrative officer,

ofessional satisfaction was eluding her. Decision made, she sold

Waltzer successfully supervised the blending of the two organ-

r firm and began exploring entrepreneurial opportunities, primar-

ization's operations, cultures, and missions before moving on to

helping administer select Internet start-ups, gaining critical
perience and perspective on the difficulties, best practices, and
rategies inherent to such ventures and their creators, and further
Iding to her diverse professional portfolio.
Feeling ready to return to a more established company, in 2005
altzer accepted a position with Cure Autism Now, a nonprofit cornitted to increasing disease awareness, educating the community
a programs and events, and raising money for scientific research.

investigate other opportunities. Reflecting on her experience fostering start-ups and non-profits, she does see a decided similarity.
"In both cases," she says, "there are never enough people to
do the work, and you're always under-staffed and under-funded.
But everyone cares about the mission."
But for Waltzer, non-profit work seems to have a slight edge
when it comes to personal preference and ultimate satisfaction.
"The hours are long, and the work is hard. But the spiritual

)pointed CEO, Waltzers responsibilities encompassed oversight for

reward of working for an organization that is doing something

variety of internal operations, including finance, human resources,

good—now that's incredibly motivating."
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F. LYNN BLYSTONE 157
DOESN'T MINE THE RISKS
IN AN ERA WHEN THE MERE

the petroleum business. Nor did his early professional goals even

temperatures in direct correla-

encompass any related work. After completing college and his

tion to the demand on wallets,

military service, he set his sights on working for the YMCA, where h

F. Lynn Blystone remains a

obtained a position first in Santa Monica, then later in Bakersfield.

stoic fellow.
"Luckily, I was graced

It was his experience at the latter that ultimately brought him
into frequent contact with executives at local oil companies, who

with one value above all—

eventually recruited him into their burgeoning industry. His early day

perseverance," wryly notes the

included working on the Trans-Alaska Pipeline and dealing with the

board chair, president, and CEO

booming petroleum market of the early 1970s. He joined the board 01

for Tn-Valley Corporation, one

Tri-Valley Corporation in 1974, and was named president in 1981.

of the region's most prolific oil,
gas, and mineral exploration
and drilling companies.
Wildcatting. DrilLing a dry hole. Staking a claim. In the pipeline.
When the very phrases used to describe risk-taking and speculation

During the ensuing years, Blystone has seen the prices of oil
and gas fluctuate dramatically, something that has a direct impact
on Tri-Valley's operations. "Most oil is found by independents," he
explains. "Eighty-five percent of all finds are drilled by companies
like Tri-Valley, and then the big guys come in with their checkbooks

all come from a single industry, it's easy to see just how risky that

and develop the discovery. So finding people who will risk their cap

industry is, and finding and extracting natural resources, as Blystone

tal is a tough thing in these times. You have to take a deep breath

has been doing for the past 35 years, is pretty high up in terms of

and take the risk. When you fail it hurts a lot. But when you succee

taking chances.

you can succeed in a really big way."

"We've drilled a lot of dry holes where all the money was lost,"

S

Oddly, the now successful Blystone did not begin his career in

mention of "oil" can raise

Innovation plays a huge role in oil and gas development,

Blystone explains, "But the best part of my job is succeeding on a

and under Blystone's guidance, the company has often embraced

project where our employees and shareholders are rewarded, and the

inventive techniques. At a field in Oxnard, Tn-Valley used horizon-

consumers are rewarded when we find what they need."

tal drilling, new pipe technologies, and steam to loosen oil that
previously had only been tapped marginally via conventional vertim
drilling. At another site, the company is developing a promising

"You have to take a deep
breath and take the risk.
When you fail, it hurts a lot.
But when you succeed, you
can succeed in a really big way."

though challenging deposit.
Blystone explains, "The sediments in the southern San Joaquin
go to 45,000 feet before you hit granite, and almost all the large
production is from 12,000 feet and above. We drilled a 19,000 foot
well and discovered a huge amount of oil, but the formation is undE
tremendous pressure, with sand compacted five times harder than
concrete. The oil still flows, but not fast enough, so it's a technical challenge we've been working on for eight years and which we
expect to solve soon."
Asked about the challenges of mining, a nonchalant Blystone

For the independent, publicly traded Tr-Valley Corporation

responds: "With these projects, there are still big swings of capital

(NYSEAMX-TIV), Blystone's work has taken him to all corners of the

demands, and millions at risk. Sometimes they pan out, sometimes

West, from oil developments in the San Joaquin Valley outside of

they don't. But I've a high tolerance and can handle being depen-

Bakersfield, to Ely, Nevada, and Oxnard, California. The firm also has

dent on risk; I've gotten pretty comfortable with that ebb and flow.

natural gas holdings in the Sacramento area, as well as properties in
Alaska that contain deposits of gold and industrial minerals.

"And, frankly, I like the challenge," he says with a sincere smile and displaying an unshakable self-confidence—the
by-product, perhaps, of successfully weathering such a boom-tobust-to-boom occupation.
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DWIN KEH '79
WAKES HIS MISSION PERSONAL
and urban design. His very first job post-college was with the Office
for the U.N. High Commissioner for Refugees, working in a camp for
displaced Vietnamese refugees who had made their way over the South
China Sea to Hong Kong. What started as a summer job lasted two
years, as he became involved in negotiating the annual resettlement
quotas that allowed refugees to resettle in the U.S.
"While this was one of the best experiences of my life," he says,
"it was also a period of great frustration. How could a well-funded international organization with a life-and-death mandate move so slowly
in response to dynamic demands? Why was it so hard to get anything
done? Why did decisions take so long? The two years I spent with the
N A RECENT WEEKDAY, EDWIN KEH addressed 800 associates on
stainability issues, worked out a compromise in an ongoing business
spute, attended one meeting on strategy and another on scrutin-

sparked my lifelong interest in organizational management."
After returning to school for an MBA, Keh next worked for a
series of brand-name corporations, including Abercrombie & Fitch,

ing tax issues, taped an interview for the corporate website, and

Donna Karan International, Payless ShoeSource, and eventually

en headed off to meet government officials and CEOs of Walmart

Walmart. Along the way he continued to expand his knowledge of

filiate companies. In between all that, he answered several hundred

supply chain management and business organization.

mails and approved the design of some artwork.
Chalk it all up to just another average day for this senior vice present and chief operating officer of Global Procurement for Walmart.
From his office in Shenzhen, China, just across the border from
ng Kong, Keh writes, "1 have global responsibilities managing all
ie procurement offices for Walmart worldwide.. .that's 13 offices
anaging production in about 50 countries. I make sure that these
fices source, procure, do quality assurance, and provide logistics, to
nsport products that are sold in Walmart stores around the world."
No small task, given that Walmart's total volume of retail last

"We are making an impact
on reducing emissions, reducing
energy consumption, and making
the workplace safe and fai
for workers around the world."

ar was $401 billion.
Indeed, as Keh recounts, "1 was told by a government minister
Beijing that if Walmart was a country, it would be China's sixth
rgest trading partner, just behind Germany. During our peak season
procure over $1 billion worth of goods a day just to keep our
elves stocked."
But not satisfied to be just a powerhouse corporate leader,
h is also very involved in Walmart's efforts to encourage positive
cial, ethical, and environmental development.
"1 get to work on sustainability," he says with great enthusiasm,
ow we can use our buying power to get industries to behave dif-

And despite what most would consider a grueling professional
Life, Keh's commitment to service has remained unflagging. In the
recent past, he has managed an inner-city housing project in Manila
and helped develop business plans for tea and organic coffee plantations in Laos, Thailand, and Burma that assists locals to climb out of
poverty while supporting themselves in an ecologically sustainable
way. He also serves on the board of Handa, a group that combats the
stigma of leprosy in China.
Perhaps not too surprising, then, this affable executive is as

rently. We are making an impact on reducing emissions, reducing

modest as he is focused, and above all, he credits much of his suc-

iergy consumption, and making the workplace safe and fair for

cess to his Whittier College experience.

)rkers around the world."
An admirable aim, and one that actually mirrors much of Keh's own

"I may not be the smartest manager in the meeting, or the
most technically competent, but generally I am the one who is

rporate and philanthropic interests from his Whittier days and beyond.

leading the conversation about the big picture, global culture, and

Born and raised in Hong Kong but moving to America for college,

strategic direction. This I attribute to a lot of great mentoring and

h graduated in 1979 with a major in sociology, political science,

guidance during my time at Whittier."
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ADAM ROSENBERG '92
GAMBLES ON SCIENCE
PARKINSON'S, ALZHEIMER'S,

Rosenberg has spent the bulk of his professional career as an advisi

HUNTINGTON'S. The names of

for biotechnology companies and start-ups. Consequently, he has

these diseases are now common

become something of a specialist in this niche field.

in our lexicon—and hollowly

So when the right opportunity presented itself, he had few

resonate with the many whose

second thoughts—and labored under few illusions—about getting

Lives are irrevocably changed

involved in what he recognized as a pivotal, albeit high-risk, ven-

by their diagnoses.

ture: Link Medicine Corporation,a Boston-based biotech firm workir

But from Adam Rosenberg's
perspective, these and other
neurodegenerative diseases must

to pioneer neurodegenerative disease-modifying therapies.
Joining the company in 2005 as founding counsel, then later
taking on the role of CEO, Rosenberg helped navigate the difficult

be regarded and dealt with as

waters of start-up logistics and operations, while securing fund-

surmountable challenges—given

ing that enabled the company's scientists to continue important

time, innovation, adequate funding, and biotechnological advances.
Medical breakthroughs, effective new therapies, and the discovery of
viable cures must happen, he says emphatically, and in many ways,

research in the treatment of debilitating diseases.
Even in this shaky economy, Rosenberg successfully closed thre
rounds of financing bringing in more than $56 million to further th

it's up to private ventures and the entrepreneurial world to speed

company's work. At the same time, he helped define the company's

this journey along.

future strategy, particularly with regard to the management of its

"Right now, biotechnology companies are dependent on
private capital markets, pharmaceutical companies, government,

intellectual properties.
To date under Rosenberg's leadership, Link Medicine has made

and foundations to keep the science moving forward," he explains.

great strides in the understanding of novel biological targets and

"Early-stage biotech companies are typically pre-revenue, and this

pathways, and in the research and development of experimental
medications. The company's ultimate goal is to slow—or even

"You can do all the
analysis in the world before
making a decision, but a leader
still needs to rely on his or her own
judgment, experience, and reason."

reverse—the underlying neuronal degeneration caused by these
well-known diseases.
"The key is to balance risk-taking with thoughtful diligence," h
says, describing his decision to take on this enterprise which, whik
marrying his interests and expertise, was also an enormous gamble.
"That way, at least you've evaluated many of the outcome variables
beforehand. But I've also always relied on a gut feeling.. .somethim
a business leader should never ignore. You can do all the analysis it
the world before making a decision, but a leader still needs to rely
on his or her own judgment, experience, and reason. In truth, that'
the reason you're in a leadership role.. .to make the decision, not

Limits their strategic growth and financing potential. However,

r

for companies working in areas with large markets and high unmet

0

0

just to compile facts.
"I've never shied away from risks—whether career, financial,

need—for example, Alzheimer's and Parkinson's diseases—there

or scientific. With Link Medicine, I took a leap of faith in a very

is still a significant demand for innovation."

early-stage scientific platform, in the notoriously risky area of

And over the last several years, Rosenberg, an experienced

neurodegenerative conditions. Not all of my endeavors have been

Lawyer and himself an entrepreneur, has been putting his time and

[similarly] successful, but I have felt a huge amount of pride in the

energy into just this noble cause.

ventures that have been.

With a work history that has included positions in leading law
firms, as well as a venture capital firm and start-up company, and
currently a principal attorney with boutique law firm Faber Daeufer &
Rosenberg, whose clientele hail largely from the life science sector,

"And from those that haven't," he adds with equanimity, "I stil
have learned a lot."

list of industry leaders and innovators
is extensive; to read about a few more of our featured alumni (including
those below), please visit us online at: www.whittier.edu/TheRockl
Innovators &IndustryLeaders.
MEl-LAN STARK '89
J.D. Yale Law '94

.
S

ROB MATURA '94
M.B.A. Rollins College '96

Essentially we handle all trademark, domain name,

I wanted to be a pediatrician, so I was a pre-

copyright, and patent work for all of the Fox Company

med major focusing on biology and chemistry. In

worldwide, including 20th Century Fox Films, Fox

my junior year, I took some econ and business

Broadcasting, Fox Sports, MySpace, IGN and others.

classes—and all of a sudden, I loved business. I

What makes my work challenging and exciting is that

changed majors, but wanted to stay involved with

I always have to learn something new. I practice the

medical issues, so I decided to focus on getting

"Rule of 99"—for every piece of information you mas-

into the Managed Care field. One of my Whittier

ter, you realize there are 99 others that may be relevant

business professors taught me that if you work from

that you do not know. To be a good lawyer you have

the bottom up and experience all different parts

to be intellectually curious. You will not know all the

of the business, your success will be greater due to

answers to the question your clients ask. The trick is

your perspective. That philosophy guides me

in knowing where and how to find the answers.

to this day.

7,

DOUG LAS K. CLARK '69
M.A. Whittier College '70

;

66 During an internship with Congressman Chet Holifleld

77
GODDESS SIMMONS DREW '80

My division is essentially responsible for keeping

in 1968, I was sent to a summer program for govern-

up with all new technologies. We were the first to do

ment employees. We lived in Bedford Stuyvesant

digital movie downloads and are now working at the

(Brooklyn) in a house on a street where we were the

forefront of mobile phone technology to enable consum-

minority, and I worked at a fair-housing non-profit

ers to access movies via their cell phones. We're also

and saw housing conditions that were deplorable. This

Looking into getting movies designed for the blind com-

experience led to my interest in the urban environ-

munity, developing more sophisticated voice-description

ment, a fellowship in England, and ultimately, my

technology. So whenever a new business technology or

career—more than 30 years in city government and as

model emerges, it is our group that scouts it out and

a city planner, and now as a consultant to government

researches its market viability.

and non-profits.

91
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WHEELERS t DEALERcz:
Born out of an idea conceived in a business class, Andrew Diaz '10 and a group of fi'v
other students, a couple of young alumni, and one business professor have teame
0

together to bring an unusual entrepreneurial project into fruition.
GET ON THE PHONE WITH ANDREW

into the idea. Meeting weekly to brainstorm ideas, gather and revi

DIAZ and you'll find he sounds like a

data, and devise a viable implementation plan, the nascent compa

seasoned salesman. Surprising, con-

soon expanded to include Whittier College alumni Nash Ream '06,

sidering Diaz is only just beginning

Nick ,]ebejian '04, and Jenna Hughes '07, who now serve as an

his senior year of college.
But perhaps not so surprising
when you consider how he's been
spending a good deal of the last year.
In early fall 2008, Diaz enrolled

essential base team for operations—though Duran is quick to clan
that his students have retained core company leadership in relation to the firm's strategy, mission, values, and goals. The Campus
Footprint team decided early on that their marketing strategy
would be to develop alliances with colleges and universities acros

in a course with business profes-

the country who would selectively market eco-fniendly products

sor Dan Duran. The class project

that were vetted by Campus Footprint which would in turn provide

featured development of a business

marketing collateral and other support services to make each Cami

case study that created a firm that

Footprint alliance partner a "stand-alone" entity.
"The biggest lesson we've had to learn [as a company] is how

would market innovative sports
A Professor Dan Duran

products of interest to students and

communicate with each other. It is by far the most important thin

others and which would include a

in any business," says Diaz, who notes that cell phones, texting,

focus on Duran's new e-bike—a vehicle he had recently purchased

instant messaging, and e-mail have all been essential in staying

from a Newport Beach bike shop and frequently rode around campus.

connected with one another.
"When somebody calls me and says, 'I need you to get some-

Designed to replace cars for short-distance commutes, the e-bike
can go up to 20 miles an hour and can travel 15 to 30 miles on one

thing done by this time; I'll have someone else call me, text me,

battery charge at a cost of 2 to 3 cents per charge.

email me and really hound [to make sure it's done]. Because we a

The students immediately took to the project, envisioning a
world of possibility in what they perceived as an environmentally

a tight knit group, and we all have a general idea of what we are
each doing, it really makes it easy to hold everybody accountable.
Duran has hailed Campus Footprint as a true "classroom labon

innovative product, and the opportunity to niche market it on
college campuses around the region.
In short order, Diaz and his fellow classmates began talking to

tory" experience—and an experiment in how a business incubator
program could work at Whittier College. Duran also believes that

Duran about the possibility of turning their case study into the real
thing—though he admits that these conversations started out as
"a bit of a joke."
But Duran decided to take them at their word.
"I may have planted the seed," he said, "but I also know that there
is this pent-up demand from students to have a chance to become
o

[hands-on] entrepreneurs, and this was a way to really connect with
their excitement while developing—and putting into practice—a sound
business strategy developed both in and out of the classroom."
In the fall Duran led the group—now officially christened
"Campus Footprint"—as they conducted market research, found

•

partners to provide customized e-bikes for the US College market—
and identified potential investors, two of whom immediately bought

A

PAY DAY. After making their first sales, Campus Footprint presented
Elizabeth Power Robison, vice-president for advancement, with a check
fund initiatives that reduce the College's carbon footprint.

1 BI-PEDAL. The entrepreneurial team of Campus Footprint shows
off its latest product line. (L-R) Denitsa Toneva '11, Jeff OeBarr '11,
Raymond Preciado '10, Andrew Diaz '10, Nash Ream '06, Sherise
Varga '10, Steve Olvera '12, Vicky Coleman, and Nick Jebejian '04.

I

to campus and other venues for various events organized by the students, and auditing student, entrepreneur and graphic designer Vicky
Coleman has contributed her expertise in the development of the
company's visual brand. And the response has been extremely positive; sales are continuing to grow as more people take a "free spin"
on the sample bikes, hear the students' perfected sales pitch, and
there are plenty of pent up ideas and viable programs percolating in
other departments and that a business incubator model at the college would have wide appeal across departments and majors.
Often sponsored by private companies or public institutions,

discover how much fun it is to be on this particular two-wheeler.
"We've had [so much] positive feedback," said company member
Denitsa Toneva '11. "At first, people just didn't know what an e-bike

F

was. In the past few months, though, we've [seen that change].

formal incubation programs, or programs that foster entrepreneurial

Anybody who gets on the bike says it's really fun, and that gives us

projects, have been increasing in number over the last decade,

extra confidence that this is going to be successful."

especially on college campuses. The intent is to help create and
grow young businesses and business leaders by providing mentorship and practical support along with critical financial and technical
services. Duran noted that while many college-based business incubators focus on helping start-up firms by providing space and other
resources for a fee, the model that might best suit Whittier College
is one where "students, faculty, and administration work together to
develop 'spin-offs' that would originate on campus, and then graduate to the external world."
With no such established program and funding at Whittier, though,
Campus Footprint still managed to power forward, and in January, the
company moved from paper to reality. Students became the primary

""Knowing that we started from
scratch-coming up with the idea
and figuring out how we were goin
',to do it—gives

accompliS
making money."—JEFF DEBARR '11, CAMPUS FOOTPRINT COMPANY ME

"sweat-venture capitalists," albeit their capital came in the form of
networking and technical savvy, rather than in cold, hard cash.
"When we started off we didn't have that much financial capital
[to launch operations]—so we had to be really resourceful," said

According to alumnus Ream, one of the biggest lessons this
experience has taught both alumni and students is that once the

Steve Olvera '12, who now serves as one of the company's program

research is done and the business plan completed, getting involved

managers. He went on to note that peer-to-peer networking, identi-

in a start-up requires a leap of faith. "You don't really know what

fying individual student skills, and exploring out-of-the-box thinking

the path ahead is going to look like until you look behind you and

helped them accomplish what needed to be done.

see where you've come from. I couldn't be prouder of the students

Online social networking was certainly one component championed as an optimal way to market Campus Footprint to a widespread
audience, one that is attuned to environmental issues, and one
that is likely receptive to new products like the e-bike. The group

who've worked through the early days and continue to stick with it,
even in challenging and uncertain times."
And the students are well aware that this tangible immersion
into entrepreneurship has been a rare opportunity, and one that

proceeded to set up a website base with a weblog to record media,

will be particularly beneficial as they consider their future plans and

photos, and individual comments and stories about e-bike usage.

professional goals post-Whittier.

They also created a Facebook page and Twitter account—two essen-

"When I am in class with other graduate students, I think this

tial social networking tools that have enabled them to easily and

will slingshot me ahead of the competition and allow me to bring

exponentially grow a following with little effort. To date, more than

something [of note] to the table," said Raymond Preciado '10.

200 people are following Campus Footprint on Twitter.
Since their "go-live" launch in spring, the sight of a pick-up truck

"On this project we've really had the chance to learn the 'ins
and outs' of business. We went from business plan to reality," adds

with half-a-dozen e-bikes tied to the back has become a regular one

Diaz enthusiastically. "An experience like this doesn't just go on a

on campus. Alumni Ream and Jebejian store and transport the bikes

resumé, it makes a resumé." *

I

The 106th Whittier College Commencement
ceremony took place at Memorial Stadium under
a brilliant Southern California sky. More than 350
graduate and undergraduate students soaked in
the sun's rays—and the speakers' advice—as they
eagerly awaited their opportunity to walk across
the stage and receive their diplomas.

"As you leave this wonderful place,
I hope you will wander off the beaten career path,
and help redefine success in the 21st century. Asking
not 'How much can I get?', but 'How much can I
do without and share?' Asking not 'How can I find
myself?' but rather 'How can I lose myself in service
to others?"
- KEYNOTE SPEAKER DR. MARIAN WRIGHT EDELMAN,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR AND FOUNDER OF THE CHILDREN'S
DEFENSE FUND.

"In your cozy time zone, sandwiched

now
somehow between Iraq and another place hard hit,
where do you come down on the future of love?"
IN HIS POEM, NOTES ON THE FUTURE OF LOVE, READ FOR WHITTIER
COLLEGE'S CLASS OF 2009, CALIFORNIA POET LAUREATE EMERITUS AL YOUNG PROVIDED A SOBERING VIEW OF THE FUTURE AND
CHALLENGED THE CLASS TO CREATE A BRIGHTER DAY.

C-)rj

"At Whittier, we are not Poets solely
because of our mascot but because we are
taught to fashion ourselves into the characters we
wish to be. We are taught how to write ourselves
into being and if you are here with me today, you
are already the author of your own life."
STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER MARTINA MILES '09
REFLECTED ON HOW SHE BECAME A POET.

"We were newcomers together. We

Q
C-)

are

all Poets now."
- IN HER CHARGE TO THE CLASS OF 2009, PRESIDENT SHARON
HERZBERGER REMINISCED ON THE DAY, FOUR YEARS AGO,
THAT SHE WELCOMED THE CLASS OF 2009; SHE, TOO, WAS
BRAND NEW TO CAMPUS.

PHOTO CAPTIONS: 1. President Herzberger gives the Charge to the Class of 2009. 12. Marian Wright Edelman,
founder of the Children's Defense Fund, advises graduates on what they can do to improve their world—and their
Lives.

13. "Hanging

14. A

packed Memorial Stadium is ablaze in color, smiles, and cheers. 15. Dean of Faculty Susan Gotch "hoods"

Loose" pre-ceremony are Ashley Mendoza, Lynzzi Brianza, Aracely Iniguez. and Vanessa Iniguez.

new honorary degree recipient, Al Young, California Poet Laureate. 16. Already making money are newly minted
grads Richard McCuLlar, Sasha Trejos, and Haven Carey. 17. Patiently waiting their turns on the stage are Leah Sigler,
Lauren Sierra, and Amanda Settlage. 18. Dressed for success, Alexandra Davis shows off her latest acquisition.

I
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INAUGURAL
ME LLON-MAYS
FELLOWS CHARGE
INTO THE FIELD
DIVERSE RESEARCH PROJECTS BEGIN ON HEELS
OF FIVE FELLOWS SELECTION

Last fall, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation awarded the
College a $500,000 grant to establish the Whittier College
Mellon-Mays Undergraduate Fellowship Program (MMUF),
dedicated to increasing faculty diversity in institutions of
higher learning. With its launch this summer. Whittier joins
Stanford, Caltech, USC, UC Berkeley, and UCLA as the newest
California participants in the program.
Open to students of all races and ethnicities, the program's fundamental objective is to increase the number of
promising, underrepresented students who will enter the
professoriate in core arts-and-sciences fields, ultimately
equalizing the ethnic and racial composition of faculties in
higher education and addressing the attendant educational
consequences of these disparities.
Annually, five Whittier College students will be selected
as Mellon Fellows, and will explore their interest in college
teaching in disciplines of special interest to the Foundation.
Students will receive tuition assistance, summer research
opportunities, and academic-year support through faculty
mentors at Whittier, and will engage with other Fellows at
Mellon-sponsored events.
This past May, the inaugural Mellon-Mays Fellows were
announced, following an extensive selection process. Working
in a breadth of disciplines from science to philosophy to literature, these five have undertaken complex research projects
with an eye toward continued graduate work, publication, and
academic contribution to their chosen fields.

Photos by Steven Burns
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CELINA
DE SA '11

ASHLEY
BARTON '10

HOMETOWN: East Palo Alto, CA

HOMETOWN: Downey, CA

MAJOR: Sociology

MAJOR: Environmental Science

WORK/ACTIVITIES: Urban Ministries

WORK! ACTIVITIES: Quaker Campus,

Homeless Shelter, assistant manager;

research assistant for environmenta

Jewish Student Union, member; video

science professor Christine Metzger;

production studios, member; Black Arts

biology room assistant

and Cultural Dance

HONORS: John Greenleaf Whittier M

RESEARCH PROJECT: De Sa will examine

Scholarship; Georgina Grace Blackbi

the sociological concepts of race and

Scholarship; Dean's List

co-optation through the lens of music
in a comparative study between Brazil's
Tropicalia movement—the music she grew
up listening to—and jazz music in the
United States.

RESEARCH INTEREST: Working alonc
side Dr. Metzger, Barton will investi
landslide-prone sites in Southern Ca
with particular attention to examini
the different types of mass wasting.

"1 will explore how these musi-

"With this project, I hope to bE

cal movements, which began as a

able to suggest various mitigat

cultural expression of the dire social

techniques that can be taken ii

conditions of the working-class,

consideration for those who liv

were eventually embraced by the

areas where landslides are prey

mainstream, answering the ques-

[Ultimately], I would like to br

tion: How does a crucial, cultural

about a better understanding o

phenomenon that begins with strong

current and future mass wastin

revolutionary overtones, become

ards to the residents in these a

commercialized and legitimized by

as well as similar geological ar

popular culture?"

different regions in the world."

ONICA
RENO '12

ERIC ENRIQUE
BORJA '10

LEA
JIMENEZ '10

rowN: Norwalk, CA

HOMETOWN: Long Beach, CA

HOMETOWN: Riverside, CA

S: Spanish & French
t: Film Studies
ACTIVITIES: Spanish Department, Iantutor; video production dub, member

MAJOR(S): Economics & Philosophy
WORK! ACTIVITIES: Center for Academic

MAJOR(S): Whittier Scholars Program
& Philosophy

Success, peer tutor; Sociology Department,

WORK/ACTIVITIES: Peer mentor; volunteer

teaching assistant; Philosophy Club;

reading tutor; Media Council, chair; KPOET,

Buddhist Mediation Group; Economics Club

general manager; KLOS FM, station intern

S: Dean's List
RCH PROJECT: Moreno's research will
)fl

the works of 20th-century French

HONORS: Omicron Delta Kappa (leadership

HONORS: Omicron Delta Kappa; Phi Sigma

honor society); Phi Sigma Tao (philosophy

Tao; Sally Gobar-Randall Scholarship

honor society)

Marguerite Duras, whose experience

RESEARCH PROJECT: Jimenez' research

RESEARCH INTEREST: Building upon

integrates her persona[ interest in the

it-day Vietnam), offers a unique

previous work,Borja's project is a compara-

1960s American counter culture with an

ctive on culture and expression.

tive study on graduation rates between

analysis of patriotism and the idea of

children of immigrants and U.S. native-

freedom in the United States.

nd raised in Dia Ginh, Indochina

born children.

n to analyze the differences in
theme, and character developin three of Duras' novels: Un
je Contre le Pac(fique (1950),
nt (1982), and L'Amant de la
du Nord (1991). All three tell
ory of a struggling family in the
ized Vietnam of the 1920s and
will correlate my findings with
:erary and historic period, in
to reach a better understanding
contribution to the developthe nouveau Roman style."

"Studying two different cultures that
"My goal is to identify the economic

emerged during a time of limited

factors (e.g., parental income)

prosperity and war—the 1920s lost

and the sociological factors (e.g.,

generation of writers (e.g., Ezra Pound)

generational, religious, and cultural

and the counter-culture [artists] of

features), in order to better under-

the 1960s (e.g., Bob Dylan)—I will

stand the gap between Latinos and

compare how these groups reacted to

other races when comparing gradu-

the idea of patriotism and freedom

ation rates. By identifying how each

during times of national turmoil. These

factor differs between groups, we can

two, seemingly contradictory groups

begin to understand the complexity

appear to represent what the loss of

of the situation Latinos and other

war and what indefinite war can to do

marginalized groups face in attaining

a country."

higher education."

A FISCAL YEAR IN REVIEW: 2008-2009
On June 30, Whittier College ended the fiscal year with a total of $6,438,482 raised in total
gifts for all purposes, given by more than 4,420 donors. We are profoundly grateful to the many
alumni, parents, and friends of the College who continue to support Whittier.
Here are a few fundraising highlights of the past year:
:

TRUSTEE CHALLENGE

Following the successful Swayne
Challenge in 2007-2008, a group of
trustees joined Keith and Judy (Kjellberg)
Swayne '63 to reissue a Participation
Challenge in the spring of 2009. Joining

The economic downturn had a signifi-

for the College and Community Program
and the Community Education Programs.

cant impact on foundation endowments
around the country, with many local
and national foundations dramatically

Whittier also received $175,000 in
scholarship support from The Ahmanson
Foundation, The William Randolph Hearst

reducing the number of awards this
past year. Yet Whittier College continued
to distinguish itself in this tight grant-

Foundations, Ann Peppers Foundation,
Los Angeles Philanthropic Foundation,
and TELACU Education Foundation. The
Weingart Foundation and the Holloway

FOUNDATION RELATIONS

making climate by securing more than
$2.1 million in foundation support. This
is a 26% increase in grant support over
last fiscal year.

Fund/Y's Men of Whittier continued their
support of the Professional Opportunities
Program. And, Whittier also received a

the effort this year were Trustees A.J.
Vifialobos '66, Alan Lund '71, and
Vincent Daigneault '85. Matching gifts
dollar-for-dollar, the Trustee challenge
helped to secure more than 1,000
new donors and raised more than
$300,000 in new and increased gifts.
The success of the challenge helped
Whittier reach another record year in
the Whittier Fund with an all-time high
of $1,419,978 for 2008-2009. This is a
remarkable achievement and we thank
all alumni, parents and friends who
responded to this exciting challenge!

In addition to generous funding of
$1.1 million from the Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation for the new Mellon-Mays

SENIOR CLASS GIFT

Undergraduate Fellowship Program and
the Mellon Post-Doctoral Fellows Program,

Industrial Cities of Los Angeles County."

Members of the Class of 2009
celebrated their graduation from Whittier

Whittier received three grants totaling
$485,000 from The Rose Hills Foundation

GOVERNMENT GRANTS

College by making a special gift to
their alma mater. Utilizing a $2,500
matching challenge grant from Trustee
Vince Daigneault '85, the seniors raised

to support construction of the new
Campus Center, to provide undergraduate scholarship for students in science,
and to memoriali7e Ed L. Shannon, a
long-serving member of the Rose Hills

$2,503 for a total gift of $5,003. In recognition of this achievement, a bench in
the new Campus Center Courtyard will
be named for the Class of 2009.
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...Whittier CoLlege continued to disting
itsel.f in this tight grant-making
climate by securing more than
$2.1 miLLion in Foundation suppi

Board of Directors, with a gilt to the
new science center. The B.C. McCabe
Foundation continued to support Whittier
College with grants totaling $282,605

grant from the Haynes Foundation for a
Faculty Fellowship to support the work
of Professor Becky Overmyer-Velazquez,
entitled "Regional Equity and the

With the strong endorsement of
Congresswoman Linda Sanchez (D-CA),
Whittier College received two important
grants from the federal government. The
Department of Defense provided $770,000
for East Asian security in support of
language instruction and the Department
of Education provided $475,000 for K- 12
math and science outreach.

>> BE A LEGEND. JOIN THE JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER SOCIETY NOW
BY CALLING THE OFFICE OF ADVANCEMENT, 562.907.4219.

LANCERS BUILD
SCHOLARSHIP
FOR A NUMBER OF YEARS, the Lancer Society

Carty '96, Alan C. Eiler '95, Aaron Ellis '03,

has promoted a Scholarship Program for the

Stu Gothold '56, Ted Horton-Billard '77, Joe

MARTIN
ORTIZ
MEMORIAL

benefit of its active student members. This

P. Moore '73, Morgan R. Smith '94, and Zach

THE LOSS OF MARTIN ORTIZ IN

unique effort among Societies at Whittier

Stecklein '03.

JANUARY 2009 had a profound impact

encourages Lancer values such as academic

The 2009 Homecoming (October 23-25)

on the entire Whittier College com-

achievement, leadership, Lasting friendship,

marks the Lancer 75th Reunion. A fun weekend

munity. He inspired thousands of Latino

and community service through a generous

of festivities, celebrations, and brotherhood

students to strive for college and earn

are planned. Friday evening will kick-off with

degrees by guiding them through the

annual scholarship for educational expenses.
In the fall of 2008, the Lancer Society

a Lancer social in Villalobos Hall, followed by

application process and helping them

established a permanent endowment fund so

the inaugural Whither Weekend Casino Night.

obtain scholarships, grants, internships

the Alumni Scholarship will last in perpe-

The Lancers are hosting two craps tables, so

and jobs. However, few may know of

tuity. This new, tax-deductible fund is an

please plan on joining the fun. Saturday's

his early life in Wichita. Kansas, or his

interest bearing account with an annual

Power Brunch in Memorial Chapel will feature

time at the age of 13 when he rode the

payout (5%), used to provide scholarship

a tribute to Mo Marumoto '57.

support to deserving Lancer Society active

In honor of this special anniversary,

rails and worked in the fields harvesting
sugar beets, potatoes, apples, and cotton.

members each academic year. Already at just

the Scholarship Committee seeks donations

over $25,000, the Lancers aim to reach the

from Lancer alumni to help build the perma-

would engage in deep debate with his

endowment minimum of $50,000 by October

nent endowment. For more information on

fellow travelers. Later in life, he reflected

2009, in honor of their 75th anniversary.

the reunion, to register, and to make a gift

on this important time and how much he

online, please visit www.lancersociety.org

still valued the opportunity to sit quietly
and talk with others. In honor of this

For 2009-2010, the Lancer Scholarship

Around campfires late at night. Martin

Committee will award $6,000, split in two

or contact C.J. Carty '96, chair of

scholarships to deserving active Lancers Tyler

the 75th Anniversary Brunch, at

unique history, Whither College will be

Zickel '12 and Travis Airola '12. This funding

cj®globalwellnessgroup.com or Bill

constructing a fire pit and memorial plaza

is made possible through a combination of

Bonney '53, chair of Lancer Alumni Schol-

on campus as a tribute to Martin Ortiz.

endowment earnings and expendable gifts

arship Committee, at wbonney@ucsd.edu.

from Lancer alumni Bill Bonney '53, C.J.

Trustee A.J. Villalobos '66 has provided
the lead gift for the effort and encourages other friends and admirers of Martin
to join him in supporting this important

NEW AQUATICS CENTER
AND HALL OF FAME

recognition. For more information, please
contact the Office of Advancement,
562.907.4213.

PLANS ARE UNDERWAY TO CONSTRUCT A NEW AQUATICS CENTER at Whittier
College. This facility will be a vital resource to our swimming and water polo programs,
our general student population, and it will serve the greater Whittier community through
a variety of programs including youth summer camps, partnerships with local schools,
and public swim hours. The expansion of the pool from 22m to 43m will require a renovation of the entryway to the Graham Athletics Center (GAC), enabling an expansion of
the Hall of Fame, team meeting and locker rooms, and coaches' offices. A new two-story
addition will serve as a bridge connecting the GAC with the parking lot so the entryway
will be inviting to prospective students, visiting teams, and community members. To contribute to this important project, please contact the Office of Advancement, 562.907.4213.

>> THAT'S MY SEAT. TAKE PART IN THE MEMORIAL STADIUM SEAT CAMPAIGN, AND FOR $500
YOU CAN PURCHASE AND NAME YOUR OWN SEAT IN THE VIP SECTION FOR PERPETUITY.
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JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER
SOCIETY (JGWS)
IN 1923, WHITTIER COLLEGE ESTABLISHED THE JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER SOCIETY (JGWS) for leadership donors,
honoring a man, who, as a lifetime activist, gave so much of himself for the betterment of others. To this day, JGWS recognizes
those individuals and organizations that serve as the cornerstone of Whither College through their generous, annual support.
JGWS members comprise the inner circle of the Whittier College community and enjoy unique benefits with frequent invitations to campus events such as The Feinberg Lecture Series and VIP Dinner Event, and Whittier College's Choir Holiday Dinner, as
well as other exclusive opportunities to witness exploration, discovery, debate, and enlightenment throughout the academic year.
Annual gifts from JGWS members make scholarships possible, ensure the preservation and enhancement of Whittier's
historic campus, underwrite the needs of our athletic teams, and fund summer internships and professional research
projects that allow students to develop meaningful, personal relationships with the College's world-class faculty. These
essential gifts sustain an atmosphere of collaboration and exploration where students acquire skills, and form attitudes and
values appropriate for leading and serving in a global society.
John Greenleaf Whittier Society (JGWS) members set the standard for annual charitable contributions to Whittier College
through their generous giving, and we proudly recognize their leadership support.

WHITTIER COLLEGE GRATEFULLY ACKNOWLEDGES THE FOLLOWING
MEMBERS OF JGWS DURING FISCAL YEAR 2008-2009:
TRUSTEE CIRCLE

PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL

Gifts of $30,000 or more

Gifts of $15,000 - $29,999

Anonymous

Steven C. Ai '76

Elizabeth (Williamson) Alacche p55*

F. Lynn '57 and Patricia L. Blystone

John R. 45 and Janet L. Cauffman, P '85

Vincent J. Daigneault '85

Kathleen M. Cosand*

Frank and Evelyn (Vawter) Damgaard P52*

Ethel M. Denman_Parsons*

Richard H. '49 and Billie (Beane) Deihl '50

Rayburn S. '53 and

Peter E. Feinberg '82

Joan (Erreca) Dezember '56, P78, '86, '94
Shayne C. '71 and Joyce Gad

Donald J. '74 and Sheryl Herrema
David K. and Sharon D. Herzberger

Vivian (Schulte) Gardner P54*

Edwin Y. '79 and Claudia Keh, P '10

Richard I. '68 and

Edward M. '53 and Penny C. Morimoto

Laurel M. Meyer '48
Denis Minaev
Zemfira Minaev, P '11
Joe P. '73 and Edna (Brindley) Moore '73
Ernie Z. and Robyn Park, P '00
David L. Piper, Esq. '75
J. Stanley '63 and Debbie A. Sanders
E. Guy '63 and Janet Talbott, P '94
Steven C. '83 and
Kathleen (Weber) Weston '83
Richard J. and Judy Wood, P '85

Breene and Delta L. Murphy, P '75

FELLOWS

Alfred J. '53 and Cathy Gobar, P '86, '98

Edward 0. '93 and Jennifer R. Petersen

Gifts of $3,000 - $6,999

Nina (Newsom) Gilchrist '69, P '06, '07

David E. and Barbara (Ondrasik) Groce '57

Alan R. Sewell

Anonymous

Willard V. '55 and Harriet A. Harris, P '80, '87

Geoffrey C. '66 and Saundra C. Shepard

Albert W. '66 and Cartiene M. Anderson

Wayne L. '60 and Susan (Elliott) Harvey '67

Willard W. and

Caroline (Patterson) Ireland '43

Geraldine (Beaty) Shepherd '90, P '97

Fred D. '66 and Marilyn L. Anderson
Jeffrey J. '81 and Susan M. Bare

Alan H. '71 and Irene Lund

Daniel C. and Karen D. Barr, P '09

David D. Mandarich, P '97

E. Joanne (Brown) Belben P34*

James E. '62 and Michael A. Mitchell '63

BENEFACTORS
Gifts of $7,000 - $14,999

James R. Parks

Barbara (Opdale) Black '57
L. Mercer '91 and Jennifer Borden

Anonymous
Dorothy (Burnett) Schrickel

James E. Brown and Virginia L. Freeland, P '09
James M. and Melody R. Andreoli

Ruth B. Shannon

Bryan Casuscelli
James M. '71 and Joyce (Eakin) Brown '71

Keith and Judith (Kjellberg) Swayne '63

Nola L. Cole*

George E. and Maxine (Murdy) Trotter '47

Dorothy (Clarkson) Cauffman '48, P '85
Rudy A. and Gloria (Barber) Cervantes, P '88

Christopher T. '62 and Diane D. Cross
Alfred J. Villalobos '65, P '99

Alan C. p62* and

Donald E. Wood

Roy E. Clason, Jr. '84
Dr. Luene H. Corwin '58

Gail (Ziebarth) Davidson p63*
Tien P. Zee '61

Wayne E. Daniels '58
John Curry and Kristine E. Dillon '73
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'Deceased

Carl Walker and
Joyanne (Hull) Elkinton-Walker '48

Edward C. and Carol (Coiner) Saunders '45
Joyce D. Seitz, '88

Malcolm F. and Ann (Dahlstrom) Farmer '56

Keristofer D. Seryani '98

David P. Fowler '84 and Grant Whittemore

Frank R. Sinatra '67

Nicholas R. '85 and Aimee M. Franz

Barbara (Little) Smith '37, P '68

Vincent J. '69 and Penny (Cams) '68 Fraumeni

James E. '59 and Beverly J. Starkey

Donna Gedge '67

Alfred W. Stoll '49

Zachary B. and Sheila G. Gerbarg, P '07

Michael C. and Joan Sun, P '12

Ronald B. Thomson and Susan D. Gotsch

Gerald Lundeen and Carol Tenopir '74

Victor R. Griego, Jr. '78

Carrissa M. Villalobos '99

WOMEN'S
AUXILIARY
ENDS 105-YEAR
CHAPTER
AFTER MORE THAN A CENTURY OF
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE, this summer the

Ken J. and Mary Beth Griggs, P '09

Paul Violich, P '12

Mallory (Hall) Harris '76

Louis B. Vogt '54

Whittier College Women's Auxiliary formally declared
Keith and Ann-Marie Hayashi, P '11

Kenneth and Jennifer (Mason) Waltzer '80

Yukiyasu and Toshiko Hayashi, P '10

Jonathan D. Jaffrey and

William G. and Jennifer L. Hayter, P '08

Kandis (West) West-Jaffrey '91

its retirement, effective immediately.
Auxiliary President Maybelle Muller made the
bittersweet announcement of the volunteer group's

Gerald B. Hier '88

Richard S. and Kate K. Wiley, P '11

disbanding, largely due to declining numbers of new

Frank and Victoria Hobbs, P '10

J. David '65 and Gretchen (Stiling) Willson '65

participants and competing commitments of its current

Leslie L. Howard '62

Keith S. and Jane M. Wishon, P '11

members. "As mother to six Whittier graduates, I felt

Gregory L. Jenkins '85

Robert C. and Linda A. Wohlsen, P '12

I needed to give something back. And I've enjoyed

Don L. '53 and

Brad R. '69 and Kristina Woolsey

every minute of my involvement over the last 35

William H. '50 and

years," she said.

Barbara (Van Arsdall) Jenkins '53
Lawrence E. '58 and
Nancy (Eastman) Jenkins '62, P '85
Charles 0. and Penelope (Arnold) Johnson '63

Marygene (Marshburn) Wright '49

to cooperate with the College in its continuing efforts

Delbert W. and Janet (McVeigh) Yocam '67

to improve the educational process and increase

POET G.O.L.D.

the Auxiliary saw a need on campus, they rallied to

Rodney A. Johnson '65
Kathleen L. Kane '71

Established in 1904, the Auxiliary was organized

Shuzo Yamamoto '73

community interest. And for the last 105 years, when

Donald S. '85 and Kristy Kinsey

Gifts of $500 or more from graduates

Jay J. Lincoln

in classes of 1999-2003

meet it—fundraising for everything from a concrete
bridge to the first amphitheatre, to outdoor lighting

David C. and Priscilla Lizarraga

Brendan L. Maun '03

for the north campus, to construction of the original

Jere W. Lowe '64

Andrew D. and Jessica (Wilgus) Stewart '03

Spot. Their most lasting legacy, however, has been the

Bruce G. '57 and Sally (Gafford) Martin '60

Antonio G. Trepesowsky '01

Ronald D. Maurer
Jack W. and Mary K. McFerran
Eugene S. and Dorothy W. Mills

Gifts of $250 or more from graduates
in classes of 2004-2009

James C. '57 and Alice (Rosene) Mitchell '61

Charles R. Acker '08

Jerry J. '61 and Alison (Riddle) Morgan '60

Daniel R. Castillo '09

establishment of the Whittier College Women's Auxiliary
Scholarship, an endowed fund that will continue to
support deserving students for years to come.
The very first Women's Auxiliary effort was a
published cookbook, Good Things to Eat and How to

Donna (Fratt) Morton '54

Catherine Gouge '08

Prepare Them, which sold for $1 a copy and earned
a reported $ 190—in 1905 more than enough to fund

Peter J. and Joyce (Johnson) Mullenbach '77

James J. '97 and

Jeffrey J. '83 and

Melanie (Cedillo) Householder '05

their target: to furnish a room in Founder's Hall. Over

Nicholas M. Lambert '08

subsequent decades, the women organized a host of

Alice C. Newsom, P '53, '66, '69

Coulter N. Ream '06

creative fundraisers including candy sales, sewing

Steve and Barbara Oliker, P '12

Scott D. '04 and Amber L. Robinson '01

bees, and bazaars. But in recent times, the Auxiliary

Thomas H. and June (Rogers) Oury '47

Malyssa A. Robson '08

chose to focus on two main events: the annual Deck

Teena (Laufer) Naumann '81, P '09

the Halls craft fair and Spring Fashion Show.

John L. and Laurie (Welsh) Peel '84, P '10
Robert E. Perry '58, P '92

We apologize if we have failed to

"The Whittier College community is tremendously

Mark Petruszak

recognize any of our generous JGWS

Gregory A. Phillips

donors. Please contact Jennie Sanchez

contributions are immeasurable," said President

Amy L. Pulver '72

in the Office of Individual Giving at

Sharon Herzberger. "Few other groups have had such

E. Neill '58 and Jessie (Glasgow) Richards '61

562.907.4288 or jsanchez@whittier.edu

a profound effect on the life the College for such

Margaret (Lautrup) Robinson '37, P '68, '70

if you believe your name is missing from

prolonged period time. Truly, they will be missed, but

Mark and Elizabeth Power Robison

this list, or you want to learn more

never forgotten."

Robert H. '58 and
Katherine (Reedall) Roemmele '58
Richard S. and Linda Ruben

about the membership benefits for the
John Greenleaf Whittier Society.
'Deceased

grateful to these dedicated women, and their

FROM THE ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT
GREETINGS FROM WHITTIER COLLEGE!

On May 17, the Class of 2009 was formally welcomed into the Alumni
Association at an Induction Ceremony and champagne brunch. While
Poet G.O.L.D. Chair Nash Ream '06 served as program host, Association
President Rachel (Home!) Rice '96 offered remarks, sharing a little
more detail about the new "Poet family" these grads have joined.
Below is an excerpt from Rice's speech.
Virgin Islands. Apparently, that region
has yet to settle a Whittier College
Poet.. .so that's something to consider.
Class of 2009.
We have formal alumni chapters
in Washington State, Hawaii, and just
launched on May 30, in the Greater Los
Angeles area. Seventy-two percent of

Photo by Steven Burns

our alumni live here in California, most
within a four-hour radius of campus.
About 10 of our alumni hold Armed

HAVE AN IDEA
to share with the
Alumni Association
President? E-mail
alumni@whittier.edu

As president of the Alumni Association
Board of Directors, it is my distinct honor
and pleasure to welcome you, the Class of
2009, into the Alumni Association today.
When you first arrived on campus,
you were introduced to the Whittier
College Poet community—consisting of
your teachers, some staff, your coaches,
and, of course, your fellow classmates.
Today, however, I'd like to tell you a
little more about the real Poet family
you are becoming a member of—the
Whittier College Alumni Association.
For starters, you now have upwards
of 15,000 Poet relatives. They live in
six continents, 54 countries across the
globe, and every single U.S. state and
territory, with the exception of the
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Forces P.O. Boxes. (It's classified where
they might live.)
Like any family, there are some
members you'll want to brag about, like
our four-time Emmy-winning director, eldest living professional baseball
player, pioneer scientist undisputed
as the "founder of modern otology,"

than follow. For instance, in addition to running the United States, our
relatives have chaired boards of major
corporations, directed national organizations and nonprofits, led key global
initiatives for multinational companies,
served as college presidents, and been
appointed to State Supreme Courts.
They're CEOs, CFOs, CBOs, CTOs, and
COOs of major corporations, investment
and financial firms, and global consumer and retail chains.
Like any family, though, we tend
to be fiercely loyal or sometimes
disaffected. At times, we take our relationship with the College and with each
other for granted, though we love to
get together and talk about our College
experiences, to reminisce and recall the
good times—and, let me assure you, as
the years pass, these stories somehow
seem to get funnier.. . rosier. . .better.
Some of us see one another frequently
throughout the year, some only once
a year. Some choose never to spend
another minute with a fellow Poet,

and, of course, President of the United
States. Some have pretty cool jobs, like
Broadway actress, member of the Mars

while some choose to spend their lives
together, have children, and continue to
populate the world with more Poets.
But regardless what path you

Phoenix Landing Mission, sketch comic,
breast cancer researcher, and coach

choose as you walk away from this
campus (after graduation), regard-

for the NFL.
Our family also likes owning things.
We have past owners of pro-sports
teams like the San Francisco 49ers, and
owners of new companies, creating

less of whether or not you choose to
be a connected, active member of our
Alumni Association, you are now and
always will be part of this large, warm,
strange, exhilarating, loving, exasperat-

things like custom-designed surfboards,
designing things like eco-tourism

ing, crazy, generous Poet family.
Welcome, Class of 2009!

packages, and selling things like solarpowered energy systems. Notably, our
family members like to lead, rather

>> FILM FIND: CATCH ACTRESS ALMA MARTINEZ '84 IN THE 2009
FEATURE FILM "CROSSING OVER," STARRING HARRISON FORD.

ALUMNI CHAPTER LAUNCHES
IN GREATER LOS ANGELES
40+ AREA POETS CONVENE FOR WINE—TASTING AND FELLOWSHIP

ABOUT 40 POET ANGELENOS gathered for an afternoon event in late
May to officially launch Whittier's newest Alumni Chapter: Greater L.A.
And, despite being virtual neighbors, for most Poet attendees, it was
the first time they had ever met one another.
Hollywood gem Osteria La Buca, a restaurant known for creating
a true Northern Italian culinary experience, served as the backdrop
for the celebration, as guests (from beginners to connoisseurs)
enjoyed a wine tasting of four Italian labels, guided by experienced
sommelier Alessia Botturi.
Throughout the afternoon, alumni had the chance to mingle and
meet, all the while learning some of the basics of wine evaluation,

A GLAAC organizers Vinc

including how differences in soil, climate, grape pairings, and the wine

Fraumeni '69 and Rach

making process influence the end result.

(Stoff) Paap '94.

Coordinated by Alumni Board of Directors and local residents Rachel
(Stoff) Paap '94 and Vince Fraumeni '69, the Greater L.A. Chapter will
serve Poet alumni from as far north as Santa Barbara and as far south as
Orange County. In all, close to 7,000 alumni currently live in the region,
and both Paap and Fraumeni hope to see a quick (and steady!) growth
in the number of participants—and class years—at future gatherings.
More events are being planned for the months ahead, so make
sure you're on our invitation mailing list. Contact the Office of
Alumni Relations, 562.907.4222 or alumni@whittier.edu.

INDUCTION OF THE CLASS OF 2009

FUTURE PROMISE. Alumni President Rachel Rice

SIGN HERE. Allyson Jo Saca '09 signs her name to

PICTURE PERFECT. The Class of 2009 goofs around

pins her hopes—and the new "W Alumni" lapel

a frame which, along with the Class of 2009's first

during their very first class photo shoot—the next

pin—on the young grads at her table, as part of the

group photo, will hang in Dezember Alumni House

not slated to occur until 2014, their first Whittier

Induction Ceremony.

until next year's Induction.

College reunion.

>> CHAPTERS RULE. TO JOIN THE HAWAI'I POETS, E-MAIL DSHIMIZU@HAWAII.RR.COM.
TO JOIN THE WASHINGTON STATE POETS, E-MAIL KRISDOBBYN@COMCAST.NET. TO
JOIN GREATER LA POETS, E-MAIL ALUMNI@WHITTIER.EDU.
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"VIETNAM: MY STORY"
Unique Poet Travel
Opportunity with
Prof. Fred Bergerson HA '09

AN ENTERPRISING PRIEST
A STORY ABOUT A LOS ANGELES TEACHER-TURNED
-COACH-TURNED FILM PRODUCER
was acting, working since high school
as an artist/actor, but I didn't see it as
career," Priest says. "I was a wrestling
coach producing events for the high
school, so along with my teaching experience and being so organized, it was easy
for me to transition into producing films."
Since his debut in the industry, Priest
can attribute critically acclaimed films

JOIN PROFESSOR FRED BERGERSON, POLITICAL SCIENCE
PROFESSOR AND VETERAN OF THE VIETNAM WAR, for an

American Identity, Nearlall, The Stain on
the Sidewalk, and Underdog, a story of

intimate journey as he leads a 12-day tour—his first return to
Vietnam since 1971—through some of the most well-known

the worst wrestler on the team, among
several others, to his name.

baffle sites and shares stories of his time spent serving in the
U.S. 1st Cavalry Division (Airmobile). Guests will enjoy four-star

"A lot of people can be directors but
can't clearly express themselves—on
paper or verbally," says Priest indicating

accommodations and stops at various cultural, historical, and
scenic destinations, with plenty of time to explore the cities'
more eclectic neighborhoods, both modern and traditional.
Beginning in Saigon/Ho Chi Minh City, travelers will
head to Qui Non in the Central Highlands, then on to Da

Nang, and making a final stop in Hanoi. Scheduled stops of
interest will include the Cu Chi Tunnels, the ancient city of
Hue, An Khe, Camp Evans, Quan Trii City, Khe San, and the LZ
Stud. An optional junk boat overnight add-on will also be
available for those not quite yet ready to leave the mystique
and beauty of the Vietnam countryside.
More information about this trip will also be available
during the Poet College Session (October 23, 2009) led by
Professor Bergerson and Dr. Richard Cheatham '68, which will
explore some of the recent novels and films that chronicle the
U.S. military's—and Bergerson's—Vietnam experience.

AS HENRY PRIEST TURNED THE
TASSEL with the Class of 1998, receiving a standing ovation at the Cannes Film

Festival may have seemed beyond his
imagination. But today, it is just one of his
many accomplishments.
An influential and prominent independent film producer, Priest can attribute
several successful projects to his name;
his movies have received global recognition and critical acclaim. Yet he left
Whittier with a vision far different from
what it has turned out to be. After attaining his B.A. in history, Priest pursued his

APRIL 10-21, 2010 VIETNAM 12-DAY TOUR
For tour details and registration information, visit:

www.poeta1umni.net/Vietnam2010

credentials for a post at South El Monte
High School. "I became a teacher and
loved it-but then the industry changed,"

562.907.4222 or alumni@whittier.edu

he explains. "When I received my credentials, I was laid off."
It didn't take long to transition into

$3,590 (airfare not included), double occupancy
$3,995 (airfare not included), single occupancy

his new career: an experienced actor
with credits for Disney and NIKE commer-

or contact the Office of Alumni Relations:

cials. Priest's segue into production came
naturally. "The entire time at Whittier I

a possible reason for his success. "The
structure of the educational program at
Whinier, lots of writing and oral communication, works well in film industry. Now,
as a filmmaker, I'm not afraid to present
my work in front of studio executives or
write a 100-page document if I need to."
As finding steady work in entertainment is such a challenge, Priest has
kept busy with other projects, including
establishing a community service scholarship through which he has distributed
$30,000. Yet for the most part, Priest
has been among the lucky few whose
talents are demanded and consistently
employed. His next major project involves
developing a feature film about the Wu
Tang Clan's late artist "01' Dirty Bastard,"
set to premiere at the Downtown Film
Festival Los Angeles (DFFLA), held annually in August.
"I plan to continue on the path I've
been on," he says looking toward the
future. "I've had a pretty fulfilling life; I'll
see where it takes me."

>> LIVING OR WORKING ABROAD? SHOW US YOUR POET PRIDE BY SENDING YOUR PHOTO HOLDING
A COPY OF THE ROCK OR WEARING WHITTIER GEARS SUBMIT TO THEROCK@WHITTIER.EDU.

DIVERSIFY & EXPAND

BRING IT ON

WELLEN'S OWNERS RIDE THE HOLLYWOOD WAVI

ASSEMBLYMAN THROWS
OBAMA A CHALLENGE

TAKING A PAGE OUT OF TRUMP'S
CALIFORNIA STATE SENATOR TONY

MANUAL, Wellen

founder Matt Jung '08
and business partner Gus Cawley '08
are expanding their brand—and thereby
their market reach and clientele—into
new avenues. In fact, Wellen is no

STRICKLAND '93 used to tear up the
basketball court when he was a player for
the Poets. Now, the 6' 5" Whittier alumnus
towers more often in the Sacramento capital
than on the court, though he's had the
opportunity of Late to do both. Beginning
with a one-on-one challenge (which he won)

longer just creating and selling custom
surfboards, but is quickly attaining
regional cult status, with its unique
apparel line, sponsorship of athletes
in board competitions, promoting local
artists, and hosting exhibitions, launch
parties, and more at hip L.A. clubs—
and of course, documenting all on
Twitter, Facebook, MySpace, and
the blogosphere.

against a local sports radio host, Strickland
was next recruited to play for International
Basketball League's Los Angeles Lightening,
A TRAGICALLY HIP TRIO. Pictured at Wellen's
spring launch party, Left to right: Cawley,
Assistant Director for Alumni Relations Caroline
Galvin '08, and Jung.

AN ENTERTAINING EVENING

joining teammates formerly of the Utah Jazz,
L.A. Clippers, and Phoenix Suns. (Strickland
doesn't practice or play with the team while
the state legislature is in session.)
Beyond that, Strickland, a Republican
representing California's 19th District, has
also issued a friendly one-on-one court
challenge to fellow basketball enthusiast
President Barack Obama.
Aptly noted in the Ventura County

IN MARCH, A GROUP OF THREE
Star, "It

already has all the makings of a
classic rivalry between hoops-crazed politicians. Republican versus Democrat. Current
state senator versus former state senator.

ALUMNI AND TWO FRIENDS

served as a professional panel for
students interested in careers in the,.,
field of entertainment. Dezember

Whittier College graduate versus Occidental
College alumnus."

Alumni House was literally burstin....
at the seams with the number of
attendees, as students peppered the
panelists with questions and they, in
return, shared humorous stories, advice,
and offered insider perspective on this

A John Murdy '89, Desma Murphy '92, and
Alma Martinez'84

competitive industry. Among the alumni professionals participating were
Alma Martinez '84, actress, director, and producer; Desma Murphy '92, art director
for film and TV; and John Murdy '89, creative director for Universal Studios. Other
panelists were Stuart Paap, comedian and spouse of alumna Rachel (Stoff) Paap '94,
and C. Raul Espinoza, audience development manager for the Center Theatre Group
(Ahmanson, Mark Taper, and Kirk Douglas Theatres).
The panel was preceded by a reception honoring Alma Martinez, and concluded
with an event at the Shannon Center hosted by Martinez and involving the director
and cast members of Octavio Paz' "Lydia," performing at the Mark Taper Forum in
Los Angeles.

A POETS CONVENE. At the California Republican
Party Spring Convention in Sacramento,
political writer, activist, and CRP Delegate
Ales Burrola 'gg (pictured, left) caught up
with California Senator Tony Strickland '93
(pictured, right).

>> WHAT'S YOUR STORY? HAVE A FAVORITE MEMORY OF THE POET CAMPUS TO SHARE? USING
YOUR DEGREE IN AN UNUSUAL WAY? THEN LET US KNOW VIA THEROCK@WHITTIER.EDU.
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PURPLE & GOLD
NAMES SERVICE
AWARD RECIPIE

ON THE SHELF
ALUMNI BOOKS ENTERTAIN, ADVISE, AND INSPIRE

THE PURPLE & GOLD
PROFESSOR TAWNEY'S
CHRONOSCOPE: PSYCHOLOGY AND
PSYCHOLOGISTS AT BELOIT COLLEGE

by Larry White '75, Nonfiction

ARE YOU A
"PUBLISHED POET"?
Then let us know about
your book, screenplay,
poem, short story,
or other manuscript,
and when, where, and
by whom it has been
published. If you have
a book to your credit,
please also submit a
:opy of the cover artwork
in JPG format. Send to
therock@whittier.edu.

White has penned an unusual history
with a personal twist. Historian Ben Harris
encapsulates this intriguing tale—and its
beginnings—on the book's jacket:
"25 years ago, Larry White was a new
professor at Beloit College. Assigned to
clean out an old laboratory full of unused
equipment, he found a chronoscope—an
essential component of every 19th century
psychology lab—owned by Guy Tawney,
Beloit's first psychology professor.
Using the chronoscope as his entry
point, Prof. White and
his students have
spent the last two
decades researching the history of
their department...
Filled with stories of faculty, students, and
the growth of an academic discipline...
this is the 'story of a living entity' rather
than a dull listing of dates, hinngs, and
course names. White brings his predecessors to life, whether teaching 'pre-medical
psychology' or claiming to cure a student's
blindness with hypnosis and ending up on
the front page of the New York Thnes."

(P&G) CLUB has nam

FROM HERE TO MASTECTOMY

Jerry Morgan the 200

by Lesley Green Huffaker '61,
Health/Memoir
"This book came
about because of one
woman's experience
with breast cancer,
mine." So begins
Huffaker's personal
story about her life
before—and after—
her cancer diagnosis. Sharing important
and difficult "markers" in her journey—
childhood, past loves, marriage—Huffaker
likewise encourages the reader to be
introspective about his/her own journey.
Focusing on the spirituality of inclusion
and how our faith journey opens us to
the embracing of others, Huffaker poses
questions throughout the book, believing that this is the only way to "live into
the answers," including those focusing
on relationships, difficult decisions, and
life-altering health issues. As one reader
puts it, "Dr. Green shares the arc of experience of a life lived richly and vibrantly.
Adversity is embraced and treated as a
familiar friend, always leading the reader
towards a more complete view of their
own personal struggles."

PURPLE PREMIUM SEATS FOR SALE!
HONORING "100 YEARS OF POET FOOTBALL," a new section of premium seating will be installed in the stands
above Wallace "Chief' Newman Field, enabling fans to cheer for the Poets from the comfort of purple champion
seats manufactured by Preferred Seating Co.
For a gift of $500, a permanent name plaque will be installed on one of these special anniversary seats for
the donor or designee. Only 240 seats are available, offered on a first-come, first-served basis. The first 100
donors will also receive a commemorative John Poet bobble-head doll. Don't miss your chance to be part of history! For questions, please contact Jamie Durchslag, 562.907.4299 orjdurchslag@whittier.edu.

recipient of the Hono
Service Award, given

u

an individual who has
demonstrated exemplary service to both P&G
the Whither College Athletic Department. Mor
a dedicated club member for the past 15 year
has repeatedly served as chair for the Annual
Golf Tournament fundraiser. A teacher and co.
at local schools for more than 20 years until
retirement in 1984, Morgan currently owns th
property development companies. Morgan wit
formally honored at the Poet Awards ceremon
during Whither Weekend 2009.

BEYOND THOSE HILLS:
AN OFFICER AND A LADY

byMHA. Menondji '04, Military Fiction
African-born Menondji
M.H.A.31E\O5I)JI
celebrates her debut
novel, categorized as
Btioso THOSE lULLS:
Is ommi iMi&Ley
"military fiction." Set
in the mid- 1980s, the
story depicts three
years in the life of a
female soldier waging war on several fronts, and explores
an emotional triangle in the wake of the
Iran-Contra scandal.
Former C.I.A. operative Jim Marshall
was entrusted with the well Obeing of
his friend's daughter, Laura Armitage.
Now an accomplished young woman,
Laura joins an elite US Navy unit, but
faces discrimination, humiliation, and
cover-ups at the highest levels of the
chain of command. She stands her
ground through every mission from the
Middle East to the Arctic Circle, assessing
the value of her allegiance to the flag,
aware her integrity may not be enough
to win over her teammates and her contemptuous commanding officer.

>> POETS IN CYBERSPACE JOIN OUR ALUMNI ONLINE COMMUNITY
TODAY BY LOGGING ON TO WWW.POETALUMNI.NET.

-I
2009 POET AWARDS RECIPIENTS ANNOUNCED
ALUMNI SERVICE, PROFESSIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS, AND COMMUNITY IMPACT HONORED

Phyllis Lee
Swinnerton '54

ALUMNUS ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

COMMUNITY IMPACT AWARD

Orthogonian Society was created. This has

DR. DEAN SALISBURY '85, Associate Professor

Phyllis Lee Swinnerton '54, Board Member,

since resulted in a significant increase in

of Psychiatry, Harvard University; Director,

Moron go Unified School District Community;

interest in Whittier College and its athletic

Cognitive Neuroscience Laboratory,

leader far San Bernardino County Alcohol

programs, not only among this group of D's,

McLean Hospital

Advisory Board, Yucca Valley Basin Youth

but others who have heard of its success.

Dr. Salisbury's research has helped

Accountability Board, the American Red

revolutionize the medical conceptualization

Cross, and the American Cancer Society

HONORARY ALUMNUS
DR. FREDERIC A. BERGERSON, Professor
of schizophrenia. He is an internationally

Swinnerton has spent more than 30

recognized neuroscientist, and his research

years in education as a teacher and coun-

focuses on the neurophysiology of psychi-

selor. Upon retiring in 1990, she and her

atric disorders. He is a member of several

husband taught a tobacco, alcohol, and drug

state, national, and international councils.

prevention program to 3rd-, 4th-, and 5th-

Dr. Salisbury is also associate editor of

graders working with 92 classrooms over a

of Political

Science, Whittier College; farmer

U.S. State Department Fellow, Congressional
Fellow, and Foundation and Defense of
Democracies Fellow
A beloved icon of Whittier College, and
a popular professor within the Department
several international journals.

three-year period. She traveled to Russia on
of Political Science, Bergerson has been
two occasions with "Creating a Sober World"

OUTSTANDING YOUNG ALUMNUS AWARD

teaching on the Poet campus for 37 years.
to share alcohol recovery programs. She has

JOSEPH AKROTIRIANAKIS '95, Assistant

He is a specialist in public policy and
been volunteering for the past 19 years in
public administration, the presidency, and

United States Attorney for the Central District
her community for various organizations,

of California

civil-military relations, and his book, The
including playing Mrs. Claus for "Tender

Akrotirianakis graduated cum laude

Army Gets an Air Force, won a prize from
Loving Christmas," an event where the com-

from Whittier and magna cum laude from

the American Political Science Association
munity donates time, toys, food, and money
as the best dissertation in public admin-

Loyola Law School. In 2005, he Left private
to more than 2,400 people. She is currently
practice and was appointed by the Attorney

istration. A Vietnam veteran, 1st Cavalry
serving her fourth four-year term for the

General as an Assistant United States Attorney

Division (Airmobile), Bergerson has served
Morongo School Board.
as a Congressional Fellow in Washington,

(federal prosecutor). He has investigated and
prosecuted a wide variety of crimes, including

SERVICE TO THE COLLEGE AWARD

D.C., as well as a State Department Fellow

narcotics, trafficking, racketeering and child

IVAN GUEVARA '59, Award-winning

in the area of arms control, specifically

exploitation. In 2008, he became a member

Head Basketball Coach for San ,Jose State

conventional arms control and confi-

of the Major Frauds Section of the United

University and Whittier College; business

dence-building measures. In 2008, he was

States Attorney's Office, and now investigates

owner; founder, organizer, and host, annual

awarded an Academic Fellowship from the

and prosecutes large-scale frauds and public

Orthogonian Summer Reunion; chair of 50th

Foundation for the Defense of Democracies,

corruption offenses. He has received awards

Reunion Committee

a nonpartisan policy institute, to travel to

and commendations from the Federal Bureau

Guevara was recognized with several

Tel-Aviv and study the issue of terrorism

of Investigation, the Bureau of Immigration

awards for his outstanding leadership before

first-hand and see how democratization

and Customs Enforcement, and the United

Leaving his coaching career behind at the

efforts can be used to combat terror.

States Postal Inspection Service, for his work

age of 42. Following, he started a seafood

Bergerson holds a bachelor's degree from

as a federal prosecutor.

importing business. From his desire to

Johns Hopkins and a doctoral degree from

renew old friendships from the College the

Vanderbilt University.

three-day annual reunion for members of the

>> RETURN, RECONNECT, REUNION: WHITTIER WEEKEND 2009.
JOIN US OCTOBER 23-25! TO REGISTER HEAD TO WWW.POETALUMNI.NET.
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3BECOME

A CLASS AGENT!Class

Agents are Whither College

ambassadors, charged with helping build a strong connection between alumni

MARRIAGES &
COMMITMENTS

and their alma mater. Each time The Rock is published, news appears in Poet-to-

Alan Dicker '95 and Erica Bailey, May 31, 2009.

Poet because Class Agents have individually reached out to classmates to collect

-3 Jennifer Purcell '00 and Aaron Dodez,
October 12, 2008. -*Alice Salcido '76 and James

personal and professional updates, then shared that information with the College.

Martin Schroeder, July 11, 2009.

BIRTHS & ADOPTIONS
Edith and Carlos Barriga '67 adopted a girl, Karla
Isabel, date unknown. -*To Paul Weitz '90 and Stacie
Toal, a son, McCoy William, born October 6, 2008.

Always in-the-know, Class Agents are some of our most valuable volunteers.
Job requirements are simple: a minimal time commitment and the interest to keep
up with your classmates and friends. At this time Class Agents are needed for the
following years: 1934,35,36,38,39; 1940, 41, 42, 44, 45, 47; 1950, 51; 1970,

-*To Sanjay Das '93 and Jennifer Hansen, a daughter,
Gabriella Elizabeth, born December 26, 2008.

CLASS NOTES

71, 72, 73, 76, 77; 1982, 87; 1991. To become a Class Agent, or learn more about
the role, contact the Office of Alumni Relations at 562.907.4222 or alunmi@
whittier.edu. Not sure who your Class Agent currently is? Then visit

Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

www.whittier.edu/ClassAgents for a complete listing.

Kay (Bandy) Parminter and her husband E. Burton
"Burt" '37 celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary
this past summer.

'40

Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

'54

Class Agents
Marjorie (Conley) Aikens
368 West El Portal
Palm Springs, CA 92264-2603

Robert H. Fisher and wife Niki sailed the new Queen
Dwight Hoelscher
Victoria from New York to L.A. earlier this year. He

Charles Cadwallader writes: "My eldest grandson,
John, recently earned his J.D. from Vanderbilt University."

spends his time golfing and working in the yard.

777 Plymouth Rd.
Claremont, CA 91711-4249

-9Robert L. Fitzgerald notes, "I promote Whittier
College by wearing my 'Fear the Poet' cap often and

Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

by passing Whittier College information on to teenage

Class Agent Marjorie (Conley) Aikens writes:

youth." -+Harold Platzek has been diagnosed with

"Your Class Reunion Committee is at work planning

Alzheimer's disease.

a special evening for you on Saturday, October 24,
in Mendenhall Lobby! Please do consider joining us

Eleanor (Ralsback) Garren moved to an independent
living facility 10 miles from her former home in Roseville.

'52

Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED

Class Agent
Mary (Crouch) Hawley
1402 La Riata Drive
La Habra Heights, CA 90631

unteer providing free tax services to a local senior center.

'53
'48

Bill Lee
5413 Mavis Avenue
Whittier, CA 90601-2122

2007 after 53 years of teaching—her love of which

Whittier." She's proud to report that one of her former
first grade students is planning to attend Whittier.
-*Cecile (Hankey) and Bruce Weed '55 have lived

relocated to Atherton Baptist Home in Alhambra, CA.

Class Agents
Buck Jarnagan
539 West Puente Avenue, Apt. 2
Covina, CA 91722-6703

Reunion activities the weekend of October 23-25,
2009." -*Phyllis (Hamann) Hutchinson retired in

"stems, in part, from the great training I had at
Robert Hendricks completed his seventh year as a vol-

Marilynn (Burke) Clarke and husband Gene have

for that event, as well as the College Homecoming!

in Garden Grove since 1957; the couple has four
Class Agent
Florence (Albarian) Morrison

P.O. Box 130
Jamul, CA 91935-0130

children, 12 grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren. "One son lives in Vermont, is a production
manager for Lake Champlain Chocolates and is pastor
of Calvary Chapel in Burlington; another lives in

Lou and Jackie (Powers) Hanson '56 are "busy with
family, travel, and enjoying life."

Turlock, CA, and works with computers. Two live in
Orange County: our daughter, who is director of music
at Calvary Church in Santa Ana and directs Praise
Symphony Orchestra and two Tustin youth orchestras,
and our son, who is a professional pianist, organist,

Ralph Nichols reports: "I had the privilege of attend-

bagpiper, composer, and arranger." 4Lynn (Hardy)

ing two of my grandchildren's graduations in May and

Wallace and her late husband served as missionar-

two grandchildren's weddings in June."
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>> LIVING OR WORKING ABROAD? SHOW US YOUR POET PRIDE BY SENDING YOUR PHOTO HOLDING
A COPY OF THE ROCK OR WEARING WHITTIER GEAR. SUBMIT TO THEROCK@WHITTIER.EDU.

ies to the Navajo Indians. She has written over 80
articles and two curriculum packages. Her most recent

in the heart of wine country, Sonoma Valley. -4Bill

'58

book, Our Lifeship: Studies in Proverbs for Women,
is about keeping calm when sailing on life's seas.

Class Agent

Hollinger has three daughters and seven grand-

Neill Richards
29 Lehigh Place
Glen Rock, NJ 07452-1423

sons. "Now retired from IBM, I spend lots of time at
ball games watching my grandsons." -)Bill Kelly

-*Dwight Hoelscher and wife Jeanne Halversen

has been living in the beach resort city of Pattaya,

Live in Pilgrim Place in Claremont, CA, and summer

Thailand, for the past four years, and returns to the

in June Lake. -Bill Meese is a volunteer docent

Charles Fall notes that he "would be willing to bring

States around twice year. This year he plans to spend

at the Maloof Foundation in Alta Loma and sits on

our former mascot, Peter Poet, back to life." He was

the board of the Redlands Glass Museum. He recently

the last one to have the role, as the costume was lost

hosted a meeting of our 55th reunion planning com-

in 1954. -*Wayne E. Daniels, a 20-year garden-

mittee in his 117- year-old adobe home in Riverside.

ing phenom, earned the nickname "The Tulip Man" by

-Ray McMullen spent March in Venice, Italy. He

continues to work as a consultant for several school
districts in the area and is active in his Kiwanis Club.
He and wife Mary are celebrating their 56th wedding
anniversary this summer. -3Tony Pierno, widowed
last year by the untimely death of our classmate and
his beloved wife of almost 54 years, Beverly (Kahn),
continues to practice law with offices in Rancho

20 days in the Republic of South Africa. -+Marty
Klure writes: "Am enjoying the simple life, living

off a fixed income." He and wife Vera (Peterson)
local news agencies. This year alone, he planted and

'59 entertain "a quarterly visitor from Hawai'i."
-)Maggie (Noxheim) Dickson travels for months at

has maintained 2,500 tulips and 600 daffodils and

a time in her RV and enjoys seeing friends, old and
other assorted bulbs. - Franklin Ingram is pleased
to announce that granddaughter. -*Haven Carey '09

new, along the road. When home, she enjoys family,
friends, and hiking with the Sierra Club, and is a

graduated from Whittier College on May 22. She is

docent at Seacliff State Beach. -+Flo (Pickering)

thrilled and grateful for the excellent education she
has received at Whittier, as was her grandfather in 1958.

Buchanan retired from the East Whittier School

District nine years ago, and now enjoys traveling

-+Dr. Patricia H. Streeter gives the invocation for

Mirage and Indian Wells. Specializing in business

California Retired Teachers Association of San Fernando

matters of all types, his present concentration is as

Valley and serves on the Resource Development and

an expert consultant to law firms and their corpo-

Education Committees for Assistance League.

and volunteering.

'61

rate clients on matters of corporate governance—in
particular, board misconduct. No longer able to walk
with ease due to a spinal condition, his intention of
playing golf and tennis as he and Beverly lived out
their later years has been diverted to an increased

'60

Class Agent
Daunn Lovejoy
810 West Glenwood Terrace
Fullerton, CA 92832-1022

N

practice. He hopes in the near future to relocate his

Joseph A. Carotenuti is very involved in historical

home and practice to somewhere closer to at least

research and writing. Finishing a history of public

some of his grandchildren—and perhaps to some

Libraries, rural schools, and assorted topics in San

of his many friends from the College. -Jacquie

Luis Obispo County, CA, he also writes a monthly

(Wadeson) Muller writes, "With the exception of the

historical item for a county-wide magazine. He also

worst Seattle winter in a long time, life has been very

volunteers as the San Luis Obispo City Historian!

calm. All of the family went on a cruise to Alaska. In

Archivist. -*Jerry A. Corbett retired this year and

January I traveled to Eagle Crest Resort in Redmond,

has two grandchildren in college. Pending the sale

OR, with my son and his family. This year I began

of his current home, he plans to move to Missouri.

remodeling my home which will be a long process."

-3Bill Donner and wife Kay have two children, seven

-Jane (Warren) Patton reports, "San Diego is the

grandchildren, and one great grandchild. Recently

destination for vacation this year: the ocean, the bay,

retired as Temple City High School's athletic director,

Sea World, the Zoo, and Shakespeare at the Globe.

Bill is actively involved in the Orthogonian Society

So come to visit and stop in. I can offer a towel, a

reunion each summer, and enjoys "playing golf,

shower and a warm welcome."

traveling and spending time with Kay." -+Donna
(Everhart) Chafe retired after 38 years in education.

Class Agent
Jane (Soderberg) Gothold
10121 Pounds Avenue
Whittier, CA 90603-1649

She now enjoys membership in a ladies golf club

cattle ranch "with a couple of cows and 5.5 miles of
fence to tend." -)Mary (Sadler) DeYoung retired from
a 38-year career teaching at the elementary and junior
high levels.

in special education and a doctorate in education.

'62

Class Agent
Janice M. (Letts) Gordon
33765 Calle Conejo
San Juan Capistrano, CA 92675-5016

N

Christopher T. "Chris" Cross, chairman of education

policy consulting firm Cross & Joftus, LLC was interviewed
this spring on the PBS Newshour with Jim Leher for a
segment about the newly appointed U.S. Secretary of
Education. To view the video, visit http://www.youtube.
com/learningmatters

'64

Class Agent
John Crow
P. 0. Box 607
Hackettstown, NJ 07840

N

and supporting her community, and her passion for
reading has led to a position tutoring underachieving
young readers. -*Don Garrett retired from teaching,
and two years ago, he and wife Diana (Bruce) '62

Dick Chamberlain resides in his Northern California

Lesley Green Huffaker published her first book in

April 2009. Post-Whittier College, she earned a master's

emphasis on his grandchildren and on his law

'55

Class Agent
Gary Goodson & Marian (Voss) Goodson
P. 0. Box 8881
Brea, CA 92822-5881

purchased the Julian Book House, which sells "good
and rare used books." Whenever possible, the couple
participates in community and Julian Merchant
Association events. -3Ed Gaylord retired last March
as HR manager for the Yardbirds Home Center in
San Rafael, part of a new division of Home Depot.
He has two sons, a stepson and stepdaughter, and
four granddaughters. He and wife Joan love living

Elaine (Bennett) Hill has "given her life after Whittier"

to volunteering, giving service to several organizations,
including local public and private schools, Girl and Boy
Scouts, churches and local organizations. Husband Eugene
has participated in volunteer activities with his "ham"
radio with the California Department of Forestry, and the
San Jose fire and police departments—Regional Area
Emergency Services. 4Arthur "Art" Lombardi states:
"Attending the Poet Council was a very enlightening and
rewarding experience. It was a very good update about
what is currently going on at Whittier."

>> WHITTIER WEEKEND 2009 IS HERE! TO SEE A FULL SCHEDULE OF EVENTS,
GO TO WWW.WHITTIER.EDU/WHITTIERWEEKEND2009.
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fellow classmates will not suffer adversely from the

'70
'65

Class Agent

current downturn in the economy. Attended our

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

30-year class reunion and was pleasantly surprised

Class Agent

Ronna (Ellingson) Clymens
4133 W. Wilson Street, #73
Banning, CA 92220

by the changes that have taken place throughout

Jim Armstrong is retiring after 32 years in education
and living in both Palos Verdes and Santa Maria, CA.

the community; the campus expansion was really
amazing. To see some of my former classmates at
the 30 year reunion dinner and recognize them was
really wonderful; I am looking forward to seeing as

Class Agent

J. David and Gretchen (Stung) Willson are both retired:

CLASS AGENT NEEDED

well as hearing from other members of our class in

Dave from Congress staff/lobbying and Gretchen from

the future." -Lisa (Kellogg) Montes has been the

bookeeping. Following a March safari to Tanzania, they
have now traveled to all seven continents. -Richard

White wrote to let us know that Wallin "Woody" King

Patrick Lee lives in Washington and is the manager

CEO of Del Arno Hospital for 12 years and serves as

for the Legacy Lands Program, a parks and recreation/

President of the Board for the South Bay Children's

habitat conservation program.

Health Center, a non-profit organization that provides

'64 received an Educator Service Award for his work on the

mental health and dental services to children from

youth character-building program "Making Good Choices,"

low income families. "It meant so much to see all my

two-years in the making and drawing on King's 35-year

'74

experience as an educator. The program has since been
adopted by and implemented in several school districts in

Class Agent

Metaphonian Sisters at Homecoming!" -+Susy (Norris)

Joe M. Ulrey
11985 Stegmeir Drive
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91739-2502

Lenhardt graduated with a master's in family therapy
in June and hopes to open her own practice in Seattle.

Tennessee, as well as by a local Boys and Girls Club.

'67

-3Rachael Nuñez Espinosa is a literacy coach for the
Partnership of Los Angeles Schools, Hallenbeck Middle

Ramsey Ezaki and Ezaki Dental Practice were
Class Agent

Jane I. (Israel) Honikman
927 North Kellogg Avenue
Santa Barbara, CA 93111

School, "and having way too much fun. Husband José

honored as 2009 Small Business of the Year by

just retired after 35 years with LAPD, and our daughter

Assemblyman Curt Hagman, 60th District, Walnut,

just started her freshman year in college-finally! Hi to

CA. According to Congressman Hagman: "Dr. Ezaki
embodies what a business can do in any community

Carlos Barriga writes: "Wife Edith and I adopted
a beautiful, four-year-old girl from La Paz, Mexico."

all my fellow A's!"

when they take a servant's approach to their clientele
and staff." Heidi Gallegos, Executive Director of the

'79

Regional Chamber of the San Gabriel Valley, shares
her experiences with the Ezaki Dental Practice, "Dr.

'68

Class Agents

Barbara (Brucher) Sentell
307 16th Street
Seal Beach, CA 90740-6516
Penny (Cams) Fraumeni
2314 Los Bentos Drive
Hacienda Heights, CA 91745-4618

Ezaki runs a 'class' operation. He is a consummate
professional and cares deeply about his patients and
employees." His staff is encouraged to continue their

celebrating their 50th birthdays. Living in Encinitas,

merce and industry, served as a featured speaker

representative on the WASC and ACS Commission. She
enjoys serving as a volunteer for school accreditation
visiting committees and traveling.

Teresa (David)

CA, Terri and husband Randy have been married 30

Class Agent

years and have two children: Joel, a UCSD graduate,

Luann (Leal) Macdonald
2601 West Lambert Road
La Habra, CA 90631-6212

and Tamara, who attends San Diego State. Allison and
husband Greg live in Julian, CA, with their son Gregory

in a major forum in Washington, D.C. on the future

Hawaii Department of Education, most recently as their

and

Tinger recently spent an unforgettable week in Paris

strive for excellence.

Abudulla Alireza, Saudi Arabia's minister of com-

Swearingen retired in 2007 after 36 years with the

Palmer sisters and classmates Tern (Huffman) Muller,

Allison (Pettross) Conitz,

education, share their ideas and opinions, and to

'75
of U.S.-Saudi relations. -+Joanne (Katsuyama)

N

Class Agent

Marina Muñoz
11214 Hood Way
Stanton, CA 90680-2927

and twin girls, Erin and Tess. Teresa is the chief opera-

Tina (Arranaga) Kubasck is a teacher at St. Mark's

tions officer of Facey Medical Group and lives in Santa
Monica with husband Michael and son Andrew.

Lutheran School and is in the graduate program in
education at Mount St. Mary's College. -+Lawrence

'80

White recently published Professor Tawney's
Chronoscope: Psychology and Psychologists at Beloit
College, a history of the psychology department at

Class Agents

Mike Caffey
210 W. 94th St., Apt. 7K
New York, NY 10025

Beloit College in Wisconsin.

'69

Class Agent

Sandy (Tahmoush) Hansen
30342 Via Corona
Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

'78

Class Agent

N

Dottie (Blaha) Pendleton
219 Muroc Place
Fullerton, CA 92833-3225

Annelle Lerner
10103 199th Avenue, E.
Bonney Lake, WA 98391

Stan Tolliver is a business development director

Janet (Erickson) Black earned an MSW degree at

with Moving Solutions and heads the boys' varsity

USC School of Social Work and subsequently built a

Gregory Crawford writes: "Employed by the

basketball program at Claremont High School. Stan

Department of Homeland Security, I am enjoying the

resides in Claremont, CA, with his wife and two sons.

career as a psychiatric social worker with the Veterans
Administration and as a faculty member for CSU Long
Beach's Department of Social Work. Now retired, she

daily commute between Lancaster and Los Angeles.
I am counting my blessings daily and pray that my

enjoys traveling and consulting for a statewide curriculum development project.
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>> WHAT'S YOUR STORY? HAVE A FAVORITE MEMORY OF THE POET CAMPUS TO SHARE? USING
YOUR DEGREE IN AN UNUSUAL WAY? THEN LET US KNOW VIA THE ROCK@WHITTIER.EDU.

'81

Class Agent
Ralph M. Dayton
P0 Box 153
Laurel, MT 59044-0153

Kelley Dantzler works for the County of Los Angeles and
has been a RN in the newborn nursery ward for 23 years.
Kelley will be celebrating her 50th birthday this November.
Class Agent
CLASS AGENT NEEDED
Kimberly Bearse-Milne has been happily married to
Dwight MiLne for 20 years. She practices general dentistry in Longview, WA. -*Beth Fernandez is happily
retired in Altadena. She volunteers at a puppet museum
and traveLs as much as possible.

'88

Class Agents
Kevin M. Burke
P.O. Box 1166
Lakeport, CA 95453
Kelli (Hokanson) Jones
3661 Alcott Street
San Diego, CA 92106

Andrea Shorter writes: "Thanks to all of my family and
friends who joined me for the San Francisco Pride Parade.
Every single one of you made my honor as a community
Grand Marshal all the more special. Grand Marshaling in
the SF PRIDE Parade on the 40th Anniversary of Stonewall
= PRICELESS. Loved every minute of it!"

'90

Class Agent
Kevin H. Marshall
P.O. Box 661703
Arcadia, CA 91066-1703

Class Agent Kevin Marshall is deployed to Kosovo on a
peacekeeping mission with the National Guard, scheduled
to return in December of 2009. -*Paul Weitz owns his
own equine veterinary practice in Northfield, MN.

'92

Class Agent
Susan (Turner) Rose
338 Santa Ana Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90803-1938

According to a press release from the mayor's office this
past June, Miguel Santana was appointed by Los Angeles
Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa to City Administrative Officer,
moving up from his previous post as Deputy Chief Executive
Officer for L.A. County. Santana is the first Latino to hold
this significant post—the highest-ranking, non-elected,
civilian position in the City of Los Angeles' government
structure—with lead accountability for the City's fiscal

affairs and $7 billion budget, as well lead responsibility for
Labor relations and debt management.

'97

Class Agent
Michelle (Tautfest) Steinback
3161 North Willamette Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97217

Jennifer Bryning Alton is in Washington, D.C., serving
as the public health preparedness policy director for
Senator Richard Burr, in the U.S. Senate Committee
on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions. --)Marc
J Sahara owns his own thriving eco-business, The
Inconvenient Bag, a Los Angeles-based company that
produces and designs its own reusable market/retail bags.
Currently, the company is creating bags bearing its own
Logo, as well as designing and producing bags for landmark companies such as Target, Pottery Barn, and Butt's
Bees. Recently, Sahara was interviewed by Huell Howser
for KCET's series, "California's Green"; you can catch the
video segment online at www.theinconvenientbag.com.

'00

Class Agent
Mala M. Williams
11703 Norino Dr.
Whittier, CA 90601

Jennifer Purcell lives in Marina del Rey and is an
account executive for Microsoft. At her wedding
in Palm Springs last fall, fellow Poets Christine
Flaherty '01, Tamara Walker '98, and Michelle
Logan '00 attended.

'01

Class Agent
Natalie )Neavez( Candela
421 West Keene Drive
La Habra, CA 90631

Ireneo Reus, III was sworn-in and admitted to practice
before the U.S. Supreme Court on June 8, 2009. "I had
the best day ever at the U.S. Supreme Court! Thanks for
all of your warm thoughts and comments. Special thanks
to the friends who joined me in Washington, D.C."

IN MEMORIAM: ALICE (DARLING) LOWE '37
AND PROFESSOR HILMI IBRAHIM
On April 5, College Trustee and devoted alumna Athe (Darling) Lowe '37
passed away peacefully in her home in Whittier. Lowe graduated from
Whittier with a degree in American history and was a member of the
Thalian Society. As an alumna, she served on the Board of Trustees for
10 years, established an endowed scholarship in honor of her parents
Ida and John Darling, and recently worked to establish a position in
religious and spiritual life within the Student Life division. Over the last
few decades, she would often host small dinners in her Whittier home for students, so they
could enjoy a "home-cooked meal" and so she could enjoy getting to know this latest generation of Whittier Poets. Throughout her life post-college. Lowe had a wide-ranging career as
a teacher, researcher, and consultant; she was also an avid volunteer for such organizations
as the American Red Cross, League of Women Voters, and the YWCA. In May. the Lowe family
held an intimate service in Memorial Chapel, celebrating and honoring the life and service of
this extraordinary woman.
Beloved professor Hilmi Ibrahim passed away on July 12, following a
prolonged illness. A recipient of the Harry W. Nerhood Award for Teaching
Excellence—one of Whittier College's highest honors for faculty—Ibrahim
was a member of the Department of Kinesiology and Leisure Science for
more than four decades, and is the author of several published texts in
the subject. During the last several years, he also co-taught the popular
course, Arabs and Muslims, with religious studies professor Joe Price, and
served as advisor for the Thalian Society. Outside of academia. Ibrahim was the parks and recreation commissioner for the City of Whittier for 10 years, as well as president of the California
Association of Parks and Recreation Commissioners.

>> POETS COME BACK. IF YOU'D LIKE TO CONTRIBUTE YOUR TALENTS TO THE ALUMNI HOUSE
PROGRAMMING, PLEASE CALL THE OFFICE OF ALUMNI RELATIONS, 562.907.4222.
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Music Publishing in Hollywood, CA. "My duties consist of
creative administration, assisting with song plugging, and
creative and writer services."

Class Agent
Sarah C. H. Gerfen
1760 Larksberry Lane
Simi Valley, CA 93065

'08
Jennifer Estabrook is working for the corporate
offices of Elephant Bar Restaurants. -Diana (Guy)
Frayne lives in Italy, traveling and enjoying the many
cultures and diversity in Europe while her husband
serves with the U.S. Air Force. She is pursuing a doctorate of management in organizational leadership and
teaching graduate business courses for University of
Phoenix's European campus.

'04

Class Agent
Tami Hallman-Neavez
1128 Alden Glen Drive
Moody, AL 35009

Class Agent
Jan Williams
13535 Dunton Drive
Whittier, CA 90605

N

Joshua Batts has been living in Tokyo for the last
three years, but plans to visit Europe before beginning
his graduate program at Columbia University in the fall
of 2009 on full scholarship. -*Felicia Chapman graduated from Lewis and Clark Law School.

'07

Class Agent
Kelsey Marie Wuornos
5215 3rd Ave S
Minneapolis, MN 55419

Barbara Johnson writes: "Following graduation, I worked
in Los Angeles, first at a financial investment firm and then
at a social work company. I then moved to Florence, Italy
for a full year, where I Lived, worked, and studied Italian
Language, museum studies, and art history/philosophy of
art. I also visited several European countries and over 20
cities in Italy. I now plan to pursue a master's/ doctoral
program in English literature and creative writing, and
would love to find a joint degree pairing this with museum
studies." -*Bobbie Roy just finished her first year of
teaching first grade at Ocean View Elementary School in
Whittier. -*Melody Verdugo is the creative coordinator/
assistant to the senior vice president at Bug/Windswept

2

Mr. Raye Thomas
3965 South Van Ness
Los Angeles, CA 90062

Branden Boyer-White will begin in the MEA Creative
Writing Program at Arizona State University this fall.

IN MEMORIAM

Robin Borba is pursuing a doctorate in physical
therapy at Mount Saint Mary's College in Los Angeles.
She hopes to graduate in October 2009.

'06

Class Agents
Mr. Carlos Salazar
706 Arciero Dr.
Whittier, CA 90601

'32 Virginia (Merithew) Jones, June 16, 2009.
-*'33 Robert Rockwell, April 17, 2009. -*'33 Georgia
Sanborn, date unknown. 4'34 Joanne (Brown)
Belben, February 22, 2009. -'36 Helen (Banks)
Smith, March 18, 2009. -*'37 Alice "Allie" (Darling)
Lowe, April 5, 2009. 4'39 Thelma (Garman)
Perry, November 30, 2008. 4'43 Caroline (Reade)
Woodward, January 8, 2009. -*'43 Alfred Shaheen,
December 22, 2008. 4'44 Doris (Lindsey) Darnell,
February 3, 2009. 4'45 Kathleen L. (Carter) Carey,
June 27, 2009. -*'47 Betty (Stanley) Seemann,
March 29, 2009. -3'48 Thomas Elder, April 26, 2009.
-4'48 Floyd Moore, August 1, 2007. -'49 Wendell
P. Anderson, Jr., March 12, 2009. 9'49 Fred Barton,
January 28, 2009. -'49 Arthur A. Harshbarger,
July 23, 2009. -4'49 Chester D. Hull, July 7, 2009.
-4'49 Bettye (Hooker) Richardson, January 6, 2009.
4'49 Earl Ody, December 27, 2008 -'SO Harold
"Hal" N. Banks, December 18, 2008. -'50 Mary
Belle (Coleman) Nichols, April 24, 2009. -)'SO Nellie
(Hunt) Evanson, September 1, 2007. -'51 Judith
(Wise) Pike, December 31, 2008. -)'52 Richard
"Dick" Walters, date unknown. -)'53 Roberta
(Neilsen) Burdg, November 22, 2008. -'53 Virginia
"Ginny" (Wilson) Severs, January 29, 2009.
4'53 David C. Taylor, July 12, 2009. 4'54 John
A. Kulp, date unknown. -+'55 Owen "Rick" Herold,
December 21, 2008. 4'55 Clifford Neilson, February
19, 2009. 4'57 Marvin H. Read, February 27, 2009.
4'57 Elaine (Wilson) Tumbleson, April 13, 2009.
-+'57 Clara E. Woodard, June 24, 2009. -*'58 Esther
(Alcorn) Williams, date unknown. 4'58 Janet
(Arnold) Fast, date unknown. -+'58 Frank Bennett,
date unknown. -4'58 Ruby (Barneke) Hull, date
unknown. -+'58 Margaret Breckenridge, date
unknown. 4'58 Lucille (Butler) Smith, date
unknown. 4'58 Howard Covey, November 5, 2008.

'58 Joellen (Cox) Partington, date unknown.
-'58 Doris (DeSousa) Collins, date unknown.
—>'58 Diana Douglass, date unknown. -*'58 Marlene
(Dreher) Marsters, January 3, 2007. -3'58 Don
Duncan, date unknown. -*'58 Arleta (Furtado)
Patterson, June 27, 2003. -*'58 Clarence Glenn,
date unknown. 4'58 Ruth (Hamic) Deveney, date
unknown. -3'58 James Haney, date unknown.
-4'58 Janet (Hile) Sarthou, April 15, 2004. -*'58 John
Lindquist, date unknown. -+'58 James Long, date
unknown. -3'58 Claire (Lucas) Hare, date unknown.
-)'58 Carol Oberson, date unknown. 4'58 Robert
Peterson, June 2, 2003. 4'58 Darlene (Powers)
Brundage, date unknown. -*'58 Cheryl (Schruben)
Mueller, date unknown. -'58 Dean Spencer, date
unknown. -+'58 Verne Tindell, date unknown.
4'58 Patricia (Titus) Mitchell, notified July 3, 2005.
-+'58 Suzanne "Suzy" (Thompson) Smith, date
unknown. -+'58 Malcolm Young, date unknown.
-+'59 Kenneth "Ken" Deitz, May 27, 2009.
-+'59 Jack Grubbs, date unknown. -'61 Stephen
Drogin, April 15, 2009. -'62 Margaret "Peggy"
(McKelvey) Hokenson, March 2, 2009. 4'62 Yusuf
A. Rashid Muhtasib, date unknown.4'63 Jane
Mueller, June 6, 2009. -)'63 Mary (Myers) KuIp,
date unknown. -*'64 Douglas Melvin Harlan, April
23, 2009. 4'64 Martha Muench, March 19, 2008.
-*'64 Frederick "Fred" Trudeau, November 27,
2008. 4'68 David A. Brown, November 20, 2008.
-'69 Sharon (Dithmar) Moberg, August 16, 2005.
-+'69 Christine C. Peterson, December, 2008.
-'69 Dorothea M. (Cook) Thompson, July 27,
2009. -'70 Glenn Bell, May 4, 2009. -)'71 Vicki
Jean (Lee) Armstrong, June 11, 2008. -'76 James
"Jim" Behrens, November 24, 2008. -)'78 Marianne
Brunk, June 9, 2009. -'88 Gretchen K. Johansing,
May 26, 2009

IN MEMORIAM: FRIENDS
Dr. Hilmi Ibrahim, professor of kinesiology and
Leisure science, July 12, 2009. Gilbert McEwen,
former professor of English, November 9, 2008.
-+Dr. Robert (Bob) A. Schambach, former professor
of chemistry (1969-1999), May 13, 2009. -*Togo W.
Tanaka, former trustee (1991-1997), May 21, 2009.

>> WHITTIER WEEKEND 2009 Is HERE! TO SEE A FULL SCHEDULE OF EVENTS,
GO TO WWW.WHITTIER.EDU/WHITTIERWEEKEND2009.
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VIP GATHERING. Dr. .Judea Pearl, renowned
scientist and father of slain Wall Street Journal
reporter Daniel Pearl, gave the 2009 Feinberg
Lecture to a packed house of students, faculty,
alumni, and friends in A.J. Villalobos Hall (see
story on p. 7). Among those in attendance were
trustee Peter Feinberg '82 and his mother Betty
Feinberg (pictured), in addition to eight members
of the Feinberg family. The Feinberg Lecture
Series was established in 1988 by Betty and her
husband, the late Sheldon Feinberg. Previous
speakers in the series include former Justice
of the Constitutional Court of South Africa the
Honorable Richard J. Goldstone; syndicated radio
talk show host and author Dennis Prager; president of the Florida Holocaust Museum and federal
prosecutor of Nazi war criminals John Loftus; and
poet and author of national bestseller The Jew in

'Deceased
the Lotus Rodger Kamenetz.

>> POETS IN CYBERSPACE. JOIN OUR ALUMNI ONLINE COMMUNITY
TODAY BY LOGGING ON TO WWW.POETALUMNI.NET.
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SENIOR

MOMENTS

HOMETOWN: Pico Rivera, CA
MAJOR: Whittier Scholars Program (Public
Policy and the Individual)

STATS: Alianza De Los Amigos Leadership
Award; Student Life Community Service
Award; Student Keynote Speaker, 2009
Latino Graduates Celebration; Palmer Society
(president, Spring 2009); Hispanic Student
Association (president, 2008-09); Circle K
International (president, 2008-09); Program
Board; Latina Alumnae Mentorship Program.
Internships: City of Pico Rivera and the USDA
Forest Service.

PLANS POST-GRADUATION: I. Begin my new
position as urban outreach coordinator for
the USDA Forest Service, Southern California
Consortium. 2. Pursue MBA program with a
focus on non-profit management. 3. Run for
local political office.

FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR ON CAMPUS:
The beginning of the school year because
everyone is still getting to know each other
and the freshman are settling in. It is also
Hispanic Heritage Month which always kept
me busy!

BEST THING ABOUT BEING A PALMER: Having
a network of alumnae and fellow sisters to rely
on, and the dedication to and understanding of
serving others.

MOST SIGNIFICANT LESSON LEARNED FROM
COMMUNITY SERVICE: It is important to give
and not expect anything in return. I may

Photo 6ySeven Burns Photogra

MOST UNUSUAL CLASS TAKEN: Spanish Food,

ADVICE TO FELLOW GRADUATES: Continue

Film, and Culture with Prof. Rafael Chabran.

to give back to our fellow Poets. Not just

not be financially wealthy, but I am wealthy

CLASS I WISH I HAD TAKEN: Urban Studies

community service events, I put my whole

Workshop with Prof. Les Howard.

heart into it.

54

financially, but in other ways. Give under-

in love and compassion, [and when] I go to

ADVICE TO INCOMING FRESHMAN: Get

MOST SURPRISING THING I'VE LEARNED AT

involved and do as much as you can while

WHI1TIER: Everything learned in Psychology of

you are at Whittier because those will be the

Adolescence with Prof. Lori Camparo.

moments that you most treasure.

graduates advice; share your thoughts, ideas,
and experiences.

CHILDHOOD AMBITION: Be the first Latina
President of the United States.

CAREER GOAL NOW: Hasn't changed at all.

HITTIER WEEKEND 2009 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS*
oltowing Whittier College's continuing efforts to "go green," the Office
f Alumni Relations will not be producing a printed copy of the Whittier
eekend 2009 brochure this year. We appreciate your support in this matter,
nd encourage you to visit our website for all information and to register for

10 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Hospitality

Dezember Alumni House

11 a.m. to
1 p.m.

Society Gatherings
• Palmer Brunch
•
Athenian Brunch
•
Penn Brunch
•
Orthogonian Brunch
•
Thalian Brunch
•
Lancer Brunch
•
Ionian Brunch
•Metaphonian Brunch
•
Franklin Brunch
•
Sachsen Brunch

Shannon Center Patio
North Lawn
Wardman House
Bill & Harriet's Club 88
A.J. Villalobos Hall
Memorial Chapel
Crepes & Grapes Café
Datillo Restaurant
Phlight Restaurant
The 6740 Bar 8 Grill

11 a.m.

Men's Soccer v. CMS
(Claremont-Mudd-Scripps)

Soccer/Lacrosse Field

11 a.m.

Men's Water Polo v. Redlands

Slade Aquatics Center

his special event. If you have any questions about Whittier Weekend 2009,
tease contact us at (562) 907-4222 or atumni@whittier.edu.

HURSDAY, OCTOBER 22 PRE-WEEKEND EVENT
3 p.m.

JGWS Dinner (invitation only)

7:30 p.m.

JGWS Lecture: Richard Halloran,
Woodrow Wilson Fellow (open to the

3 p.m.

WC Theatre Dept. Presents:
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
by Ellen McLaughlin

Bill & Harriet's Club 88

public)

A.J. Villalobos Hall
Ruth B. Shannon
Center for the
Performing Arts

RIDAY, OCTOBER 23

11 a.m.

Women's Soccer v. CMS

@ Claremont McKenna

2nd Annual All-Society Mixer

Ettinger Student Lounge

LO a.m. to
P.M.

Registration

Hoover Patio

1 p.m. to
3 p.m.

10 a.m. to
i P.M.

Hospitality

Dezember Alumni House

3 p.m.

Homecoming Game: Poets v. Pomona-Pitzer
Half-time Celebration: "100 Years of
Football & 10th Anniversary of SCIAC Champs"

Memorial Stadium

10 a.m. to
11 a.m.

Broadoaks Open House

Broadoaks School
5:30 p.m.

50th Reunion Dinner

Wardman House

5:30 p.m.

Class Reunion Dinners
•
Class of 1954
Class of 1964
•
Class of 1969
•
•
Class of 1974
•
Class of 1979
Class of 1984
•
Class of 1989
•
Class of 1994
•
Class of 1999
•
Class of 2004
•

Mendenhall Lobby
Memorial Chapel
Wardman Library, 2nd Floor
Dezember Alumni House
Radisson Hotel
Ettinger Student Lounge
Hartley House
Rose Hills Courtyard
A.J. Villalobos Hall
Garrett House

11:30 a.m. to President's Welcome Luncheon
1 p.m.

North Lawn

12 p.m.

Classes of 1944 &
1949 Reunion Lunch

A.J. Villalobos Hall

1:15 p.m. to
:15 p.m.

Poet College 1: "History of American
Rock n' Roll"

Hoover 100

:30 p.m. to
1:30 p.m.

Poet College 2: "Vietnam: My Story"

Hoover 100

1:45 p.m. to
P.M.

Poet College 3: "Alumni Panel:
The Business of Entertainment"

Hoover 100

Lancer Reception
LGBT and Friends Reception
Pep Rally & Bonfire

A.J. Villalobos Hall
Hartley House
Upper Quad

Class of 1959 Reception; Dinner at the CI

Ettinger Student Lounge;
Campus Inn

7 P.M.

Class of 1969 Reception

Mendenhall Lobby

3

WC Theatre Dept. Presents:
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
by Ellen McLaughlin

Ruth B. Shannon
Center for the
Performing Arts

P.M. to
P.M.

5

P.M.

P.M.

3 P.M. to
12 a.m.

Whittier Weekend Casino Night,
presented by Radisson Hotel Whittier
•
The Reunion Room (21+)
The Gaming Pit (Under 21)
•

Ettinger Student Lounge
Rose Hills Courtyard

ATURDAY, OCTOBER 24
3 a.m. to
i P.

Registration

Hoover Patio

3:30 a.m.

Poet Awards Breakfast

A.J. Villalobos Hall

7 p.m. to
8:30 p.m.

Zero-2-Four Reception
(graduates from 2005-2009)

Bill & Harriet's Club 88

8 p.m.

WC Theatre Dept. Presents:
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
by Ellen McLaughlin

Ruth B. Shannon
Center for the
Performing Arts

9 P.M. to
11 p.m.

After-Hours Party, featuring
Live band Conlob

Bill & Harriet's Club 88/
Rose Hills Courtyard

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25
7:30 a.m.

Walk with President Herzberger

Meet at the Rock

9 a.m. to
11 a.m.

Golden Anniversary Brunch

A.J. Villalobos Hall

10 a.m.

Class of 1969 Brunch

Hartley House

11 a.m.

Whittier College Day at First Friends Church

First Friends Church

2 p.m.

WC Theatre Dept. Presents:
"Iphigenia and Other Daughters"
by Ellen McLaughlin

Ruth B. Shannon
Center for the
Performing Arts

4 p.m. to
6 p.m.

38th Annual Tardeada

Rose Hills Courtyard

(for recipients, see p. 57)

chedule subject to change. For updates, visit www.whittier.edu/WhittierWeekend200
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398 *****AUTOSCH 5-DIGIT 90601
PHILIP M. O'BRIEN '61 AND ANN (JOHNSON) TOPJON
5654 PALM AVE
WHITTIER, CA 90601-2623

AND GABRIEL "GABE" KELI'IKAINO'EAU PAPA '11
IS TAKING FULL ADVANTAGE OF WHAT WHITTIER
COLLEGE HAS TO OFFER.
"LIKE EVERY WHITTIER STUDENT, MY EXPERIENCE HERE HAS
BEEN UNIQUE. I've been amazed at how easy it is to make connections and get involved. My Whittier Scholars major is enabling me

to create an individualized course of study that reflects my personal
interests and professional goals. My work with the Aloha Series
offered at the Shannon Center has helped me feel connected to my
home in Hawai'i. This year, I'm president of the Associated Students
of Whittier College; co-president of the Business Leadership Group;
and co-chair of the Minority Caucus. At a larger school, these leadership opportunities wouldn't be available to a sophomore! Simply put,
this is a community where I can have an experience as rich and full
as possible.
"The generous scholarships I've received lessened the stress and
worry of paying for college. And knowing that these generous alumni

The Whittier Fund supports special opportunities for

are vested in my future inspires me. I feel both proud of and grateful
to those who have contributed to my education and success."

students like Gabe that enables them to make the most
of their Poet experience. From scholarships to faculty
salaries, academics to athletics, music to technology,
and key facilities for advanced study, gifts to the
Whittier Fund are the cornerstone upon which
Whittier's excellence is built.
ANNUAL GIFTS CAN BE MADE ONLINE AT WWW.WHITTIER.EDU/GIVEONLINE OR BY CALLING 562.907.4209.

